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MEMORANDUM 

February 11, 2003 RECO 
TO: 

FROM: 

Commissioners and Interested Parties 

Charles Lester, Deputy Director 
Steve Monowitz, Coastal Planner 

COPY 

RE: Annual Review of Coastal Development Permit Amendment 4-82-200-AS for 
the Oceano Dunes State Vehicle Recreation Area (ODSVRA), San Luis 
Obispo County 

I. Staff Recommendation: 

Staff recommends that the Commission take no action, which would renew Coastal Development 
Permit 4-82-300-AS without change . 

II. Procedural Summary: 

In 1982 the Coastal Commission approved Coastal Development Permit (CDP) No. 4-82-300 for 
the construction of habitat fencing and entrance kiosks at Oceano Dunes State Vehicular 
Recreation Area (ODSVRA). That permit and subsequent amendments have established limits 
to the numbers of vehicles and campsites allowed, and required ongoing reviews to ensure that 
off-highway vehicle (OHV) recreation is managed consistent with the protection of sensitive 
dune habitats. 

Various processes have been used to comply with this requirement. On February 14, 2001, the 
Commission endqrsed (via Coastal Development Permit Amendment 4-82-300-AS) State Park's 
proposal to establ'ish a Technical Review Team (TRT)1 as an alternative to the carrying capacity 
approach established in 1994. The TRT was created to oversee monitoring of environmental and 
use trends in the Park and advise the Superintendent on resource management issues. As a 
condition of Commission approval, the TRT was required to include a scientific subcommittee 
that was to identify, develop and evaluate the scientific information needed by decision makers 
to ensure that the natural resources are adequately managed and protected. The Commission also 
required the amendment to be renewed annually. Specifically, Special Condition 2 states: 

Renewal of Permit Annually, the Commission shall review the overall 
effectiveness of the Technical Review Team in managing vehicle impacts at 
the ODSVRA. If the Commission is satisfied with the review, this 

1 The Coastal Commission adopted Revised Findings in support of this action on May 7, 2001. 
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amendment will remain in effect for an additional year. A longer permit may 
be requested in the future. Otherwise, an alternative approach to resource 
management, or set of management measures, may be instituted through this 
review process. 

III. Analysis: 

The annual review required by 4-82-300-AS provides the Commission with an opportunity to 
review whether the TRT is providing an effective means of managing vehicle impacts, and 
where necessary, institute alternative approaches and/or management measures. In order to 
analyze the effectiveness of the TRT in 'accordance with this condition, the Commission must 
consider the progress that TRT has made in identifying and analyzing resource management 
issues, and evaluate whether current management measures are adequately protecting coastal 
resources. A full set of the conditions established by 4-82-300-A5 is attached as Exhibit 3. 

A. TRT Effectiveness 

• 

The TRT process formulated by State Parks and approved by Coastal Development Permit 
Amendment 4-82-300-A5 establishes specific annual requirements based on a three-year start-up 
period. Special Condition 5 requires the TRT and the ODSVRA Superintendent to submit 
annual reports that summarize recreational use and habitat trends at the park, and that highlight 
TRT accomplishments. The second annual report must also include a final charter for the TRT, a • 
ranking of research and management questions and priorities, and a scope of work for those 
projects identified as the highest priority. 

The annual report submitted pursuant to this condition (attached as Exhibit 1) generally satisfies 
the requirements of this condition and demonstrates that the TRT has made progress in both 
procedural and substantive areas during its second year of operation. Procedurally, the TRT has 
adopted refinements to its Charter, including a problem statement to guide future management 
and monitoring efforts. These and other structural improvements have effectively carried out the 
recommendations in the Facilitator's Report submitted during the first annual review. 

Substantively, the tRT and it's Scientific Subcommittee have, among other things, reviewed and 
commented on the Habitat Monitoring System and the predator management programs being 
implemented at the park, and identified and prioritized research and management issues that 
require further study. The research and management priorities adopted by the TRT in 
compliance with Special Condition 5 are included as Attachment 8 to the annual report. 

The annual report demonstrates that the ODSVRA and the TRT have complied with the 4-82-
300-AS with one exception; the TRT has yet to develop a scope of work for the priority research 
and management studies. The Scientific Subcommittee has, however, drafted a preliminary list 
of questions that the studies would need to address, and will review the proposed design of the 
studies once they are developed. Further development and implementation of these studies will 
be an important step for the TRT to complete as soon as possible, so that the research can be • 
applied to the development of long-term management measures in coordination with the Habitat 
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Conservation Plan currently under development. The ability of the TRT to effectively address 
these needs over the next year will be evaluated as part of the Commission's next annual review. 

B. Evaluation of Current Management Measures 

Data regarding use trends and environmental resources at the ODSVRA provides important 
information regarding the effectiveness of various management approaches. A detailed analysis 
of multiple years of data was contained in the staff report for 4-82-300-AS, adopted by the 
Commission in February 2001. Data for the 2001 Snowy Plover and Least Tern nesting season 
was documented in a report prepared by the Point Reyes Bird Observatory (PRBO), presented to 
the Commission during the first annual review of the TRT, in May 2002. PRBO prepared a 
similar report for the 2003 nesting season, which is attached to this memorandum as Exhibit 2. 

As described in the current PRBO report, new management actions were undertaken to protect 
Least Tern and Snowy Plover nests and chicks during the 2002 nesting season. These measures 
included the provision of increased buffer widths around protected nesting areas, and the 
implementation of a predator management program. Implementation of the new management 
measures appears to have had a positive result on the protection of the Snowy Plover and Least 
Tern during the 2002 nesting season. As stated on page 12 of the PRBO report: 

The 2002 season for plovers was the most successful since banding of 
the chicks, which allows a fledge estimate, began in 1998. One chick 
fledged per breeding male is the estimated number needed for 
population stability. The 35 chicks fledged in 2002 exceed the number 
of breeding males and provide for population growth. The number of 
chicks known fledged in both 2000 (4) and 2001 (3) was below the 
level needed to maintain the population. 

Other issues regarding the 2002 nesting season, such as clutch hatching rates, nest abandonment, 
and chick mortality are addressed in detail by the PRBO Report. 

As the Commisston may recall, a significant management issue raised during the first annual 
review of the TRT was whether to extend the fencing that protects the habitat for the Least Tern 
and Snowy Plover, as recommended in the PRBO report on the 2001 nesting season. At that 
time, there were differing opinions regarding the appropriateness of extending the fencing, until 
the cause of the extremely low fledgling rates documented during 2001 nesting was better 
understood. Protective fencing at the ODSVRA during the 2002 nesting season was therefore 
placed in the same location as in 2001, so the effects of predator management on fledgling rates 
could be evaluated. As discussed at the 2001 annual review, the proposal to extend the protective 
fencing would be reconsidered for the 2003 nesting season if Snowy Plover fledgling rates 
improved during the 2002 nesting season. 

On this topic, the PRBO report on the 2002 nesting season suggests maintaining the same size 
and configuration of protective fencing installed for 2002, with the addition of a new fence to 
delineate the 100 foot buffer area on the north side of the 7-8 exclosure (see Figure 10 on page 
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16 of the PRBO Report, attached as Exhibit 2). The Scientific Subcommittee has proposed a 
modification to this recommendation that calls for a single fence to be installed around the I 00 
foot buffer area established during the 2002 nesting season. The Scientific Subcommittee has 
further recommended that the fence be extended northward to a point 200 feet south of Post 
Marker 6. This increase in the amount of protected shorebird nesting habitat was discussed by 
the TRT at its meeting of January 13, 2003. According to the draft meeting notes (attached as 
Exhibit 4, the TRT decided to pass this recommendation along to the Superintendent and the 
Coastal Commission without a formal commentary. A supplemental Scientific Subcommitee 
report responding to the concerns expressed by the TRT member representing recreational 
vehicle interests regarding this recommendation is attached to this report as Exhibit 5. 

Another notable recommendation for the 2003 nesting season submitted is to extend the period in 
which the seasonal protective fencing will be retained. Specifically, the Scientific Subcommittee 
has endorsed PRBO's recommendation that the 19-acre portion of the 7-8 Exclosure north of the 
7.5 revegetation site remain closed through fall and winter. The objective of this 
recommendation is to facilitate the development of natural habitat features (e.g., topographic 
features) that enhance nesting and chick rearing habitat. 

These and other Scientific Subcommittee recommendations contained in the 2002 annual report 
have been transmitted for the consideration of the ODSVRA Superintendent. Based on 
discussions to date, it appears that the Superintendent is in general agreement with the 
recommendations, and will implement them during the 2003 nesting season provided the 
agreement of other regulatory agencies and the availability of the necessary finances. 

IV. Conclusion: 

During its second year of operation, the TRT has made progress in identifying the long-term 
resource management issues that need to be studied during the upcoming year, consistent with 
the timeframes and procedures envisioned by 4-82-300-AS. In the interim, the management 
measures being implemented within the ODSVRA by the Park Superintendent, in coordination 
with the TRT, Scientific Subcommittee, and other involved regulatory agencies, appear to be 
resulting in the improved protection of sensitive coastal resources. As a result, there does not 
appear to be a need' for the Commission to revise the terms of 4-82-300-AS at this point in time. 

Attached Exhibits: 

Exhibit 1: 2002 Annual Report 
Exhibit 2: 2002 Nesting Season Report 
Exhibit 3: Special Conditions of 4-82-300-AS 
Exhibit 4: Draft January 13, 2003 TRT Meeting Summary 
Exhibit 5: January 29,2003 Scientific Subcommittee Supplement 
Exhibit 6: Correspondence 
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PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT 

January 14, 2003 

Mr. Peter M. Douglas 
Executive Director 
California Coastal Commission 
45 Fremont Street 
San Francisco, CA 94105 

Re: Oceano Dunes State Vehicular Recreation Area (ODSVRA) Technical Review Team (TRT) 
Second Annual Report 

Dear Mr. Douglas: 

As required by the conditions and findings in Permit Amendment No. 4-82-300-A5, the TRT and 
the ODSVRA Superintendent are submitting this second annual report. Although the permit 
requires preparation of annual reports for the period of October through September, the first annual 
report covered TRT activities for October 2001 through mid-January 2002. Therefore, this 2nd 
Annual Report has been prepared to cover the period January 2002 through December 2002, and 
provide you and the Commission with a summary of the substantive and procedural 
accomplishments of the TRT during the 2002 calendar year, as well as key milestones . 

Context 

The TRT established it basic charter during its first three meetings in late 2001 and early 2002 as 
well as transmitting the recommendations of the Scientific Subcommittee regarding the 
management and monitoring recommendations for the 2002 nesting season for the California Least 
Tern and Western Snowy Plover in March of 2002. It also brought on a new facilitator to assist its 
work in January of 2002. 

Summary of Activities and Accomplishments - 2002 

The key substantive accomplishments of the TRT during 2002 focused on preparing for the 2002 
nesting season, review and transmittal of the scientific subcommittee's monitoring and management 
recommendations (also for the 2002 nesting season), establishing research and management 
priorities and evaluating the preliminary results of the 2002 nesting season. From a structural 
perspec~ve, the TRT revised and augmented its existing Charter to include more explicit guidance 
regarding meeting ground rules, operating procedures, alternates, public participation, and other 
matters. Most importantly, the TRT adopted a problem statement to guide its efforts and serve as a 
touchstone for its future efforts. This Amended Charter and Problem Statement were adopted by a 
consensus of those present at the TRT meetings. The TRT also began review of the Scientific 
Subcommittee's recommendations for the 2003 nesting season and will transmit its review to the 
Park Superintendent and Commission in early 2003. 

The attachments evidencing this work and progress include the following: 
1. Amended Charter (Attachment 1) 
2. List of Current TRT Members and Alternates (Attachment 2) 

CCC Exhibit _b_ 
(page ..Lot ..f::l_ page 

3. Copies ofTRT Meeting Summaries from each of the six meetings held during 2002 
(Attachment 3) 

4. ODSVRA Day Use, camping and OHV Use Numbers (Attachment 4) 
5. List of Research and Management Questions and Priorities (Attachment 5) 
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6. Scientific Subcommittee Comments on the Park's Habitat Monitoring System (Attachment 
6) 

7. Scientific Subcommittee Comments on the Park's Interim Predator Management Plan 
(Attachment 7) 

8. Scientific Subcommittee recommendations on Western Snowy Plover/California Least tern 
monitoring and management. (Attachment 8) 

You will fmd additional commentary by the TRT on these attachments on pages 3 and 4 of the 
Meeting Summary for the December 1 01

h meeting. 

Overall, 2002 monitoring and management efforts resulted in both increased fledgling success for 
the Snowy Plover and implementation of a successful predator management program. According to 
the 2002 Nesting Report prepared by Douglas George of the Point Reyes Bird Observatory, the 
2002 season for plovers was the most successful since banding of chicks, which allows for a fledge 
estimate, began in 1998. One chick fledged per breeding male is the estimated number needed for 
population stability1

• Th3 35 chicks fledged in 2002 exceed the number of breeding males and 
provide for population growth. The number of chicks known fledged in both 2000 (4) and 2001 
(3) was below the level needed to maintain the population. 

Key Highlights: 

Increased Fines: It is important to note that State Parks elevated the fines for illegal camping 
access at ODSVRA from $64 to $270 in mid-2002. State Parks took this action to maintain 
compliance with California Coastal Commission requirements to impose a limit on attendance 
during the summer months and to help reduce conflicts between riders and nesting birds2

• The 
following number of$270 citations were issued: July-271, August-125, September-138. 

TRT/Scientific Subcommittee Interaction: The TRT conducted a question and answer session 
with the ODSVRA ecologist on data collection. monitoring, and management procedures. The 
TRT also conducted a site visit with State Park Representatives and Scientific Subcommittee 
members during the nesting season, which focused on plover/tern nesting exclosures, and provided 
the opportunity for TRT members to ask questions about monitoring, fledging success, alternative 
access, camping and speed limit enforcement, and night riding. 

Monitopng and Management Actions: The following actions were taken during the year with 
regard t6 monitoring and management issues: 

• Review, feedback and adoption of recommendations of the Scientific Subcommittee 
regarding plover and tern management, which were transmitted to the Coastal Commission 
in March 2002. 

• Review feedback and adoption of recommendations of the Scientific Subcommittee 
regarding research and management questions and priorities (Attachment 5), ODSVRA 
monitoring protocols (Attachment 6), and plover/tern monitoring and management 
recommendations for 2003 (Attachment 9). 

• Initiating review and discussion of the plover/tern 2002 breeding season. 

1 USFWS. 2001 Western Snowy Plover (Charadrius alexandrinus nivosus) Pacific Coast Population Draft 
recovery Plan. Portland OR. 

2 State Parks issues citations throughout the year, not just during the summer months. -1 

CCC Exhibit _J-_ 
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Process and Structural Refinements: In April 2002, the facilitator prepared a report designed to 
provide "mid-course" feedback to the TRT regarding its overall effectiveness, as well as to suggest 
structural changes that could further its mission as described in the Charter. The key 
recommendations included in this report were implemented by the TRT, as follows: The TRT 
negotiated a problem statement to guide its future management and monitoring efforts, adopted 
ground rules, and revisited and refined its Charter. Specifically, the ~uorum requirements were 
modified to reflect the difficulty of achieving an 80% attendance rate . The TRT also modified the 
circumstances under which public input is provided. However, it did receive comments from the 
public during a majority of its 2002 meetings. 

Scientific Subcommittee Accomplishments 

The Scientific Subcommittee met on January 18, February 15, March 18, April30, June 4, 
September 30, October 23, and December 5, 2002. As one of the issues of greatest concern at 
ODSVRA is the status of western snowy plovers and California least terns, the Scientific 
Subcommittee has primarily focused on issues surrounding these species. Accomplishments of the 
Scientific Subcommittee during this period include: 

• Receiving and discussing updates on plover/tern breeding throughout the 2002 season. 

• Reviewing the plover/tern 2001 breeding season report by L. Henkel and drafting 
recommendations for 2002. 

• Reviewing an unpublished report prepared by R. Burton and M. Kutilek titled "Nocturnal 
Habits of Western Snowy Plovers at Oceano Dunes State Vehicular Recreation Area." 

• Reviewing and commenting on the Interim Predator Management Plan. The ODSVRA 
ecologist revised the plan to reflect the comments. 

• Drafting recommendations for research and management, including prioritizing the areas 
of study and providing a list of questions to be answered by each study (Attachment 5). 

• Reviewing and commenting on the Habitat Monitoring System used at ODSVRA, 
including protocols, techniques, and data sheets (Attachment 6). 

• Conducting a site visit covering, revegetation and dune stabilization methodology, the 
results of recent botanical surveys conducted by Ecosystems West, the status of 2002 
.snowy plover and least tern nesting, exclosure configuration, and the status of shrike 
'control and related predation issues. 

• Conducting a workshop with outside experts focusing on the ODSVRA dune ecology and 
vegetation. Outside experts included Jack Biegle, local ecologist and Board member of 
People for the Nipomo Dunes, Glenn Clifton, Ecosystems West botanist, Bill Davilla, 
Ecosystems West botanist, Doug George, PRBO ornithologist, Phil Gross, formerly with 
ODSVRA, Nancy LaGrille, ODSVRA greenhouse manager, Jenny Langford, Guadalupe 
Dunes Natural Preserve ecologist and CalPoly graduate student, and Paul Young, Santa 
Cruz Predatory Bird Research Group researcher. 

Other Issues: 

3 The TR T failed to achieve a quorum to take action in April and September of 2002 and had difficulty 
scheduling meetings at other times of the year because of the 80% rule. 

CCC Exhibit __ 1_ 
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The TRT continues to be adversely impacted by budget and travel restrictions that preclude meeting 
attendance by Coastal Commission staff members who serve as members of the TRT and whose 
absence frustrates the achievement of a quorum on a regular basis. Because the TRT has 
consistently benefited from meeting attendance by Commission staff and the insights that are 
provided by such involvement, the TRT requests that the matter of in-person staff attendance at 
TRT meetings be reconsidered by the Commission and assigned a high priority for 2003. 

Looking Ahead: 

The TRT feels that good progress has been made during 2002. Working relationships have 
improved among members of the TRT over the past twelve months, and there is a better 
understanding of the technical issues involved in monitoring and management. At the same time, 
the TRT acknowledges .that additional progress needs to be made with regard to the approval of a 
Habitat Conservation Plan (HCP) and the issuance of an Incidental Take Permit. 

The TRT anticipates that in 2003 members will transmit comments on the Scientific 
Subcommittee's recommendations regarding the 2003 nesting season and continue to fine tune 
monitoring and management recommendations consistent with its newly adopted Problem 
Statement. While the TRT understands that it was charged with preparing a "scope of work", it has 
determined that the questions posed by the Scientific Subcommittee reflect its priorities and provide 
a framework for such a Scope of Work. Specific study designs will be developed through 
collaboration with State Parks and, where appropriate, through its consultants. Finally, the TRT 
will assist in reviewing State Parks' San Luis Obispo Coast and ODSVRA HCP in addition to 
reviewing the results of the 2003 breeding season. The TRT also looks forward to 2003 and the 
opportunity to assist the Superintendent of ODSVRA with adaptive management of the park's 
resources. 

Overall, the TRT has shown considerable leadership in moving through the formation and capacity 
building stages of the process and is well situated to make meaningful and high quality 
contributions to the monitoring and management responsibilities assigned to it by the Commission. 

Sincerely, 

John C. Jostes, 
TRT Program Facilitator 

JCJ/ 
cc: Paula Hartman 

Steve Y amaichi 
Enclosures 
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ATTACHMENT 1 

AMENDED1 CHARTER 

TECHNICAL REVIEW TEAM 
OCEANO DUNES STATE VEHICULAR RECREATION AREA 

A. Mission and Problem Statement 

The mission of the Technical Review Team (hereafter referred to as the "TRr'} is to provide on
going recommendations on the management of the Oceano Dunes State Vehicular Recreation Area 
(hereafter referred to as the "ODSVRA") to the ODSVRA Superintendent. In undertaking its mission, the 
TRT shall be guided by its adopted "Problem Statemenr attached to this Charter. 

B. TRT Responsibilities 

(1} Assist the ODSVRA Superintendent in the protection of the ODSVRA natural resources by 
helping identify and review needed research and recommend management measures and restoration 
efforts to rebuild or protect ODSVRA resources. The TRT will rank research and management questions 
and priorities. In identifying and selecting the priority research and management questions and projects, 
the TRT shall consider information developed by the US Fish and Wildlife Service and shall include the 
following: 

a. Appropriate management techniques for the western snowy plover, California least tern, 
and steelhead trout including an evaluation of: 

i. How the geographic location of nests, proximity of nests to foraging areas, and 
nest closure techniques affect the hatching and fledgling success of the species . 

ii. What studies may be necessary to determine appropriate management techniques, 
or what known management techniques could be put in place, for protecting each species of 
concern. 

iii. The potential environmental, recreational, and economic costs and benefits of 
alternative beach/dune habitat protection strategies. 

b. Appropriate management techniques for protecting water quality and dune habitats from 
potential pollutants that might result from motor vehicle fluids or other contaminants that might enter 
the ODSVRA and ocean through polluted runoff or direct discharges. 

c. The success of past revegetation efforts within the ODSVRA and the potential need for 
continuing or expanding those efforts, including expansion of vegetation exclosures. 

d. Conduct a comprehensive, long-term monitoring and comparative analysis of the 
resources impacts associated with varying levels of use, including the highest (peak-use) 
attendance periods. 

If the TRT identifies alternative research and management questions and projects as a higher 
priority than items a through d above, it shall discuss the basis for such a determination in its 
Annual Report to the California Coastal Commission (see section H below). 

(2) Create a scientific subcommittee to identify, develop, and evaluate the scientific information 
needed by decision makers to ensure that the ODSVRA's natural resources are adequately managed and 
protected. (see section F below). 

(3) Evaluate monitoring results and reevaluate monitoring protocols contained in the ODSVRA 
annual reports for the Habitat Monitoring System; reports on the breeding, nesting, and fledgling success 
of the western snowy plover and California least tern populations in the ODSVRA; and other reports 
related to the environmental impacts of recreational activities . 

1 Reflects Changes adopted on 12/10/2002 
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. 
(4) Develop recommendations to the ODSVRA Superintendent regarding additional monitoring • 

focuses, adjustments to day and overnight use limits, and management strategies. 

(5} Provide oversight review for various research studies. 

(6) Assist the ODSVRA Superintendent in building community support for management and 
restoration efforts through problem solving, consensus building, new constituency development, and 
increasing understanding about the ODSVRA. · 

C. TRT Membership and Member Commitments 

The TRT shall be composed of no less than nine (9) and no more than thirteen (13) voting 
members employed by federal, state, or local agencies with expertise in management of natural 
resources, representatives of local user groups, conservation and other public interest organizations, 
scientific and educational organizations, and members of the public interested in the protection and 
multiple-use management of the ODSVRA resources. 

(1) Current Membership. The current membership Is ten (10) voting members: one 
representative from each of the following government agencies and constituent groups: California Coastal 
Commission, San Luis Obispo County, US Fish and Wildlife Service, California Department of Fish and 
Game, the California Department of Parks and Recreation (Off-Highway Motor Vehicle Division 
Commission}, the off-highway vehicle community, the environmental community, local government from 
the fiVe-cities area, the business community, and the residential community. The Superintendent of the 
ODSVRA is a non-voting member of the TRT. 

(2) Member Additions. Without further approval by the California Coastal Commission, the TRT 
and the Superintendent of the ODSVRA may add up to three (3) members to the TRT to reflect a balance 
in interests or changing dynamics of stakeholder and/or Issues. More than three (3) additional members 
will require Commission approval. 

(3) Member Principals and Alternates. The TRT consists of one principal representative from • 
each of the government agencies and constituent groups and may include one alternate representative 
from each agency and group. The alternate's role is to attend any meeting that the member cannot 
attend, participate on that member's behalf, and to provide information about the proceedings and results 
of the meeting directly to the member. Alternates are empowered to participate in the decision making 
process when members are not in attendance. The intention behind providing for alternates is to ensure a 
continuum of representation and constituent communication as well as to minimize back-tracking when 
principal representatives are not able to attend TRT meetings. Alternates are not empowered to 
participate in meetings when Principals are present. 

a. Participation. Only the principal {or, in his or her absence, the alternate) may participate 
In TRT deliberations and actions. 

b. Member Terms. There are no term limits to member participation. 
c. Me.,ber Resignations. When a member principal or alternate finds the need to resign, 

the appropriatE! agency or constituent group shall provide a replacement. 

(4) Member Commitments: By participating in the TRT, all member principals and alternates 
agree to: 

a. Abide by the "Meeting Ground Rules" Identified as Attachment "A" to this charter. 
b. Take actions based on scientific criteria, data, findings, and conclusions. 
c. Keep their agencies or constituencies informed about potential TRT actions and test the 

acceptability of those potential actions with their agencies or constituencies. 

D. TRT Meetings 

(1) Openness. Each TRT meeting shall be open to the public and publicized at least one week 
prior to the meeting. 

CCC Exhibit 1 
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(2) Meeting Frequency. The TRT must meet no less than two times a year. The TRT may 
meet as frequently as it desires. 

(3) Meeting Quorum. Seventy (70%) percent of the members (principals or alternates) shall be 
required to hold a TRT meeting. 

{4) Meeting Confirmation. One week prior to the holding of any meeting, the California 
Department of Parks and Recreation (DPR) shall poll members to confirm whether a quorum is likely to 
be present at the meeting. 

(5) Meeting Agendas. 

a. Agenda items may come from a number of sources including, but not limited to, the 
Superintendent of the ODSVRA, TRT members, and TRT working groups, subcommittees, and 
task forces. Members of the public or constituency groups are encouraged to contact a member of 
the TRT to recommend an agenda item. 

b. The TRT may prioritize agenda items. 

c. The agenda for each meeting (and any supporting material} shall be distributed to TRT 
members at least one week prior to the meeting. 

d. Each meeting shall be limited to items on the distributed agenda unless unanimous 
consent at the meeting allows additions. 

e. Scheduled breaks for stakeholder caucusing shall be incorporated into each meeting to 
replace the informal practice of note·passing, whispering and other activities that may be disruptive 
or distracting to other members of the TRT while it is in session. 

(6) Meeting Facilitation. Each meeting shall be chaired and facilitated by an independent 
professional facilitator. 

• (7} Meeting Records. 

• 

a. Actions and key discussion points of each meeting shall be recorded by the facilitator on 
an easel pad and the summary of those actions and key discussion points distributed to each 
member. Any additions, deletions, and corrections provided to the facilitator shall be incorporated 
into the summary for adoption at the next meeting 

b. To provide a full backup record, the deliberations of each meeting shall be electronically 
recorded. Tapes of each meeting shall be provided to anyone on request. 

(8) Public Participation. Each TRT meeting shall be open to the public. The TRT shall set the 
rules for public participation in each meeting. 

a. Meeting Notice. DPR shall publicize each meeting at least one week prior to the 
meeting. Potential publicity measures include news releases distributed to the print media; display 
advertising placed in area print media: posting of the meeting notice on the ODSVRA web site; 
posting of the meeting notice at ODSVRA kiosks, chamber of commerce offices, and government 
offices; and mailings to individuals and organizations expressing a desire to receive the meeting 
notice. The notice shall include the meeting agenda. 

b. Public Mailing List. DPR, on behalf of the TRT, shall maintain a list of nonmembers 
attending the TRT meetings and notify all persons on that list of upcoming meetings. 

c. Public Participation Rules. All TRT meetings are open to the public and observers are 
welcome. Meetings of the TRT are meant to be working meetings focused on collaboratively 
developing recommendations to the Park Superintendent regarding monitoring and management 
within the ODSVRA. As such, the meetings are not designed to be opportunities for soliciting input 
from the general public. However, if time permits, and at the discretion of the TRT, a public 
comment period may be scheduled at each meeting for members of the public to address the TRT 
with brief comments. 

CCC Exhibit 1 
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Amended TRT Charter 

E. TRT Actions 

(1) Actions by Consensus. In taking actions, the TRT shall seek consensus among all voting 
members, if possible. Consensus is defined as all voting members either supporting an action or 
abstaining (to be Interpreted as "will not oppose"). 

(2) Non-Unanimity Decision Rule. If the TRT is not able to reach consensus on any action, the 
TRT will take action by overwhelming agreement: Seventy (70%) percent of all members (a principal or 
alternate representing each agency or constituency group) required for passage. 

(3) Action Reconsideration. Following any meeting at which an action is taken by the TRT, a 
member not present at that meeting may ask the TRT to reconsider Its action at the next subsequent 
meeting. Similarly, any member on the prevailing side of an action may ask the TRT to reconsider its 
action. 

(4) Dissenting VIews. If the TRT employs the non-unanimity decision rule on any action, 
dissenters shall have the opportunity to summarize their dissent and reasons-to be part of the action 
record. 

F. Scientific Subcommittee._ 

(1) Purpose. The TRT shall create a scientific subcommittee to identify, develop, and evaluate 
the scientific information needed by decision makers to ensure that the ODSVRA's natural resources are 
adequately managed and protected. 

(2) Membership. The subcommittee shall be composed of resource experts representing the 
fiVe government agencies on the TRT (California Coastal Commission, San Luis Obispo County, US Fish 
and Wildlife Service, California Department of Fish and Game, California Department of Parks and 
Recreation) and at least two independent scientists with expertise in Western snowy plover, California 
least tern, steelhead trout, or other species of concern, as well as ecological processes to analyze 
technical data and provide scientific recommendations to the TRT. 

(3) Membership Approval. The Executive Director of the California Coastal Commission shall 
approve the members of the scientific subcommittee. 

(4) Subcommittee Responsibilities. 

a. Recommend to the TRT the scientific studies and investigations that may be necessary 
to develop information needed by resources managers. 

b. Advise the TRT regarding the protection of the ODSVRA's natural resources by helping 
identify and review needed research measures and restoration efforts to rebuild or protect the 
ODSVRA natural resources. 

c. Evaluate monitoring results and reevaluate monitoring protocols contained in ODSVRA 
annual report~rfor the Habitat Monitoring System, reporting on the breeding, nesting, and fledgling 
success of the Western snowy plover and California least tern populations In the ODSVRA, and 
other reports related to the environmental impacts of recreational activities. 

d. Provide comments on the adequacy of various scientific research studies and make 
management recommendations to the TRT. 

e. Submit full scientific subcommittee recommendations to the California Coastal 
Commission and make them available to the public as part of the annual review process with 
respect to the Commission's consideration of permit renewal. 

f. Receive and consider guidance from the TRT In carrying out its responsibilities. 

(5) Subcommittee Meetings. The subcommittee shall establish the times, frequency, and rules 
of subcommittee meetings, subject to the approval of the TRT. 
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Amended TRT Charter 

(6) Subcommittee Actions. A complete set of the scientific Subcommittee's recommendations 
shall be provided to the California Coastal Commission with sufficient lead time to be considered as a part 
of the Commission's Annual Permit Review. 

G. Other Subcommittees, Working Groups, and Task Forces 

To aid in fulfilling its responsibilities, the TRT may create other subcommittees, working groups, 
and/or task forces. At the time such groups are created, the TRT will establish group rules consistent with 
applicable provisions of this charter. 

H. Annual Reports 

The TRT and the ODSVRA Superintendent shall prepare and submit to the California Coastal 
Commission annual reports (October to September) summarizing annual recreational use and habitat 
trends at the ODSVRA, highlighting the TRT's major accomplishments (including progress made towards 
meeting the objectives of the TRT), projects, correspondence, and recommendations as well as a 
summary of subcommittee, working group, and task force activities. In addition: 

(1) The first annual report, due January 1, 2002, shall include: 

a. A draft or final TRT Charter. 

b. A description of the process by which the TRT will rank research and management 
questions and priorities. 

(2) The second annual report, due January 1, 2003, shall include: 

a. The final TRT Charter (if not submitted with the first annual report). 

b. The TRT's ranking of research and management questions and priorities . 

c. A scope of work for those projects identified as the highest priorities. 

{3) Subsequent annual reports shall include a status report on the progress of those projects as 
well as updates to research and management priorities and the corresponding scopes of work for 
addressing those new priorities. 

I. TRT Correspondence 

(1} All correspondence prepared or received by individual TRT members in relation to their TRT 
responsibilities shall be provided to all TRT members. 

(2} All correspondence received by the TRT as a whole shall be reviewed by the TRT, which 
shall either prepare a response or direct staff to prepare a response subject to review and approval by the 
TRT. 

) 

J. TRT Suppo'rt 

(1) DPR shall provide administrative support (meeting rooms, supplies, audio-visual equipment, 
etc.) to the TRT. 

(2} DPR shall maintain TRT records, including, but not limited to: meeting notices, agendas, and 
summaries (including electronic backup tapes); reports, correspondence, and other records considered 
by the TRT; records of subcommittee, task force, and working group deliberations and actions; and 
recommendations to Superintendent of the ODSVRA (including dissenting views, if any). 

K. Charter Amendments 

Following the action rule in section E above, the TRT may amend this Charter so long as it is in 
accordance with the California Coastal Commission's permit for the ODSVRA. 
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Amended TRT Charter 

Attachment 1 · 

Meeting Ground Rules 

(As per Amended Charter Section C(4), Member Commitments) 

The following additional Ground Rules are intended to serve as guideposts for effective group interaction 
and productivity. They are intended to help the participants understand their roles and responsibilities, 
and to promote cooperation and collaboration among the organizations and agencies represented on the 
TRT. 

1. Basic Conduct: The conduct of the discussions will include a commitment to refrain from 
personal attacks, focus on the future and avoid surprises. 

2. Problem Solving Approach: Disagreements between participants will be regarded as problems 
to be solved rather than battles to be won. The deliberations and recommendations of the TRT 
shall be guided by a problem statement adopted by a consensus of the full TRT membership. 

3. Decision-Making: The TRT will strive to achieve decisions by consensus. In seeking 
consensus, each member has an obligation to articulate interests, propose alternatives, listen to 
proposals and build agreements by negotiating in good faith. In exchange, each member has the 
right to expect 

• a full articulation of agreement and areas of disagreement, if any; 
• an opportunity to revisit issues on grounds of substantial new information becoming 

available during the TRT's deliberations. 

When unable to support a consensus, a member has an obligation to demonstrate that the item at 
issue is a matter of such principle or importance that his or her constituents' interests would be 
substantially and adversely affected by the proposed decision. In addition, it is the responsibility 
of the dissenting party to: 1) state the reason(s) underlying their withholding of consent in 
sufficient detail, and 2) offer an alternative suggestion that seeks to satisfactorily addresses not 
only their concerns and interests, but also those of other members of the TRT as well. 

4. Facilitator Roles: The role of the facilitator is to assist the parties to reach a consensual 
agreement. This includes the preparation of notes, agendas, and other items which are designed 
to move the discussions toward resolution. The Facilitator will also hold in confidence any 
discussions with individual members unless specifically instructed otherwise. 

S. TRT Member Responsibilities: The following points are offered as examples of behavior 
consistent with constructive dialogue, mutual respect and a commitment to collaboration: 

• Offer respect of different viewpoints and attention when others speak. 
• Share the responsibility of ensuring the success of the process and the quality of 

recommendations. 
• Make our best good faith effort to work towards reaching an agreement. 
• Represent the perspectives, concerns, and interests of agencies or constituencies 

whenever possible to ensure that agreements and recommendations developed by the 
TRT are acceptable to the organizations, agencies, or constituents being represented. 

• Ask questions of each other for clarification and mutual understanding. 
• Verify assumptions when necessary. 
• Avoid characterizing the motives of others. 
• Acknowledge and try to understand others' perspectives. 
• Stay focused on the task at hand and share airtime with others 

Adopted December.! 0, 2002 
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Amended TRT Charter 

• Refrain from distracting others through side conversations; silence all cell phones during 
meetings. 

• Concentrate on the content of discussions and allow the Facilitator to focus on how to 
promote productive discussion. 

• Keep the TRT informed regarding constraints on decision-making authority within 
agencies or constituency groups. 

• Keep the Facilitator neutral. 

6. Clear and Timely Communication: Every participant is responsible for communicating his or 
her position on issues under consideration. Each participant is also encouraged to clearly state 
their intentions and concerns at the earliest possible time in the course of the discussions. 

7. Integrity and Congruency: Agreement to participate in this process carries with it a 
responsibility to uphold the integrity of the group decision-making process. This means that 
parties who vote in the affirmative on issues or packages agree to fully support the consensus 
decisions of the group. 

8. Information Sharing: Relevant information can play an important role in the development of 
informed consent. At the same time, too much information or information of limited relevance 
can cause confusion and slow down the process. Where individual members wish to share written 
or printed information with the TRT as a whole, such information should be provided to the 
Facilitator at least 48 hours prior to any scheduled meeting. 

9. E-mail Communication: Electronic communication shall be guided by the same general 
protocols for communication, problem solving and negotiation that are followed when the TRT is 
in general face-to-face session, and as prescribed by the Charter. All e-mail correspondence 
associated with TRT deliberations shall be directed through a moderator or facilitator chosen by 
the group. 

Adopted December 10, 2002 
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Attachment 2 
(As per Amended Charter Section A, Mission and Problem Statement) 

Adopted Problem Statement 

The Oceano Dunes State Vehicular Recreation Area (ODSVRA) and the surrounding Nipomo Dunes 

complex is and has historically been used by a wide variety of active and passive recreational users 

including off-road vehicle enthusiasts, equestrians, fishing enthusiasts, hikers, campers, photographers, 

and naturalists, to name a few. The ODSVRA is one of the few beach locations in California designated 

for recreational activity that includes off-highway vehicle use. 

This State Park unit represents important recreational, cultural and natural values which attract over 1 

million annual visitors from all over the state. Additionally, this recreation area is of great significance 

locally and regionally to those who would Include but not be limited to homeowners, communities, 

businesses, governmental entities as well as educational and scientific interests. All such stakeholders 

have an interest in the long-term stewardship of the resources unique to and dependent upon the 15,900 

acre Oceano-Nipomo-Guadalupe dunes complex of which the ODSVRA is a part (see maps 1 & 2). As a 

1egislated State Vehicular Recreation Area, containing habitat for threatened and endangered species, 

effective management of the ODSVRA is needed to achieve balance among sometimes competing uses 

and legal requirements. 

Everyone concerned desires to better understand the effects of these competing uses, economic impacts, 

recreation needs and ecosystem dynamics to work toward a balance between environmental protection, 

public access and compliance with applicable laws and mandates. 

The TRT is an advisory body representing diverse and often competing interests and provides a 

significant opportunity to collectively facilitate, evaluate and enhance management effectiveness and 

monitoring of overall park operations. This problem statement is an explicit commitment by the TRT to 

make contributions to the minimization or avoidance of take of endangered or threatened species as well 

as the protection of &nvironmentally sensitive habitat areas, while operating the ODSVRA consistent with 

its classification as defined by law. 

Adopted Q.~cember 10, 2002 ·-· .. 
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Attachment 2 

ODSVRA-Technical Review Team Members 

Agency/Interest Group Name 

CCC Steve Monowitz 

CCC Charles Lester 

Alternate 

San Luis Obispo County Nancy Orton 

San Luis Obispo County John Euphrat 

Alternate 

USFWS Steve Henry 

USFWS None 

Alternate 

CDFG Bob Stafford 

CDFG None 

Alternate 

CDPR, OHV Division Rick LeFlore 
Commission 

CDPR, OHV Division None at this time 
Commission 

Alternate 

OHV Community JimSuty 

OHV Community Suzy Johnson 

Alternate ) 

Environmental Community Gordon Hensley 

Environmental Community Tarren Collins 

Alternate 

Local Government Ronald Arnoldsen 

Local Government Dave Angello 
-Alternate 

Business Community Peter Keith 

Title/Affiliation 

Coastal Planner, Central Coast District 
Office, Santa Cruz 

District Manager, Central Coast District 
Office, Santa Cruz 

Environmental Specialist, Dept. of Planning 
and Building 

Principal Planner, San Luis Obispo County 
Dept. of Planning and Building 

Fish and Wildlife Biologist, Ventura Fish 
and Wildlife Office 

CDFG Biologist for SLO County 

Senior Park and Recreation Specialist, 
Sacramento 

Beach multi-use advocate; Founder and Co-
President Friends of Oceano Dunes 

Member of OHV user groups, including 
Cal. Assoc. of 4 Wheel Drive Clubs 

Biologist; Private Consulatant 

Attorney; Co-chair SLO Coast Alliance and 
Chair of the Santa Lucia Chapter of the 
Sierra Club 

Councilman, Grover Beach City Council 

Director, Oceano Community Services 
District 

Businessman; Former Mayor, City of 
Grover Beach 
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Agency/Interest Group Name 

Business Community Jay Jamison 

Alternate 

Residential Community Bobbi Brosnan 

Residential Community Christine Porter 

Alternate 

Facllitator John Jostes 

ODSVRA Superintendent Steve Yamaichi 
Non-voting member 

TRTSupport Paula Hartman 

;. 
~ 

-~~-~~-----~~~~~~-----------

Title/ Affiliation 

General Manager of Pismo Beach resort • property (Pismo Coast Village) 

Strand Way Resident, Oceano 

Interactive Planning and Management, 
Santa Barbara 

ODSVRA Park Superintendent 

Senior Associate, Thomas Reid Associates 
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Meeting Summaries 
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MEETING SUMMARY 
Technical Review Team 

Oceano Dunes State Vehicular Recreation Area 

Oceano Community Service District Meeting Room 
1655 Front Street, Oceano 

January 14,2002,6:00 pm-9:00 pm 

1. Introductions and Preliminaries 

Paula Hartman, staff support to the California Department of Parks and Recreation, led the 
introductions of those present and introduced Jolm Jostes of Interactive Planning and Management, as 
the newly retained facilitator for the group. 

Jolm Jostes provided a summary of his experience and approach to collaborative problem solving and 
meeting facilitation. He also reviewed the evening's agenda and noted that his "assignment" was to 
assist the group in being productive, dealing with differences as problems to be solved, not battles to be 
won, and building better working relationships. 

2. Administrative Matters 

A. Adoption of Meeting Summary from December 4, 2001, TRT Meeting 

The TRT adopted, by consensus, the Meeting Summary from the December 4, 2001, TRT meeting 
with the stipulation that additional language be added to the discussion of the Draft TRT Charter 

• 

(end ofParagraph 2) as follows: " ... who advised that the TRT does not fall under the Brown Act • 
because the TRT is an advisory body to the State Parks Superintendent." 

B. Authorization to Submit Draft Annual Report to Coastal Commission 

After a brief discussion of the permit conditions specifying the purpose of providing an annual 
report to the Commission, the TRT agreed, by consensus, to forward the draft Annual Report and 
Cover Letter on to Peter Douglas, Executive Director of the California Coastal Commission with 
the following changes and additions: 

> Change date from December 21,2001, to the date of transmittal. 

}> Annual Report to be signed by Paula Hartman on behalf of the Teclmical Review Team. 

}> Augment the cover letter with a short paragraph near the end of page to indicate that "The 
TR'l;'r has received and transmitted the Point Reyes Bird Observatory report on Western 
SnoWy Plover and Least Tern nesting to its Scientific Subcommittee. The TRT anticipates 
receiving the Scientific Subcommittee's review and recommendations resulting from this 
review and will take appropriate action during its February meeting in anticipation of the 
March 1 nesting season. •• 

}> Update paragraph 2 of the cover letter to reflect that the TRT meeting held on January 14, 
2002, resulted in adoption of the remaining portions of the draft Charter, ratification of the 
membership of the Scientific Subcommittee, adoption of criteria for adding subcommittee 
members, and specification of a process for ranking research and management questions. 

> Include the full Draft Charter (Sections A-K) as adopted by the group as an attachment to 
the Cover Letter and Annual Report. 

Page 1 
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Meeting Summary 
January 14, 2002 

3. Critical Path Items 

Oceano Dunes State Vehicular Recreation Area 
Technical Review Team 

A. Review and Approve Interim List of Scientific Subcommittee Members for Submittal to 
Coastal Commission 

Paula Hartman provided an overall context for the topic, noting that the nesting season would begin 
on March 11

\ and that it was imperative to convene the Scientific Subcommittee in the immediate 
future. She indicated that all five agencies had designated representatives and that participant 
solicitation had narrowed the number of interested and available independent scientists with 
appropriate expertise down to three. She noted that Elizabeth Cooper and Robert Patton had 
agreed to serve on the Subcommittee as a team, time permitting. 

ACTION: After a brief discussion, the TRT agreed to augment the Scientific Subcommittee 
membership with the following Independent Scientists: Elizabeth Cooper; Gary Page; and Robert 
Patton .. 

B. Discussion and Adoption of Criteria for Adding Scientific Subcommittee Members 

The TRT discussed the roles and responsibilities of the Scientific Subcommittee in the context of 
its membership and advisory nature. 

ACTION: The TRT adopted the following additional criteria to guide the addition of members to 
the Scientific Subcommittee: 

:> That the appointment of an additional member to the Scientific Subcommittee would 
provide valued expertise that is not currently present on the Subcommittee; 

:> That changes in the existing membership of the Scientific Subcommittee result in the need 
for additional expertise that is no longer represented on the panel; and/or. 

:> That the Subcommittee itself identifies the need for additional expertise that is not 
currently represented on the Subcommittee. 

C. Establish Process to Prioritize Research and Management Questions for Scientific 
Subcommittee 

The conditions of the Coastal Permit direct the TRT to establish a framework for use in prioritizing 
research and management questions for the Scientific Subcommittee. John Jostes provided some 
introductory remarks about the options available to the TRT. Following those, considerable 
discussion tmsued. Suggestions were offered that related to timeliness of the recommendations to 
be made, the relationship of the Subcommittee's activities and recommendations to specific permit 
conditions or anticipated environmental impacts, and the need to take into account . predator 
management issues. 

ACTION: Based upon material already provided in advance of the December 4 meeting dealing 
with "Ranking Research and Management Questions and Priorities", the TRT adopted a the 
following process for use by the Scientific Subcommittee in prioritizing research and management 
questions. 

The process recognizes the following six factors in establishing priority research questions and 
management recommendations: 

1. That timing of the research activity or management strategy is critical to restoration or 
protection efforts; 
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Meeting Summary Oceano Dunes State Vehicular Recreation Area 
January 14, 2002 Technical Review Team 

2. That the research question or management activity is directly related to the satisfaction 
of a permit condition imposed by the California Coastal Commission; 

3. That the research question or management activity is directly related to the satisfaction 
of a permit condition imposed by another regulatory body; 

4. That the research question or management strategy is in direct response to a question 
posed by the California Coastal Commission; and/or, 

5. That the research question or management strategy is directly related to the 
identification or mitigation of a potentially significant environmental or resource impact. 

In specifying these criteria, the TR.T also explicitly recognized the need for flexibility at the 
discretion of the Scientific Subcommittee in prioritizing its research questions and management 
strategies as specific conditions warrant. Bob Stafford, a member of the TR.T and Scientific 
Subcommittee suggested that the Subcommittee make use of a matrix for resolving conflicts, 
should they arise, between the various criteria noted above. The TRT as a whole concurred with 
this approach. It was also noted that the process for designating priorities for research and 
management should not only communicate the TR.T's priorities to the Subcommittee, but also be 
responsive to permit acquisition as a primary goal. 

4. PubUc Input 

An opportunity for the general public to address the TR.T was provided and the following individuals 
made comments to the TR.T: 

Girard Forgnone, Friends of Oceano Dunes: Noted that he did not see the scientific effort focused on 
users or economic impacts; believes that the behavioral science aspects should be addressed by the 

• 

Scientific Subcommittee. Also suggested that when looking into petroleum contamination, that the • 
University of Michigan has good scientific studies. 

Reginald Fagan, Central Coast Fishing Buddies: Noted losses in recreational opportunities and 
volunteered to provide assistance with regard to liaison with recreational angling community. 

5. Process and Procedural Issues 

A. Adoption of Remaining Charter Sections 

ACTION: After a brief discussion of the relationship between the Scientific Subcommittee's 
recommendations and the requirements of the Coastal Commission's permit, the TR.T adopted by 
consensus the remainder of its Draft Charter with the substitution of the following language to 
replace that contained in Subsection F.(6), Subcommittee Actions 

(6) Subcomrdittee Actions: A complete set of the Scientific Subcommittee's recommendations shalf 
be provided to the California Coastal Commission with sufficient lead time to be considered as a 
part of the Commission 's Annual Permit Review. 

B. Near-Term Meeting Schedule: The TR.T determined that, as a general rule, it hold quarterly 
meetings, and that monthly meetings over the next several months would be an appropriate meeting 
frequency given its current responsibilities. The TRT set the next meeting date for Monday, 
February 11, 2002, at either the Oceano Community Services District Meeting Room or another 
available venue. The meeting start time was not specified, but left up to the discretion of the 
Facilitator, depending upon the specific agenda items to be considered. It directed John Jostes to 
proceed with the appropriate meeting arrangements and report back to the TR.T. 

C. Conmet of Interest Concerns: Questions were raised with regard to what constitutes a conflict of • 
interest on the TRT, particularly with respect to an individual TR.T member with multiple interests. 
After a brief discussion and perspectives offered by the facilitator regarding interest-based 
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Meeting Summary 
January 14, 2002 

Oceano Dunes State Vehicular Recreation Area 
Technical Review Team 

negotiation in other similar forums, the TRT came to an informal understanding that as long as any 
given TRT member principally represented the interests associated with their designated seat or 
caucus of interests, that such behavior was consistent with the charter and the permit conditions 
under which the TRT operates. 

D. Introduction of Information for TRT Consideration: Concern was raised with regard to the 
appropriateness of information provided to the TRT by its members. No formal or informal 
decisions were made with regard to this issue. The facilitator indicated to the group that in other 
forums, the issue of information submittal was left to the participants and if problems arose that the 
facilitator could act as a "filter" for the group. 

E. Preparations for Next Meeting: The TRT committed to reviewing the Point Reyes Bird 
Observatory (PBRO) Report prior to the next meeting. 

6. Status Reports, Briefings and Information Updates: None provided. 

7. Next Steps, Action Items and Adjourn: The meeting was adjourned at approximately 9:30pm. 

Meeting Attendance List: 

TRT Members Present: 
Steve Monowitz, California Coastal Commission (Principal) 
Charles Lester, California Coastal Commission (Alternate) 
Nancy Rollman, San Luis Obispo County (Principal) 
Bob Stafford, California Department Fish and Game (Principal) 
Rick LeFlore, Calif. Department of Parks & Recreation, OHV Division (Principal) 
Jim Suty, OHV Community (Principal) 
Gordon Hensley, Environmental Community (Principal) 
Ronald Amoldsen, Local Government (Principal) 
Jay Jameson, Business Community (Alternate) 
Bobbi Brosnan, Residential Community (Principal) 

TRT Support: 
John Jostes, Interactive Planning & Management, Facilitator 
Paula Hartman, Thomas Reid Associates, DPR Support 
Ben Badger, Interactive Planning and Management, Intern/Observer 

ff 
Public Attendees: • 
Frank Owen, Resident 
Steph Wald, Resident 
Cara S. Wimer, Resident 
Dave Breeze, Alternate 
Reginald A. Fagan, Central Coast Fishing Buddies association 
Susy Johnson, Cal4 Wheel, OHV Alternate 
Gerald Forgnone, Friends of Oceano Dunes 
David Angello, Alternate Local Government Representative 
Lori Angello, resident, business owner 
Craig Angello, Oceano firefighter 
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MEETING SUMMARY 
Technical Review Team 

Oceano Dunes State Vehicular Recreation Area 

Oceano Community Service District Meeting Room 
16SS Front Street, Oceano 

February 11, 2002, 6:00 pm- 9:45 pm 

4. Introductions and Preliminaries 

John Jostes, Program Facilitator, led the introductions of those present. In opening the meeting, he 
noted for those in the audience that the meeting was intended as a working meeting to advise the Park 
Superintendent, not a traditional hearing to take testimony on the pros and cons of the State Vehicular 
Recreation Area. He then provided a brief overview of the agenda, noting the need to reorder the 
informative portions of the agenda to precede the critical path items in order to provide context for the 
discussions to follow. 

5. Administrative Matters 

A. Adoption of Meeting Summary from January 14, 2001, TRT Meeting 

• 

The TR.T adopted, by consensus, the Meeting Summary from the January 14, 2002, TR.T meeting 
with minor corrections. Two members of the TR.T abstained. John Jostes also volunteered to 
provide TR.T members with fax or hard copies of materials, as well as electronic versions of 
meeting materials. 

6. Status Reports, Information Items and Updates • 

A. Overview Presentation on ODSVRA Data Collection, Monitoring and Management 
Procedures: Laura Gardner, Associate State Parks Research Ecologist provided an overview of 
endangered species, revegetation programs, data collection, mapping programs and monitoring 
efforts within the State Park. She provided responses to a variety of questions posed by members 
of the TRT. She referenced several documents prepared by the Department - the Oceano Dunes 
State Vehicular Recreation Area Wildlife Habitat Protection Plan (August 2001) and the Oceano 
Dunes State Vehicular Recreation Area 2000 Annual Rsx>rt Habitat Monitoring. (August 2001). 
She also noted that the Predator Management Plan, being prepared for release in March, 2002 is 
being developed to target the Logger Head Shrike, crows and ravens, and coyotes. This plan will 
ultimately be made available to the Scientific Subcommittee. She also noted that the Park has not 
excluded thlt, possibility of additional closures, but that no closure area is presently proposed in 
front of the residential units immediately north of Arroyo Grande Creek. 

The TRT indicated that receiving general information updates on a regular basis would aid it in its 
efforts to advise the Superintendent. Ms. Gardner was encouraged to make future presentations to 
the TR.T as conditions warrant. 

7. Critical Path Items 

A. Review, Adopt and Transmit Consensus Recommendations from Scientific Subcommittee: 

Paula Hartman provided an overall context for. the topic. She reported on the key points of 
discussion from the Subcommittee's January 18111 meeting. She provided an overview of the 
February 5, 2002 draft Consensus Recommendations Report from the Subcommittee, noting that 
there were several points, notably recommendation #s 2, 4, 7, 8, 17, 19, & 20 that needed • 
additional discussion at the Scientific Subcommittee's (SS) upcoming February 15th meeting. 
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Meeting Summary 
February 11, 2002 

Oceano Dunes State Vehicular Recreation Area 
Technical Review Team 

There was some discussion by the TRT of the role of the Subcommittee. Members of the 
committee itself as well as Coastal Commission staff commented that its role was one of providing 
sound scientific advice to the TRT and the Superintendent. The TRT was asked to focus its 
discussion on crafting a cover letter to transmit the ultimate recommendations of the Subcommittee 
to the superintendent, and to provide the Subcommittee with its insight into the various draft 
recommendations contained in the February 5111 preliminary report. 

The TRT spent a large majority of the remainder of the meeting discussing the report and 
forwarding comments through Paula Hartman to the Subcommittee. It concurred with the 
following consensus recommendations either without change or with clarifications: 

1. Band Adult Male Snowy Plovers- Not Recommended. 
2. Float Least tern Eggs -Not Recommended but monitoring frequency should be 

increased. {subject to further SS Refinement) 
4. Conduct Counts of adult Plovers and Terns- Recommended. (Subject to further SS 

Refinement) 
5. Continue to Mhtimize Researcher Disturbance -recommended. 
6. Maintain Consistency of Monitors- Recommended. 
7. Enhance Habitat in Oso Flaco Section - Recommended (Subject to further 

SS Refinement) 
9. Consider removing Non-native Vegetation in the dunes Preserve- Not recommended at 

this time. 
10. Continue Use of2x4 Mesh Fencing- Recommended 
11. Consider use of single-nest Exclosures at Oso Flaco - Recommended 
12. Consider Using More Symbolic Fencing at Oso Flaco- Recommended 
13. Continue to Find and Protect Nests in the Open Riding Area- Recommended 
14. Develop a Predator Management Plan- Recommended. 
15. Reduce Shrike Perches -Recommended removal of all extraneous fencing and use of 

Nixalite as appropriate 
16. Continue Enforcement of Closures and Leash Law - Recommended 
17. Close Horse Trail South of Arroyo Grande Creek- Recommended. (Subject to further 

SS Refinement) 

A break was called at 8:10pm and public input scheduled for 8:20pm to allow those present to address the 
TRT. 

Public Comment Period: 

The public conkent period was opened to allow members of the public to address the Technical 
Review Team. The following individuals addressed the TRT: 

Jeri Ferguson, California Association of 4 Wheel Drive Clubs 
Georgia Kinninger, Ride Nipomo 
Barbara Cross, State Park Volunteer Mounted Patrol 
Ed Muraski, Back Country Horsemen 
Bob Cardone, Santa Maria Resident 
Diane Muraski, 
Gerard Forgnone, Friends of Oceano Dunes 
Peggy Smith, Chair, Pathways Subcommittee ofNCAC 
John Krueger, Coast Mounted Assistant, Montano de Oro State Park 
Sara Williams, Pacific Dunes Ranch, Riding Stable Manager 
Peggy Dahle, Coastal Mounted Assistance, Oceano. 
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Meeting Summary 
February 11, 2002 

4. Critical Path Items (Con't) 

Oceano Dunes State Vehicular Recreation Area 
Technical Review Team 

A. Review, Adopt and Transmit Consensus Recommendations from Scientlftc Subcommittee 
(continued): 

After the break and public comments, the TR.T continued its discussion ofthe Subcommittee's 
recommendations. Due to time limitations, the TR.T did not discuss recommendations 18-23. 
However, some of the issues that were raised and comments offered during the discussion included 
the following: 

> Is the ·subcommittee looking at the larger Guadalupe-Nipomo Dunes complex, or just the 
State Vehicular Recreation Area? 

> The scientific information needs to relate specifically to the TR.T role and the 
responsibilities of the Superintendent. 

> TR.T feedback would be particularly useful if it relates to improving monitoring 
effectiveness. 

> How does the recommendation regarding extension of closures north to Post 6 relate to 
meeting the regulatory requirements of the Endangered Species Act without a completed 
Habitat Conservation Plan (HCP) or Incidental Take Perinit (ITP)? 

> The extension of closures would concentrate people and activity in a smaller area, causing 
adverse impacts in the remaining areas. 

> If closures were extended to Post 6, would the State reduce the annual access numbers? 
> What techniques are available to reduce perching by shrikes? 
> Potential inconsistencies between specific recommendations need to be considered, 

evaluated and resolved. 
> The Predator Management Plan should be reviewed by the Scientific Subcommittee 
> When equestrian access is closed, there is a need to provide for an alternative access point . 

These issues, questions and concerns were forwarded to the Scientific Subcommittee for 
consideration at their Februa!&'lSth meeting. No formal action was taken on the recommendations 
as reflected in the February 5 Consensus Recommendation report. The TR.T expressed interest in 
crafting its own cover letter to convey the forthcoming recommendations to the Park 
Superintendent. It iequested that a meeting be scheduled as early in March as possible so that it 
could forward its comments to the Superintendent early in this year's nesting season. 

B. Discussion Leading to Prioritizing Questions for Scientlftc Subcommittee Review and 
Consideration 

This item on the agenda was not discussed due to time limitations and was carried over to the next 
meeting of~ TR.T. 

5. Process and Procedural Issues 

A. Future Meeting, Workshop and Site Visit Dates: 

John Jostes noted that in sending out the draft meeting agenda, he had requested that TR.T members 
provide an indication of which meeting dates were open for TR.T members to attend during the 
months of April, May, June, August and October. He indicated that only one individual had 
responded, therefore, it was not possible to determine a meeting schedule that covered the 
remainder of the year. He requested that TR.T members provide him with ''black-out dates .. for use 
in scheduling future meetings. 

Regarding the next meeting, a date was set for March 12, from 3:00 to 5:00pm and 6:00- 8:00 
pm. John Jostes took responsibility for identifying a location in or near the Oceano community • 
Discussion took place regarding whether it would be acceptable to hold meetings in San Luis 
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Meeting Summary 
February 11, 2002 

Oceano Dunes State Vehicular Recreation Area 
Technical Review Team 

Obispo. Such a location was acceptable to a large majority of those present. However, Jim Suty 
expressed a strong preference to hold all meetings in the Oceano community. 

B. Preparations for Next Meeting: 

TRT members were requested to provide John Jostes with an indication of those dates that they 
could not make, based upon his agenda transmittal memo dated February 4, 2002. 

C. Other Matters: 

Jim Suty requested that the meeting facilitator consider adding a seat to provide for formal 
participation by a member of the equestrian community. John Jostes indicated that he would report 
back to the TRT at or before the next meeting. 

A member of the public suggested that the TRT provide a website for access by the public to its 
meeting agendas, meeting summaries and other information relevant to the TRT process. 

Facilitator John Jostes offered some closing observations, thanking the TRT members and others 
present for their hard work during the course of the meeting. He also noted that the current group 
dynamics were such that several members continued to deal with their differences as battles to be 
won, not problems to be solved. He cautioned the group regarding adversarial behavior and 
underlined the critical importance of constructive communication, within and outside of meetings, 
and the need to see things from alternative perspectives. He indicated that consensus on 
substantive issues, particularly at the next meeting would be difficult without a "team-based" 
approach . 

6. Next Steps, Action Items and Adjourn: The meeting was adjourned at approximately 9:50pm. 

Meeting Attendance List: 

TRT Members Present: 
Steve Monowitz, California Coastal 
Commission (Principal) 
Nancy Rollman, San Luis Obispo County 
(Principal) 
Bob Stafford, California Department Fish 
and Game (Principal) 
Rick LeFlore, Calif. Department of Parks & 
Recreation, OHV Division (Principal) 
Steve Henry, U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service 
(Principal) 
Jim Suty, OHV Community (Principal) 

TRT Support/Observers: 
Steve Y amaichi, ODSVRA Superintendent 
Laura Gardner, ODSVRA Resource Ecologist 

Gordon Hensley, Environmental Community 
(Principal) 
Tarren Collins, Environmental Community 
(Alternate) 
Dave Angello, Local Government (Alternate) 
Peter Keith, Business Community (Principal) 
Jay Jameson, Business Community 
(Alternate) 
Bobbi Brosnan, Residential Community 
(Principal) 
Diane Griegleb Residential Community 
(Alternate) 

John Jostes, Interactive Planning & Management, Facilitator 
Paula Hartman, Thomas Reid Associates, DPR Support 

Public Attendees: Approximately 90 individuals 
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MEETING SUMMARY 
Technical Review Team 

Oceano Dunes State Vehicular Recreation Area 

Location: San Luis Obispo City/County Library 
1st Floor Conference Room 

SE Corner Palm & Osos Streets 
San Luis Obispo, CA 

March 12, 2002 
3:00 pm- 5:00 pm and 6:00 pm- 8:00 pm 

1. Introductions and Preliminaries 

John Jostes, Program Facilitator, led the introductions of those present and provided a brief overview of 
the agenda and the time constraints of the meeting room. 

2. Administrative Matters 

A. Adoption of Meeting Summary from Febmary 11, 2001, TRT Meeting 

The TRT adopted, by consensus, the Meeting Summary from the February 11,2002, TRT meeting 
with corrections to reflect that the group discussed rather than concurred with the a series of 
recommendations put forth by the Scientific Subcommittee. 

3. Critical Path Items 

• 

A. Review, Adopt and Transmit Consensus Recommendations from Scientific Subcommittee: • 

John Jostes introduced this action item and explained the written materials distributed to team 
members at the meeting. Paula Hartman provided an overall context for the topic. She reported 
that the Scientific Subcommittee had met via conference call on February 15, generated revisions 
to their recommendations and finalized those recommendations via e-mail for distribution to the 
TRT on March 6. Each member of the TRT was afforded an opportunity to ask questions and seek 
clarification from those members of the Scientific Subcommittee who were also present as TRT 
members. Considerable discussion focused on those recommendations that had been discussed at 
the February 11th meeting as well as refined recommendations that were provided by the Scientific 
Subcommittee as a part of their March 6, 2002 submittal. 

The TRT a~.eed to provide a cover letter/transmittal memo to accompany the recomniendations of 
the Scientifid Subcommittee and spent the remainder of the available time refining the language of 
that memo. Consensus was reached on final language including an introductory paragraph, a 
listing ofreconimendations endorsed by a consensus of both the Scientific Subcommittee and the 
TRT, a list of recommendations not recommended, along with a statement expressing a minority 
opinion regarding recommendations not forwarded to the Superintendent. The transmittal memo 
also referenced four additional consensus points regarding prioritizing the development of a 
Habitat Conservation Plan, methods of refining and evaluating monitoring protocols, and suggested 
changes in wording. The memo concluded by providing for independent correspondence from 
individual TRT member regarding minority viewpoints. The adopted memorandum is attached to 
these meeting notes. 

ACTION ITEM: The TRT approved, by consensus, the Transmittal Memorandum to accompany • 
the Scientific Subcommittee's recommendations to the ODSVRA Park Superintendent. 
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Meeting Summary 
March 12,2002 

Oceano Dunes State Vehicular Recreation Area 
Technical Review Team 

B. Discussion Leading to Prioritizing Questions for Scientific Subcommittee Review and 
Consideration 

The TRT briefly discussed potential research questions and management issues. It agreed by 
consensus to identify the development and implementation of the Predator Management Report as 
the highest priority for the Scientific Subcommittee, and the development and review of the Habitat 
Conservation Plan as the second highest priority for the Subcommittee. In doing so, it requested 
Paula Hartman to provide the TRT with a listing of potential research tasks following the upcoming 
Scientific Subcommittee meeting so that it could continue with its prioritization efforts at the next 
meeting. The TRT agreed upon a process whereby Ms. Hartman would delineate the research 
tasks, and John Jostes would convert those tasks into a matrix format to allow each member to 
prioritize them ("Now", "Soon", and "Later") prior to the next meeting. 

4. Process and Procedural Issues 

A. Future Meeting, Workshop and Site Visit Dates: 

John Jostes distributed a preliminary listing of potential meeting dates and meeting topics for TRT 
review and discussion. The TRT set the next meeting date for Monday, April29, 2002 from 3:00 
pm until 8:00 pm at a location to be determined by the facilitator (preferably in proximity to the 
state park). The focus of this next meeting will be: 

> Discussion of Predator Management Plan, 

> Prioritization of Management Recommendations and/or Questions for Scientific 
Subcommittee. 

The issue of a site visit was highlighted as both desirable and valuable to a meaningful discussion 
of key issues but was deferred to take place as a part of the May 2002 meeting of the TRT in order 
to accommodate the presence ofboth Western Snowy Plovers and California Least Terns. 

Additional meeting dates which were offered for discussion included: 
May20 
June 10 or June 24 (preferred) 
July- No Meeting 
August 19, 20, 23 or 26 
September- No Meeting 
October 7, 8, 21, or 28. 

TRT memb,ers were requested to communicate their preferences and availabilities to the facilitator 
prior to next meeting so that a meeting schedule can be finalized at that time. John Jostes indicated 
that he would interpret a non-response from TRT members as an indication of availability for any 
given date. 

B. Representation on the TRT: 

In response to a request from members ofthe equestrian community at the February 11, 2002 
meeting, the TRT discussed the option of adding a member as allowed by its Charter. John Jostes 
introduced the issue and outlined several options, including utilizing an existing sitting member of 
the TRT to represent equestrian interests, appointing a new member to represent their interests (and 
the associated need to revisit selected charter sections to deal with quorum and supermajority 
issues) or taking a broader look to evaluate the request in the context of requests from other 
community and non-vehicular recreational organizations for membership on the TRT. TRT 
members expressed a range of opinions supporting each of the options. In the end, the TRT tasked 
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Meeting Summary 
March 12,2002 

Oceano Dunes State Vehicular Recreation Area 
Technical Review Team 

John Jostes, as Facilitator, to make appropriate contacts with organizations who have voiced an • 
interest in membership and report back to the team with a suggested approach that would be 
responsive to the roles and responsibilities ofthe TRT. 

S. Next Steps, Action Items and Adjourn: The meeting was adjourned at approximately 8:00pm. 

Meeting Attendance List: 

TRT Members Present: 
Steve Monowitz, California Coastal 
Commission (Principal) 
Nancy Orton, San Luis Obispo County 
(Principal) 
Bob Stafford, California Department Fish 
and Game (Principal) 
Rick LeFlore, Calif. Department of Parks & 
Recreation, OHV Division (Principal) 
Steve Henry, U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service 
(Principal) 

TRT Support/Observers: 
Steve Y amaichi, ODSVRA Superintendent 

Jim Suty, OHV Community (Principal) 
Gordon Hensley, Environmental Community 
(Principal) 
Tarren Collins, Environmental Community 
(Alternate) 
Peter Keith, Business Community (Principal) 
Diane Griegleb Residential Community 
(Alternate) 

John Jostes, Interactive Planning & Management, Facilitator 
Paula Hartman, Thomas Reid Associates, DPR Support 

Public Attendees: Approximately 6 individuals 
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Meeting Summary 
March 12, 2002 

Oceano Dunes State Vehicular Recreation Area 
Technical Review Team 

ACTION ITEMS 

1. The Technical Review Team (TRT) adopted by consensus a cover memo to Steve Yamaichi, ODSVRA 
Park Superintendent, transmitting the recommendations of the Scientific Subcommittee regarding the 
2001 PRBO Report prepared by Lance Henkel entitled "Nesting of the Western Snowy Plover and 
California Least tern at Oceano Dunes SVRA in 200 1". 

2. Paula Hartman was tasked with developing and distributing through the Facilitator, a list of research 
tasks and questions that the TRT would use to prioritize research and management questions. This list 
should be completed and distributed within two weeks of the March 12 TRT meeting to allow members 
sufficient time to comment and prioritize the research tasks and provide their responses back to the 
facilitator. John Jostes committed to providing a cover memo to facilitate the process of prioritization 
for TRT members. 

3. The TRT set the date and time of the next meeting for Apri129, 2002, at a location proximate to the 
ODSVRA, to be determined by the facilitator in concert with State Parks. 

4. The TRT committed to provide the facilitator with feedback regarding future meeting dates in May, 
June, August and October, with the understanding that failure to comment implies assent to the dates 
listed above. 

5. The TRT tasked John Jostes with making appropriate contacts with potential stakeholder groups with 
an interest in serving on the TRT and reporting back to the TRT at their next meeting with an approach 
and/or criteria for adding members . 
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MEETING SUMMARY 
Technical Review Team 

Oceano Dunes State Vehicular Recreation Area 

Location: Oceano Community Service District Meeting Room 
1655 Front Street, Oceano 

April 29, 2002 
3:00 pm- 4:00 pm 

1. Introductions and Preliminaries 

John Jostes, Program Facilitator, opened the meeting and noted that because of the absence of three 
voting members and their alternates, that the TRT could not make decisions on action items listed on 
the agenda. He noted that because the Park Superintendent (non-voting member) was present, the TRT 
had a quorum (8 members) with which to open and hold a meeting. Those present introduced 
themselves and their respective organizations. 

John then provided a brief overview of the agenda and asked those present if there were any 
adjustments to the Agenda. Steve Monowitz, Costal Commission representative, requested that he be 
provided the O})portunity to give the TRT an update on his Staff Report to the Coastal Commission for 
their annual Permit Review scheduled for discussion on May 8, 2002. The Item was added to the 
agenda to immediately follow public comment. 

2. Administrative Matters 

A. Adoption of Meeting Summary from March 12, 2001, TRT Meeting 

Those voting members who were present reviewed the meeting summary from March 12, 2002 and 
indicated that the summary was acceptable as written. Because of the lack of a decision-making 
quorum, the TRT deferred adoption of the Meeting Summary to the next meeting of the TRT. 

3. Public Comment Period 

Members of the public in attendance were provided with an opportunity to make comments to the TRT. 
Dianna Muraski addressed the TRT and noted the importance ofTRT recommendations to non
vehicular·users of the Park, including hikers and equestrians, with regard to access. She noted the 
discussion at the previous meeting regarding the suggested addition of representation from equestrian 
users and expressed an interest and willingness to serve on the TRT if its representation was expanded. 
The TRT expressed their thanks for her offer to volunteer. 

4. Update on Staff;Report to Coastal Commission Regarding Annual Permit Review scheduled for 
May8,2002: 

Steve Monowitz handed out copies of his Staff Report, dated 4/25/02, and provided a summary 
presentation of the report to the California Coastal Commission with regard to the annual permit 
review. He indicated that the report recommended that the TRT be reorganized from a stakeholder 
group to a technical review panel. He stated that the recommendation was based upon the TRrs 
limited ability to expeditiously identify and resolve critical research and management issues identified 
by CDP 4-82-300-AS. He indicated that the reorganized TRT would be made up of Park managers, 
regulatory representatives, planning and support staff, and scientists, and that stakeholder input would 
be provided through the public hearing process associated with review of the Draft Habitat 
Conservation Plan, and annual Permit Review at the Commission level. He also indicated that the Staff 

• 

• 

Report did not recommend specific changes with regard to management actions or fencing within the • 
Park. He noted that the next annual permit review would take place in April of2003 instead ofMay 
due to a desire to accommodate the results of management actions and scientific recommendations 
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Meeting Summary 
April29, 2002 

Oceano Dunes State Vehicular Recreation Area 
Technical Review Team 

associated with the 2002-2003 nesting seasons. He asked for any comments by the Technical Review 
Team to be submitted to him no later than Friday, May 3, 2002 for inclusion in supplemental packets to 
be provided to Commissioners, and that written comments received between Friday and the close of 
business on Monday, May 6 would be handed out at the meeting on May 8. Following Steve 
Monowitz' presentation, Dave Angello, Gordon Hensley and Peter Keith asked clarifying questions 
regarding future TRT membership, a desire to include a scientist with expertise in experimental design, 
and the intentions behind the suggested changes. 

Following responses from Mr. Monowitz, Peter Keith expressed his strong disagreement with the 
recommendations of the Staff Report to reorganize the TRT and eliminate representation by 
community interest groups; he subsequently excused himself from the meeting. 

With the departure of Peter Keith, the TRT fell short of a quorum to conduct business and the meeting 
was adjourned at 3:45pm. 

Meeting Attendance List: 

TRT Members Present: 
Steve Monowitz, Calif. Coastal Commission 

(Principal) 
Nancy Orton, San Luis Obispo County 

(Principal) 
Rick LeFlore, Calif. Department of Parks & 

Recreation, OHV Division (Principal) 

TRT Support/Observers: 

Peter Keith, Business Community (Principal) 
Gordon Hensley, Environmental Community 

(Principal) 
Dave Angello, Local Government (Alternate) 
Diane Briegleb Residential Community 

(Alternate) 

Steve Yamaichi, ODSVRA Superintendent (Non-Voting Member) 
John Jostes, Interactive Planning & Management, Facilitator 
Paula Hartman, Thomas Reid Associates, DPR Support 

Public Attendees: Approximately 4 individuals plus 
Jay Jameson, Business Community (Alternate) 
Tarren Collins, Environmental Community (Alternate) 
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MEETING SUMMARY 
Technical Review Team 

Oceano Dunes State Vehicular Recreation Area 

Meeting Location: Oceano Community Service District Meeting Room 
1655 Front Street, Oceano 

September 16, 2002 
Oceano Dunes Field Trip: 10:00 am -12:30 pm 

Regular Meeting: 1:50 pm- 4:30 pm 

Field Trip Notes: 

Field trip Attendance: 
Gordon Hensley 
Tarren Collins 
JimSuty 
Nancy Orton 
Ron Amoldsen 

Peter Keith 
Steve Henry 
Rick LeFlore 
Steve Yamaichi 
Laura Gardner 

Andy Zilke 

State Parks Staff 
Paula Hartman 
John Jostes 

Park Superintendent Steve Yamaichi led the field trip which focused on familiarizing members of the 
Technical Review Team with the location, function and implementation of exclosures to protect nesting 
Snowy Plovers and California Least Terns at various locations throughout the Park. TRT members asked a 
number of general and specific questions pertaining to monitoring, fledging success during the 2002 
breeding season, alternative access, camping and speed limit enforcement and night riding. 

Regular Meeting Notes 

1. Introductions and Preliminaries 

John Jostes, Program Facilitator, opened the meeting and noted that because of the absence of three 
voting members and their alternates, that the TRT could not make decisions on action items listed on 
the agenda. He noted that because the Park Superintendent (non-voting member) was present, the TRT 
had a quorum (8 members) with which to open and hold a meeting. Those present introduced 
themselves and their respective organizations. 

John then pro~ded a brief overview of the agenda and asked those present if there were any 
adjustments to the Agenda. He also noted that because of budget limitations and constrained staff 
resources at the Santa Cruz office of the Coastal Commission, that neither Steve Monowitz nor Charles 
Lester was able to attend the meeting. 

2. Administrative Matters 

A. Adoption of Meeting Summary from the Aprl129, 2002, TRT Meeting 

Those voting members who were present reviewed the meeting summary from April 29, 2002 and 
indicated that the summary was acceptable as written. Because of the lack of a decision·making 
quorum, the TRT deferred adoption of the Meeting Summary to the next meeting of the TRT. 

3. Critical Path Matters 

A. Presentation, Discussion, and Follow-up to Facllltator's Interim Report dated April24, 2002: 
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Meeting Summary 
September 16, 2002 

Oceano Dunes State Vehicular Recreation Area 
Technical Review Team 

John Jostes provided a brief overview of the Facilitator's Interim Report, its distribution, and the 
role it played in the development of a draft Problem Statement, proposed Ground Rules and 
suggested amendments to the TRT's Charter. Because a full quorum of members was not present, 
no formal actions were taken. However, the TRT did deliberate on a number of important issues an 
came to a consensus among those present on several matters of critical importance. 

Problem Statement Language 

There was considerable discussion of the language of and attachments to the draft Problem 
Statement (Version 4.0) that had previously received the unconditional support of Gordon Hensley, 
Jim Suty and Rick LeFlore. While not able to attend, Steve Monowitz Coastal Commission staff 
representative provided John Jostes with suggested changes to Version 4.0, which reviewed with 
those TRT members present. Steve's comments reflected the other beach areas within California 
that allowed off road vehicle access, and clarified the "balancing" and ''TRT commitment" 
language of the draft. These comments were considered and reflected in language changes to 
Version 4.0. 

Concerns were voiced by Steve Henry and Tarren Collins, Alternate for Gordon Hensley regarding 
the appropriateness of including the "Nipomo Dunes" map attachment showing pre- and post- 1982 
areas open and closed to OHV use as part of the adopted Problem Statement. They indicated that 
the maps did not belong in a problem statement because they reflected past management actions 
and the TRT is focused on present and future management and monitoring issues. Another 
perspective was offered by Jim Suty who indicated that inclusion of the maps was critical to his 
support of a problem statement because they provided both an historical context of access 
limitation trends and a regional perspective that was important to framing the problem being 
addressed by the TRT. Peter Keith and Ron Amoldson voiced support for Mr. Suty's perspective . 
Because the group as a whole was not able to resolve these competing viewpoints, the facilitator 
indicated that he would undertake additional discussions between representatives in hopes of 
resolving the matter prior to the next meeting. The group did reach a unanimous agreement on the 
language embodied within the problem statement itself, subject to resolution of the matter 
regarding whether and if so which map(s) should be attached to the Problem Statement. 

Charter Amendment Regarding Quorum and Decision-Making Issues 

The issue of what should constitute a quorum of the TRT for meeting and decision making 
purposes was discussed and it was unanimously agreed by those present that it was appropriate to 
modify the existing Charter Section D. (3) Meeting Quorum to state that 70% or 7 TRT members 
are required to hold a TRT meeting. 

In addition~ those present also unanimously agreed that it was appropriate to modify Charter 
Section E. (2) Non-Unanimity Decision Rule to reflect the same 70% standard, while still 
maintaining the opportunity for a minority opinion as currently provided by Charter section E. (4). 

Charter Amendment regarding Ground Rules to Augment Existing Member Commitments 

John Jostes reviewed the ground rules provided to the TRT as a part ofhis Facilitator's Interim 
Report and noted that he had only received one comment requesting changes. The proposed 
change was to delete Ground Rules #7 regarding Participation in Other Forums, and #8 regarding 
Public Statements. After a brief discussion, all TRT members present unanimously agreed that it 
was appropriate to revise the Charter to incorporate remaining ground rules as proposed by 
reference under Charter Section C. (4). 

ACTION ITEMS: Because of the lack of a quorum ofTRT members present, the above changes 
cannot be considered action items of the TRT . 

Facilitator's Note: For purposes of expediency, the above actions will be reviewed with absent 
members prior to the next scheduled TRT meeting and presented as part of an amended TRT ,., 
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Meeting Summary 
September 16, 2002 

Oceano Dunes State Vehicular Recreation Area 
Technical Review Team 

Charter for ratification and transmittal to the Coastal Commission under its Annual Reporting 
process. 

B. Overview of 2nd Annual Report Contents: 

John Jostes provided a brief overview of the requirement to provide an Annual Report to the 
Coastal Commission before the end of the calendar year. He noted that the report would need to 
comply with Section m.s. of the existing Coastal Commission permit (Coastal Development 
Permit No. 4-82-300) and include: 1) the final TRT Charter, 2) the TRT's ranking of research and 
management questions and priorities, and 3) a scope of work for those projects identified as the 
highest priority. He indicated that he would be working closely with Paula Harbnan to circulate a 
draft Annual Report by mid-October. Paula Harbnan distributed a list of goals for the Scientific 
Subcommittee through 2002 that would serve as the basis for their input to the TRT and the Park 
Superintendent, consistent with their roles and responsibilities. She noted that the scientific 
Subcommittee would not actually design any studies but would identify questions that the studies 
should address. Those questions will form the basis of a scope of work consistent with the annual 
reporting requirements. 

John and Paula indicated th8.t in order to adopt the Second Annual Report at the TRT's December 
meeting, they would undertake the following three-step process: 

1. Distribute a draft 2nd Annual Report in late October or early November for review and 
comment by the TRT with comments due within 2 weeks of distribution; 

2. Collect and integrate comments into a revised draft of the 2nd Annual Report for distribution, 
discussion and adoption at the December meeting of the TRT. Individuals who do not 
comment on the draft report will be presumed to have no substantive comments; any comments 
made by alternates need to be coordinated through their principals to assure congruent 
comments. 

3. Where conflicting comments or unresolved issues arise, John Jostes will contact those 
individuals individually or collectively to resolve any outstanding issues prior to the December 
TRT meeting. 

4. Status Reports, Information Items and Updates 

A. Status report on Habitat Conservation Plan Development: 

Deferred until December 2002 meeting. 

B. Schedule of Meeting Dates and Topics- October 2002 -March 2003: 

John Jostes qanded out a flow chart indicating proposed TRT meeting dates and topics. He noted 
that the TRTmeetings themselves would require a full day commitment, but that the frequency of 
meetings had been reduced. TRT members present identified specific dates that were workable in 
terms of their attendance and participation. They agreed to schedule TRT meetings for Monday, 
December 9, 2002 and January 13, 2002, with both meetings lasting from 9:00am unti14:30 pm 
with a break for lunch. The topics for these meetings are identified in the updated flowchart 
attached. 

Facilitator's Note: It is important to note that as per direction at its May 2002 meeting, the 
Coastal Commission will be tentatively reviewing the ODSVRA permit at its February 2003 
meeting in San Luis Obispo scheduled to take place between February 4-7, 2003. 

C. Announcements and Other Matters oflnterest: 

John Jostes indicated to those present that if the matter of an adopted Problem Statement could not 
be resolved by the TRT at its December meeting that he would submit his offer to withdraw from 
the TRT process and urge the TRT to seek another facilitator or conclude its deliberations. 
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Meeting Summary 
September 16, 2002 

Oceano Dunes State Vehicular Recreation Area 
Technical Review Team 

Jim Suty requested that a copy of the study on nocturnal use of the park by snowy plovers be 
distributed to TRT members. Paula Hartman agreed to provide the study. 

Regular Meeting Attendance: 

TRT Members Present: 
Ron Amoldsen, Local Government (Principal) 
Nancy Orton, San Luis Obispo County (Principal) 
Rick LeFlore, Calif. Department of Parks & Recreation, OHV Division (Principal) 
Peter Keith, Business Community (Principal) 
Tarren Collins, Environmental Community (Alternate) 
Jim Suty, OHV Community (Principal) 
Steve Henry, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (Principal) 

TRT Support/Observers: 
Steve Yarnaichi, ODSVRA Superintendent (Non-Voting Member) 
John Jostes, futeractive Planning & Management, Facilitator 
Paula Hartman, Thomas Reid Associates, DPR Support 
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DRAFf MEETING NOTES 

Regular Meeting 
Oceano Dunes State Vehicular Recreation Area 

Technical Review Team 
December 10, 2002, 10:00 am-4:00pm 

Location: Oceano Community Service District 
1655 Front Street, Oceano 

1. Introductions and Preliminaries 

John Jostes, Program Facilitator, opened the meeting and provided an opportunity for introductions of 
those members present. Bobbi Brosnan, Residential Community Representative, noted that her current 
alternate, Diane Briegleb, was moving from the area and could no longer serve as her alternate. She 
introduced Christine Potter as her new alternate for this meeting and noted that Christine would be 
serving as the principal representative for the Residential Community and Bobbi would serve as her 
alternate for the coming year. 'Steve Monowitz, Coastal Commission Staff and member of the TRT 
was patched into the meeting via speakerphone. He expressed his disappointment at not being able to 
attend the meeting in person and thanked the TRT for their flexibility in letting him participate via 
conference call. 

John then provided a brief overview of the agenda and asked those present if there were any 
adjustments to the Agenda. 

2. Administrative and "Housekeeping" Matters 

A. Adoption of Meeting Summaries from April 29, 2002 and Sept. 19, 2002 TRT Meetings 

The meeting summaries from April 29 and September 19 were reviewed and adopted by consensus as 
an accurate characterization of the discussion topics and progress of the TRT on those two meeting 
dates. 

B. Discussion of Effects of State Budget on Coastal Commission Staff Participation as a TRT 
Member 

Steve Monowitz provided an overview of the basis for his not being able to attend recent and 
anticipated future meetings of the TRT. He indicated that because of the State Budget limitations, that 
a travel freeze had been imposed on Commission staff, that staff resources were constrained and budget 
limitations were being imposed on his office, as well as others. After a brief discussion, the TRT 
directed John J9stes to explore the feasibility of van pooling the group to a central location (e.g. 
Salinas) that w6uld allow for the face-to-face participation of Coastal Commission staff. The TRT also 
directed John to explore videoconferencing as well as other meeting locations that could maintain the 
intimacy of the meeting's current configuration and provide for more effective use of a conference 
phone to patch in members who could not physically attend the meeting. 

3. Critical Path Items 

A. Adoption of Supplemental Ground Rules for inclusion in Amended Charter 
Action Item 

John Jostes reviewed the current version of the draft Ground Rules for the TRT. Steve Monowitz 
suggested a softening of language regarding the need for members to offer alternatives which could 
simultaneously meet the concerns and interests of all TRT members. With these revisions, the 
Ground Rules were adopted by a consensus of the TRT for integration into the Charter. 

NOTE: Because of the ambitious goals of this meeting and the Technical Review Team's quorum 
requirements, participating members (Principals ami/or Alternates) are requested to make a special effort to 

arrive early, start promptly, and remain for the duration ofthe f'IIL•J!nL 
\it;~ I:Xhlbit 1. 
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Technical Review Team 12/10/02 Meeting Notes 

B. Adoption of Problem Statement for inclusion In Amended Charter 
Action Item 

Page2 

John Jostes reviewed with the TRT the discussions which had taken place between several TRT 
members since the last meeting and indicated that there was no clear consensus regarding the 
inclusion or exclusion of maps with the Problem Statement. After considerable discussion, the 
group adopted by consensus the wording of the Problem Statement. The discussion then focused 
on the need for a "You are Here" map to accompany the Problem Statement and provide 
geographical context. The TRT reached a full consensus that the maps that would be included with 
the Problem Statement would be the "Post 1982 Oceano Dunes SVRA" map, designed to show the 
boundaries ofthe SVRA, including open and closed areas, as well as the "Post 1982 Nipomo 
Dunes" map, designed to show the ODSVRA within the overall context of the Nipomo Dunes 
system. In addition, the TRT also determined by full consensus that 1) any references to dates 
would be removed from the maps, and that 2) areas that were closed during the 2002 nesting 
season should also be indicated as part of the closed areas designation. 

Jim Suty asked that the record reflect his frustration with the negotiation process wherein tentative 
agreements reached on a preliminary problem statement had been withdrawn by alternates not 
present during the initial negotiations. 

c. Adoption of Charter Amendments to streamline & clarify roles and responsibllities 
Action Item 

John Jostes reviewed the proposed changes to the Charter for TRT Members to consider. The TRT 
adopted the following preliminary changes by consensus: 

• 

• Revised Charter Section C (3) language regarding Member Principals and alternates to • 
add greater clarity to the role and participation of alternates. The TRT did not adopt 
suggested language designed to require the designation of alternates. 

• Revised Charter Section C (4) to incorporate Ground Rules as noted above. 

• Added Charter section D (S)(e) to provide for scheduled breaks to allow for 
stakeholder caucusing 

• Revised Charter Section D (8)( c) to clarify public participation guidelines. 

Several changes received less than a full consen8us of the TRT, but still carried by 80% of the TRT 
members, including the following decisions: 

• Revised-Charter Section D (3) to reduce the meeting quorum requirement from 80% to 
70% \ 

• Revised Charter Section E (2) to reduce the definition of overwhelming agreement 
from 80% of all members to 70% of all members. 

In both of the above two decisions, Gordon Hensley indicated he could not support the proposed 
changes because they could be interpreted to detract from the credibility of the TRT's decision
making. 

The TRT then considered the proposed changes to the Charter in their entirety, and adopted the 
total package revisions by a full consensus of those present and participating. 

D. Review and Adoption of 211t1 Annual Report Contents 

December 10, 2002 

Action Item 

CCC Exhibit 1 
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Technical Review Team 12/10/02 Meeting Notes Page3 

The TRT then turned its attention to review and refinement of the draft 2nd Annual Report. John 
Jostes provided a brief overview of the transmittal letter and attaclunents. The following 
discussion and decisions ensued: 

Attaclunent 1: Amended Charter Language: As noted above, the Charter was amended by a full 
consensus of the TRT with the understanding that it would be forwarded to the Executive 
Director of the California Coastal Commission. 

Attaclunent 2: Current List ofTRT Members and Alternates: This attaclunent was augmented to 
reflect the anticipated change of. alternates for the Residential Community Representative 
from Diane Breigleb to Christine Potter. 

Attaclunent 3: Meeting Summaries from TRT Meetings in 2002: All meeting summaries for the 
calendar year, having been adopted, were directed to be included in the 2nd Annual Report 
as an attaclunent. 

Attaclunent 4: ODSVRA Use Numbers: The ODSVRA Use numbers were discussed and 
authorized for inclusion in the 2nd Annual Report. 

Attaclunent 5: List of Research and Management Questions and Priorities: The List of research 
and Management Questions and Priorities were authorized for inclusion in the 2nd Annual 
Report with the following qualifications and clarifications: 

That the Facilitator indicate within his cover letter that: 

• Item #1, Night Riding and Item #2, Wintering Snowy Plovers and other Shorebirds 
were ranked with the same essential priority status by the Scientific Subcommittee, as 
described by Paula Hartman and Laura Gardner; 

• In allocating resources to the listed questions and priorities, the TRT identified the 
need to identify costs and allocate effort based upon the principle of getting the most 
"bang for the buck". By approaching the research and management questions and 
priorities in this manner, activities that have the greatest overall positive effect on the 
resources should be addressed prior to other activities which do not generate as clear 
and direct benefit; and 

• Recognizing that the List does not qualify as a specific Scope of Work, the questions 
posed and perspectives offered by the list would be used by the Scientific 
Subcommittee when they work with the researchers preparing the Scope ofWork to 
implement the conceptual framework outlined by the list. 

Attachment 6: Scientific Subcommittee Comments on the Park's Habitat Monitoring System: 
This attaclunent was reviewed and authorized for inclusion in the 2nd Annual Report 
without change. 

Attaclunent 7: Scientific Subcommittee's Comments on the Interim Predator Management Plan: 
This attaclunent was reviewed and authorized for inclusion in the 2nd Annual Report 
without change. 

Attaclunent 8: State Park's Wildlife Habitat Protection Program Report: Inclusion of this 
document was deferred from consideration because the State Park had not completed its 
internal review of the document and therefore, it is not available for TRT review at this 
point in time. 

Attaclunent 9: Snowy Plover/Least Tern Monitoring and Management Recommendations: As 
this report and the Scientific Subcommittee's review were only made available to the TRT 
within the preceding several days of the meeting, the TRT deferred comment and 
transmittal as a part ofthe 2nd Annual Repot. The TRTagreed to provide comments on the 
PRBO report, and the Scientific Subcommittee's Recommendations to John Jostes prior to 

December 10,2002 CCC Exhibit 1 
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I 

December 20. This schedule will allow the TRT to finalize its recommendations at its next 
meeting. The report and associated recommendations could then be provided to the Park • 
Superintendent and Coastal Commission Executive Director with sufficient lead time to be 
considered prior to the beginning of the 2003 Breeding season (March 1, 2003) 

The Facilitator was directed by the TRT to revise the draft version of the Cover Letter to reflect the 
substance and tone of the discussion. John Jostes committed to providing the TRT with a revised 
draft by no later than January 2, 2003, with the assumption that TRT members would provide 
comments directly to him within one week. John was directed to note in the cover letter the 
progress that has been made over the year as well as the need for continued efforts to obtain an 
Incidental Take Permit and finalize the HCP. This approach was adopted to ensure that the 2nd 
Annual Report could be transmitted at the close of the January 13* 2003 TRT meeting. 

4. Status Reports, Information Items and Updates 

A. Reports from Scientific Subcommittee regarding 2002 Nesting Season Information Item 

This topic was fully discussed as a part of the previous item. 

B. Status Report on Habitat Conservation Plan Development Issues Information Item 

Paula Hartman and Rick LeFlore provide an update on the status of the development and release of 
public review draft of the HCP. Paula noted that State Parks had met with representatives from the 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and that a follow-up meeting had been scheduled for January to 
consider revisions. Both Paula and Rick expressed thanks to Steve Henry for the quality of his 
comments and desire to expedite its review. They indicated that a public review draft was likely to 
be available in late spring or early summer. Once drafted, the HCP would undergo a Federal 
(Coastal Zone Management Act) Consistency review because it is a Federal Activity. Moreover, • 
the California Coastal Commission will use its Local Coastal Program (LCP) process to integrate 
the development standards the HCP with the State and Local processes. 

C. Announcements and other matters of Interest (Time Permitting) 

Steve Monowitz indicated to the TRT that the February meeting of the California Coastal 
Commission would take place in San Diego and the March meeting would take place in San Luis 
Obispo. He noted that consistent with direction provided by the Commission at its May 2002 
meeting, he intended to schedule the permit review of the ODSVRA for the February meeting so as 
to allow some lead time prior to the start of the 2003 breeding season in March. 

The next TRT meeting will be held on January 13, 2003 from 10:00 am to 4:00pm at a location yet 
to be detel11llned. 

5. Next Steps, Action Items and Adjourn 

The meeting was adjourned at 3:35 pm 

Meeting Notes prepared by John Jostes, Facilitator, December 12/2002 

December 10, 2002 
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Attachment 5 

Recommendations of the ODSVRA Scientific Subcommittee re: Research and Management 
Questions and Priorities (January 4, 2003): 

Introduction 

As a part of identifying which research and management questions should be recommended by 
the Scientific Subcommittee, the members considered what they believe to be their charge from 
the Coastal Commission. They identified the following items as management concerns that the 
Sc. Subcommittee should address: 

L Understanding the biological potential of the ODSVRA area. 

• What species exist there now? 

• What could be there based upon alternative management regimes? 

2. Estimate the Impact ofORV Use. 

• What has been the effect of off-road vehicular use on the natural dune habitats and 
associated aquatic habitats? What is known? What work needs to be done to make this 
determination for particular habitats? 

• What are the relative impacts associated with different levels of use (e.g., peak holiday 
periods vs. average use). 

• What are the mechanisms of impact (e.g., physical disruption of vegetated dunes, 
physical disturbance and increased turbidity of streams, compaction of beach habitat, 
impact injury to wildlife, etc)? 

3. Identify Areas to Protect or Restore: 

• Which areas that are currently impacted by ORV use could potentially be restored to 
native vegetation? 

• Which areas serve, or could potentially serve, the needs of snowy plovers and least terns? 

• Are there conflicts between dune restoration and nesting activities? If there are conflicts, 
what is th6 optimal balance between the conflicting needs? 

• What other sensitive species should be part of a management plan? What are their 
restoration needs? 

4. Recommend ORV Management Activities to Protect Natural Resources: 

• To which areas should ORVs be confined in order to protect natural resources? 

• During which hours of the day should vehicular use be allowed? 

• What uses should be allowed? Evaluate access routes and camping areas. 

• Should use restrictions have a seasonal component? 

5. Review Natural Resource Management Activities and Make Recommendations: 

January 12, 2003 CCC Exhibit __;;;,...1_ 
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Research and Management Questions and Priorities 
ODSVRA Scientific Subcommittee 

• Monitoring of snowy plovers and least terns. 

• Use of fencing and shelters. 

• Predator monitoring and management. 

• Vegetation restoration, including exotics removal and control. 

Using the above list as a guide, the Sc. Sub. identified and ranked the research and management 
questions in this report.1 The Sc. Sub. members would not actually design any of these studies, 
but the members have drafted a preliminary list of questions that these studies would address. 
The Sc. Sub. members could also review the proposed design once a study has been designed. 
The six topics are listed in order of priority. 

1. Night Riding 

The overall question that the Sc. Sub. identified as being the focus of such a study is: What are 
the impacts of vehicles on plovers, terns, and other shorebirds? Other shorebirds, such as 
sanderlings, should be included because the mandate of the Coastal Commission is not limited to 
listed species, plus observation of other shorebirds can provide insight into effects on plovers and 
terns. Carcass recovery could be one component. Additionally, reconnaissance work would 
need to be conducted prior to designing the study. The Sc. Sub. has identified the following 
questions and goals for such a study: 

1. Define the area and amount of plover and tern use at night. 

2. Define the area and amount of human use at night. 

3. Determine what the birds are doing: 

a. Does their location affect what they're doing, i.e., whether they are in or out of 
exclosures? 

b. What are the differences between winter and summer use? 

c. How do the tides affect their behavior? 

d. How do various human activity levels affect their behavior? 

e. How do,rs motorized traffic affect winter flocks and breeding success?. 
w, 

1 Page 7 of the permit includes the following direction to the TRT and Scientific Subcommittee: 

The TRT should develop recommendations to the Superintendent regarding "additional monitoring studies, 
adjustments to day and overnight use limits, and management strategies." The Sc. Sub. will "identify, develop and 
evaluate the scientific information needed by decision· makers to ensure that the ODSVRA 's natural resources are 
adequately managed and protected." Among other things, the Sc. Sub. will: 

1. Recommend to the TRT the scientific studies and investigations that may be necessary to develop 
information needed by resource managers; 

f 

!I 

• 

• 

2. Advise the TRT regarding the protection of the SVRA's natural resources by helping identify and review • 
needed research measures and restoration efforts to rebuild or protect the ODSVRA resources. 

January 12, 2003 CCC Exhibit _1_ 
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Research and Management Questions and Priorities 
ODSVRA Scientific Subcommittee 

2. Wintering Snowy Plovers and Other Shorebirds 

I. How many snowy plovers are there? 

2. Where are they? 

3. Where have they come from? 

4. What are they doing (e.g., foraging, roosting)? 

5. How are they affected by human activity (e.g., pets, vehicles, pedestrians, equestrians)? 

6. What other shorebirds are using the area? The same questions (i.e., how many, where, 
what are they doing, how are they affected) would apply to these other species. 

7. What potential predators are present in the winter? 

3. Invertebrates 

Sandy beach invertebrates are of particular interest. Invertebrates are currently not monitored, 
but are critical to understanding plovers and terns, among other resources. Good baseline 
surveys of both terrestrial and intertidal species are needed. A study should determine what 
species are in ODSVRA. The study should include both open and closed areas. 

4. Vegetation/Soils Management 

In 1999, the Off-Highway Motor Vehicle Recreation Division (OHMVRD) identified an issue 
Oceano Dunes needs to address. 2 Accelerated sand movement caused by recreation patterns is 
contributing to loss of vegetation in and around Oso Flaco Lake, as well as the vegetated islands 
within the SVRA. This sand movement is contributing to loss of open water at Oso Flaco Lake 
(due to sand inundation). Within the Oceano Dunes complex there are small, vegetated areas 
that are unprotected by fencing and signage. The "OHMVRD Adopted Recommendation for 
Sandy Soil Areas" (1999) identified six alternative management options to slow the rate of sand 
movement and recommended all six options be tested and evaluated for one year. 3 This work 
has not occurred. 

2 This information is from the ODSVRA Wildlife Habitat Protection Plan, August 2001, p. 22. 

3Th . . e stx opt10ns are: 
1. Fence 1 to 5 acre foredune areas utilizing sand barriers/fences to trap the sand and gradually build up the 

dunes and actively revegetate with native plants. 
2. Fence ~ to 1-acre foredune areas utilizing sand barriers/fences to trap the sand and gradually build up the 

dunes and actively revegetate with native plants. 
3. Fence ~ to 5-acre foredune areas and allow both vegetation and sand to grow and /or move naturally. 
4. Construct artificial sand dunes with heavy equipment between ~ to 5 acres in size before fencing and 

revegetating. 
5. Fence and revegetate a minimum ~ acre utilizing sand barriers/fences to trap the sand and gradnally build 

up the dunes to duplicates the original foredune system (aligned with the prevailing wind direction) • 
6. Use heavy equipment to reduce the height of existing sand dunes 1.5 feet in front of the slack dune 

vegetated islands. The sand would then be pushed north or south of the islands and allowed to move 
down-wind naturally away from the vegetated islands. 

January 12,2003 
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Research and Management Questions and Priorities 
ODSVRA Scientific Subcommittee 

The big-picture question is: Can areas that are appropriate for restoration be identified? With 
this goal in mind, specific questions would include: 

1. To what extent has the area of the vegetation communities changed? 

2. To what extent have the communities been altered by invasions of exotics? 

3. What areas have potential for restoration with appropriate vegetation? 

a. Can they be restored? How? 

b. Should they be restored (keeping in mind specific habitat needs of various species, 
e.g., plovers and terns)? 

S. Fish Surveys 

Tidewater go by and steelhead would be of particular interest. Grunion would also be of interest. 
Some data should already exist for Arroyo Grande Creek. 

6. Water Quality 

Water quality is especially relevant to juvenile least terns and gaining an overall understanding 
of the dunes. A watershed assessment may be underway soon. 

>, 

Three control/comparison areas were identified: the Dune Preserve north of pole 3, the protected foredune area 
south of pole 8, and areas of existing OHV use. 
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Attachment 6 

Comments and Recommendations of the ODSVRA Scientific Subcommittee re: HMS 
Methodology (January 4, 2003): 

At its June 4, 2002, September 30, 2002, and October 23, 2002, meetings, the Scientific 
Subcommittee discussed the Habitat Monitoring System (HMS) protocols used by ODSVRA. 
The members provided the following comments and recommendations: 

L The HMS Diversity Index does not account for overall abundance. If the population of 
each species declines at about the same rate, the formula will not catch the overall 
decline. 

2. Shoreline bird survey transects should be the same length. 

3. More shoreline bird transects in the control area are needed. 

4. Shorebirds likely congregate at the mouth ofOso Flaco Creek but are probably not 
evenly distributed on either side. The control shoreline bird transect, which currently 
ends at Oso Flaco Creek, should thus be extended beyond the creek. 

5. Ebb tide surveys may increase both the numbers of species and individuals recorded. 
ODSVRA should consider testing the concept of ebb tide surveys, but the current low 
tide protocol should be maintained to maintain consistency. 

6. Shorebird surveys are currently done in March, June (when most shorebirds are not even 
present), September, and December. The timing of the surveys must be modified to 
reflect actual species use. 

7~ More thought must be put into. sample size to ensure that system variability is captured. 
The monitoring must attempt to determine what species are present, how many are 
present, and where they are. At a minimum, surveys should be conducted a total of four 
times per month, including two high tide and two low tide surveys. 

8. The monitoring regime should account for riding v. non-riding areas. 

9. Homed larks are sometimes encountered in the same areas where terns and plovers nest. 
The Park should consider having monitors track any homed lark nest that is encountered 
during the normal course of plover and tern monitoring. 

10. Invertebrate monitoring should be conducted. 

11. The Park should establish and monitor soil loss standards that are applicable to dune 
ecosystems. This information may assist with addressing sand movement into Oso Flaco 
Lake. "Lidar" may be the most appropriate technology to monitor sand movement. 
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• Attachment 7 

Comments and Recommendations of the ODSVRA Scientific Subcommittee (Revised April 
5, 2002): 

Review of"lnterim Predator Management Plan for Protection of Breeding Western Snowy 
Plovers and California Least Terns at Oceano Dunes State Vehicular Recreation Area 
01 March 2002 Through 30 September 2002" prepared by Laura Gardner, ODSVRA 
Resource Ecologist, February 1, 2002 

Note: These comments were incorporated by Laura Gardner, Associate State Park Resource 
Ecologist, into the Revised Predator Management Plan in Mid-2002. 

The Scientific Subcommittee convened via conference call on Monday, March 18, 2002, to 
discuss the above referenced plan. The meeting roster is included in Attachment 1. Their 
comments and recommendations follow. Specific recommendations are included here in italics. 
Where specific changes to existing text are proposed, new text is underlined and deleted text is m 
strikeout. The comments and recommendation reflect consensus (e.g., all members agree). 

The group discussed the myriad of potential SNPULETE predators and the specific predators 
that have been identified at ODSVRA. Laura Gardner noted that the Plan is designed to be 
modified as needed and would incorporate additional predators as needed as part of adaptive 

• management. The group was satisfied with this approach. 

• 

Laura Gardner noted that the Santa Cruz Predatory Bird Group (PBG) will be conducting the 
work under the Plan. The current proposal for loggerhead shrikes is to hold them in Santa Cruz 
for temporary observation, color band them, and then release them. The birds may be released 
into another SVRA. The difficulty of tracking the survival and movement of color-banded 
shrikes was discussed. Absent radio telemetry, it may prove difficult to determine what happens 
to the shrikes. The small size of shrikes makes the use of radio telemetry more difficult. It was 
noted that by releasing the birds into an SVRA, in which monitoring is required, the chances of 
tracking survival rates would be increased somewhat. The Sc. Sub. asked that the Plan be 
modified to clarify that the proposed banding methodology will not allow for comprehensive 
tracking of shrike ~urvival . 

• 

The Sc. Sub. asked that the Plan be modified to specify that the PBG should report to the 
ODSVRA ecologist frequently-at least weekly. 

Injured gulls can become, of necessity, major predators of tern and plover chicks. The Sc. Sub. 
noted that the Plan should be modified to address the great importance of removing injured 
gulls from exclosures. 

Paragraph 2 on page 2 of the Plan states "To increase the nesting area without a predator 
management plan may cause this area to become a biological sink." The use of the tenn 
4'biological sink" has a very specific meaning in the context of metapopulation biology and is not 
appropriate as used in the Plan. The Sc. Sub. asked that the sentence be replaced with the 
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following: To increase the nesting area without a predator management plan may reduce 
regional plover productivity. 

The group discussed the potential for new predator species to appear over time and the 
importance of monitors being able to identify these predators. For example, shrikes could be 
removed but productivity could remain low because northern harriers moved in. Northern 
harrier predation can be difficult to detect. Laura Gardner noted that monitors will maintain a 
list of all predators observed. The group also discussed the ability of monitors to identify the 
predators based on depredation evidence. The Sc. Sub. asked that the Plan be modified to reflect 
the following bulleted items: 

• Language should be added to the Plan stating that photographs of potential predator 
tracks or other depredation evidence will be taken. All photographs should include an 
item, such as a small ruler, providing a standard reference of scale. 

• Part of the daily monitoring protocol should include recording any potential predators 
seen, including their location, behavior, time, duration of observation, and observed 
response (or lack thereof) by terns and/or plovers. Any documented or suspected 
predation should be noted. Monitors should have a list of all potential predators 
available for reference in the field. The P BG should be asked to create the list of all 
potential avian predators. 

• 

• Specific training and protocol for predator monitoring should be provided to the • 
monitors. Methodology for monitoring northern harriers should be included. The PBG 
may be the appropriate group to design such a protocol. Such training should include 
recognition of avian tracks. 

• The Plan should include a detailed predator monitoring plan, including training, field 
protocol, frequency of monitoring, and number of monitors active. Although predator 
monitors may have other responsibilities at the site, the Plan should be clear that 
predator monitoring is not an ancillary duty or done purely incidental to other 
monitoring. 

Once monitors obs~rve predation, significant time may lapse before the predator can be located 
and removed. Bediuse of this concern, Laura Gardner had directed the PBG monitors to locate 
all shrike and harrier nests (and potentially other raptors) as soon as feasible and prior to plover 
chick hatching. Doing so will allow any necessary trapping or removal to take place in a timely 
manner. Nest location information will also make it possible to monitor nest areas for evidence 
of predation (plover bands, tern or plover parts, etc.). The Sc. Sub. asks that the Plan be modified 
to reflect this information. 

Currently, monitoring for nocturnal predators is only conducted as part of the Park's biannual 
habitat monitoring. Specific monitoring for potential nocturnal plover and tern predators is not 
conducted. The Sc. Sub. asks that the Plan be revised to reflect the following bulleted items: 

• For 2002, staff will be requested to report any anecdotal owl or mammalian predator • 
sightings encountered during the course of their regular duties. 
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• Nighttime surveys for owls and possibly other nocturnal mammalian predators on at 
least a monthly basis are recommended. 

The group briefly discussed the feasibility of electronic fencing discussed on page 4 of the Plan. 
Laura Gardner noted that she will revise the text to clarify that the reference is to single-strand 
electric wire. 

Loggerhead shrikes are currently listed as California Species of Special Concern (CSSC), but the 
avian esse list is under review. The proposed revised avian esse list does not include 
loggerhead shrikes. The Sc. Sub. asked that a footnote be added on page 5 noting that while 
loggerhead shrikes are currently listed as esse, the avian esse list is under review. 

The group noted that all shrikes will need to be removed to determine whether shrikes are the 
key problem at ODSVRA. The Sc. Sub. asked that the following paragraph on page 5 be revised 
as noted: 

Relocation is a practical and feasible alternative for some wildlife species, but not 
viable or ecologically sound for others. Ecologically, relocation can have the 
same effect as lethal removal of the predator from the ecosystem. Relocation 
efforts, like lethal control, must therefore be limited, highly selective, and include 
evaluation of potential ecological effects. In addition, relocated animals may 
compete with resident animals at the relocation site, with potential consequences 
to the stability of predator populations there. Some species that are territorial, 
such as coyotes, would also be expected to have poor survival rates, as they 
would likely be excluded from the new habitat by the resident coyotes. However, 
in Monterey the Point Reyes Bird Observatory (PRBO) in partnership with the 
SCPBG has successfully relocated some raptor species (e.g. Loggerhead shrikes 
and Northern harriers) to reduce predation on SNPL, with subsequent monitoring 
confirming survival of the birds and no return to the vicinity of the capture site. 
Relocation of problem shrikes will be conducted in 2002 at ODSVRA and if 
needed for other raptor species. It will be assumed that all shrikes in the vicinity 
o(the nesting area are potentially problem birds and should be removed. 
Relocation of other "problem " raptor species will be considered on a case-by
case basis. 

\ 

The Sc. Sub. noted that the correct name of the marine mammal rescue organization mentioned 
on page 5 under "Carcass and Trash Removal" is the Marine Mammal Center. The Sc. Sub. 
asked that this name be corrected. Regarding marine mammal rescue, the Sc. Sub. asked that 
the following sentence be added: Rescuers should be escorted by monitors i(the marine 
mammal is in an area with known plover or tern chicks. 

Regarding carcasses, the group discussed that while maggots can provide a food source for 
chicks, the carcasses can become a lure for plover and tern predators. The Sc. Sub. asked that the 
discussion of "Carcass and Trash Removal" on pages 5 and 6 be modified to reflect that 

• carcasses will be removed immediately rather than waiting for predators to arrive. 
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i 

The group discussed the appropriate groups or agencies to conduct lethal removal of avian • 
predators and concluded that the Plan should not specify PRG for this work. The Sc. Sub. asked 
that the following paragraph on page 7 be revised as noted: 

Removal of crows or ravens will be done by authorized personnelfoem the 
SCPBG. The SCPJJG Authorized personnel may be directed by the ODSVRA 
District Ecologist to lethally remove crows observed accessing SNPL and LETE 
nesting areas. Removal will take place from pre-determined locations to avoid 
disturbance to nesting SNPL and LETE. If a particular situation requires SCPBG 
te CHief" entry into nesting habitat to remove crows, this action will be carefully 
coordinated between SNPL monitors, PRBO banding personnel, and the 
ODSVRA District Ecologist. However, past experience suggests that this 
circumstance will likely arise very rarely or not at all. 

The Sc. Sub. asked that the following sentence on page 7 be revised as noted: Additionally, there 
has been no documented evidence that any other avian predators, with the possible exception of 
whimbrels removing one egg, have occurred at ODSVRA. 

Regarding coyote predation on page 8 of the Plan, the group noted that coyotes can do a lot of 
damage quickly. The group determined that the use of the term "considered acceptable" on page 
8 in reference to coyote predation needs clarification. The Sc. Sub. asked that the discussion of 
··coyote Predation Control for the 2002 SNPL and LETE Nesting Season., on page 8 be 
modified to specify that if coyotes get into exclosures and a nest is lost, then the coyotes must be • 
removed. Wildlife Services should be contacted to remove the coyotes. 
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Attachment 1. Scientific Subcommittee Meeting Roster 

March 18 Meeting 

Scientific Subcommittee Members: 

Elizabeth Copper, Independent Scientist 
John Dixon, California Coastal Commission 
Laura Gardner, ODSVRA 
Steve Henry, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
Gary Page, PRBO, Independent Scientist 
Robert Patton, Independent Scientist 
Bob Stafford, California Dept. ofFish and Game 

Other Participants: 

Paula Hartman, Thomas Reid Associates 
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Attachment 8 

Recommendations of the ODSVRA Scientific Snbcommittee re: Western Snowy Plover and 
California Least Tern Monitoring and Management (Revised January 12, 2003): 

Subcommittee members reviewed numerous monitoring-related documents, including survey 
objectives, protocol, techniques and various data sheets, and the overall review of the 2002 
nesting season. At the April 30, June 4, and September 30, 2002, meetings, the Scientific 
Subcommittee discussed the western snowy plover and California least tern monitoring 
protocols, including the data sheets. Bolded items 1-6 represent the outcome of these 
discussions. The Subcommittee discussed the 2002 ODSVRA plover/tern nesting report 
authored by Doug George ofPRBO and attachments at its December 5, 2002, meeting. The 
members finalized their discussion of that report at a January 7, 2003. Bolded items 7 and 8 
represent the outcome of this discussion. On January 7 the members also responded to 
comments provided by Jim Suty, OHV representative on the TRT. The responses are provided 
in Attachment 1. The members provided the following recommendations; background 
discussion is provided as needed: 

1. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

2. 

Survey Forms/Data Sheets: 

Monitors should note whether birds are foraging or just roosting. A column should be 
added to this effect. 

The more detailed Snowy Plover Data form should add a column indicating the number 
of fledglings from each nest. 

Monitors should provide greater details in the comments column, e.g., ''band in shrike 
pellet." 

Separate banded bird data sheets should be used for plovers and terns. 

Plover/Tern Egg Disposal 

It is critical to both 1) Prevent premature destruction of''bad" eggs and 2) Categorize failure. 
For example, some eggs hatch after the standard incubation time. The group recommended the 
following to achieve both objectives: 

1. The protocol should clearly state that eggs should not be removed from nests simply 
because they have failed to hatch within the standard incubation period. 

2. Monitors should note: 

a. If eggs failed to hatch within some period in addition to the standard incubation 
period, or, 

b. If eggs were abandoned by the adults prior to the expected hatch date. If 
abandoned, then monitors should differentiate where possible between 
abandonment due to adult mortality or due to other reasons. 

3. Monitoring Protocols 

Two approaches to least tern monitoring exist: Type 1, in which monitors can go into the 
colony, and Type 2, in which monitors stay out of the colony. Type 2 monitoring is very 
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difficult to implement in large colonies and basically does not work in such colonies. Type 1 
monitoring is used at ODSVRA for snowy plovers. Somewhat less intensive monitoring was 
used for least terns in 2002 (modified Type 1 ). The most aggressively monitored least tern 
colonies are the most successful, where the monitoring is associated with appropriate 
management. 

Monitoring of both plovers and terns must be effectively integrated so that each is valuable and 
not detrimental to the other. 

1. A plover/tern monitoring protocol specific to ODSVRA should be developed. 

2. Monitors must be permitted and trained for both species so they monitor both. This 
approach will maximize data gathering for each disturbance event. 

3. Chicks are less threatened by vehicles than by people on foot. ODSVRA should consider 
monitoring b.y vehicle froll1 shore during low tides of similar levels. 

The varying levels of least tern monitor training and abilities were discussed. A lack of 
standards is a concern throughout the species' range. The Subcommittee identified the need for 
a test providing minimum standards for all least tern monitors-both agency and non-agency. 

4. Budget Constraints 

Although the Scientific Subcommittee recognizes that the money available for plover and tern 

• 

management and other biological obligations is subject to limits, the park's Resource Ecologist • 
should be consulted prior to submittal of annual budget requests or commitment of funds to 
biological resource management projects to ensure that available financial resources are 
allocated in the most beneficial manner. 

S. Retain Monitors for Consistency 

Plover monitoring training can be divided into five categories (levels): 1. finding nests, 2. 
erecting exclosures, 3. monitoring, 4. floating eggs, 5. banding. Generally it takes at least a full 
season for monitors to be adequately trained through level3. Monitors at ODSVRA must 
complete classroom time and a minimum amount of supervised field time prior to starting 
monitoring. Monitors with that level of training do not float eggs or band. Retaining well
trained monitors is~ problem everywhere because monitoring is a seasonal job. 

-i~ 

1. ODSVRA should explore whether personnel conducting plover/tern monitoring could 
perhaps do other monitoring (e.g., HMS) during the off-season to provide year-round 
employment and increase retention. 

6. Carcass Surveys and Necropsy 

Currently, monitors are out every day during the breeding season and keep logs of all bird 
carcasses found. No such logs are kept during the rest of the year. Carcass surveys provide 
valuable information throughout the year. Each year, a number of nests are deserted, some 
possibly due to death of an adult. Necropsy of carcasses could provide insight into the cause of 
death and thus potentially into the causes of nest abandonment. Surveys are important·during the 
winter as well when birds are not concentrated in protected exclosures. • 
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1. Beach carcass surveys should be conducted year-round and include formal control sites. 
Oso Flaco or the Refuge would be good control sites. Preferably the carcass surveys 
would be conducted separately from live bird surveys. In order of preference, based on 
the greatest likelihood of finding carcasses, surveys would be conducted on foot, using 
ATVs, or from a vehicle. An ATV probably represents the best compromise between 
search ability and surveyor safety. 

2. The park should conduct necropsies on all fresh shorebird carcasses. Mass die-offs of red 
phalaropes would not require necropsy, but one or two phalaropes should be necropsied. 

3. A. log of all dead shorebirds found in the park should be kept. 

4. An annual summary of carcass survey results, necropsy results, and incidental carcasses 
found should be included in the HMS report. 

7. Comments on Appendix F. Interim Predator Management Project Report (Brian 
Walton, SCPBRG) 

Predator management during the 2002 nesting period was very effective as evidenced by the 
much greater fledging success compared to 2001. However, the predator management report 
was a relatively brief summary that did not include much methodological or observational detail. 
The subcommittee recommends that the report for 2003 be expanded to include detailed 
methods, including the level of effort throughout the season, and a presentation of the actual field 
observations. The report should indicate when each observation occurred and what behavior was 
observed. It should also indicate the frequency and location of observations. The increased 
detail will allow the reader to make independent judgments regarding the potential significance 
of the various avian predators present at the site and will provide the basis for temporal 
comparisons of their behavior. 

8. 2002 Plover/Tern Report (Doug George, PRBO) 

Retain Skilled Monitors-Recommended 

See discussion under Item 5, above. 

More Frequent Monitoring of Least Tern Nests-Recommended 

No additional dis~ussion occurred. 

Banding Least Tern Chicks-Recommended 

If banded, monitors could better spot newly fledged juveniles once they joined the flock. It is 
hard to spot them otherwise. If it is not possible to observe the chicks, then banding is 
appropriate. Bands are also useful to determining predation. Banders must be sure to adapt their 
approach to conditions, e.g., do not band on hot days. The group thus agreed that banding would 
be useful in 2003 with a specific assessment in the 2003 report describing the impacts of 
banding. 

Option to Band Adult Snowy Plovers-Recommended 

Banding adult plovers can be very disruptive, so it is critical to have a very skilled bander . 
Banding itself is not complicated, but deciding when it is appropriate to band is hard; you do not 
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want to drive birds out of the ex closure and into the riding area. The key is that it is good to 
have the option to band; you would not try to band every adult. 

Size of the 7-8 and Boneyard Exclosures and Fenced Buffer-Modified: Recommended 
Using Buffer Fenceline as Exclosure Boundary; Recommended Northern Expansion of the 
7-8 Exclosure and Eliminating the Arroyo Grande Creek Exclosure on a Trial Basis in 
2003 

The Subcommittee recommended that all of the shaded area on page 26 should be within the 
exclosure in 2003. In other words, the exclosure fencing would be placed along the buffer 
fenceline, and no internal fencing would be installed. The 1 00-foot no camping buffer would be 
enforced and signed, but visitors could approach the exclosure fence. Until a take permit is 
issued that allows the disturbance, if birds nest near the fence the exclosure would need to be 
expanded to protect the nest. Once an HCP is in place with adequate habitat protected, then the 
expansion might not be required. 

Based upon the results of the 2002 breeding season, moving the exclosure northward toward 
Pole 6 would provide additional breeding habitat and thus be beneficial to the birds. Initially, the 
birds may spread out more, but eventually the expansion would likely lead to an increase in the 
population. The Subcommittee recognizes that the expansion has logistical and political 
problems, but the members agreed that biologically it is the right thing to do. 

' 

• 

The Subcommittee thus recommends that the 7-8 exclosure be expanded north to approximately 
200 feet south of the Pole 6 restroom. The 200-foot gap between the exclosure and the restroom 
would allow continued use of that facility while providing an adequate buffer for the birds. The • 
expanded exclosure should be the same width as the 2002 ex closure (i.e., out to the edge of the 
2002 buffer area), with the detailed configuration to be dictated by topography. 

The Subcommittee further recommends that the Arroyo Grande Creek exclosure be eliminated in 
2003 due to the lack of use in 2002 and limited use of the area for nesting prior to that. 
Additionally, the site is a high risk nesting area due to its separation from the shoreline by the 
riding area. The park should continue to monitor the Arroyo Grande Creek area, and if any nests 
occur~ then ex closures should be erected per protocol. The need for an exclosure in the area 
should be evaluated at the end of the 2003 breeding season. 

Management for Habitat Quality In 7-8 Exclosure-Recommended 
li 

The group emphasized that the effect of leaving the exclosure up should be documented. The 
group recommended that photo documentation of the closed area plus at least one control site 
that is subject to vehicular use be undertaken. Preferably six photo points minimum each would 
be established in both treatment and control areas. 

Enhance Habitat in Exclosures by Distributing Natural Materials-Recommended 

Materials distributed should be limited to those naturally found on the site; do not bring in 
foreign material. The Park should remove exotics, except for sea rocket. Sea rocket has habitat 
value for plovers. 
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Predator Management-Recommended With Proposed Text Changes 

On page 18 the report states that a predator management plan should be developed. An interim 
predator management plan has already been prepared. Paragraph one should thus be changed as 
follows: 

TheA predator management plan should be updatedde·leloped to identify 
appropriate responses to mammalian and avian predators in light of this past 
season. Protocols should ensurebe established that elarify management actions 
arete-&e implemented in a timely manner for individual predators posing serious 
threats to tern and plover reproductive success. Shrikes, raptors, corvids, and 
coyotes should continue to be among the avian and mammalian predators covered 
in the management plan. 

The Subcommittee agrees with Doug's recommendation to provide an internal predator fence in 
the Boneyard Exclosure. The configuration would need to be modified somewhat from that 
shown in Figure 11 to accommodate the expansion of the exclosure fence recommended by the 
Subcommittee. Although the Maintenance Chief indicated that he prefers that no internal fences 
be installed due to maintenance logistics, the Subcommittee concluded that the park is more 
likely able to maintain the integrity of the smaller, internal fence. The smaller fence would 
contain the portion of the Boneyard Ex closure area in which tern nest sites have been located 
since 1998 and would thus protect the most critical area . 

Since the exclosures do not appear to be detrimental, it is ok to keep putting them in. The Park 
should experiment with the shelters; keep using them, but also consider using tiles. The 
Subcommittee would like to have more information in terms of how many shelters were placed 
and where. Ideally, the group would like to see a diagram of shelters in relation to nests and 
other vegetation. 

Oso Flaco-Recommended 

The area is fairly narrow and has pedestrian use. Symbolic fencing was helpful to avoid 
trampling but some disturbance still occurs because the area is so narrow. 

Reduce Trespass Along Shoreline of 7-8 Exclosure-Recommended 

The Park needs tq step up enforcement. . 
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Attachment 1. Response to Jim Suty's Comment Letter dated December 23, 2002 • 
1. The report fails to acknowledge the success of ODSVRA as compared to all other 

California plover sites. 

While the Subcommittee agreed that such information would be invaluable, due to the lack of 
available data it could not be accomplished in the 2002 ODSVRA report. Monitoring is done 
differently in different places making comparisons difficult. Furthermore, no repository of the 
available data exists. The Subcommittee noted that ideally the Service would have a recovery 
team coordinator to do this work and create a data repository. Such a responsibility should not 
fall on ODSVRA. 

The Subcommittee also noted that the Acreage Comparison pie chart provided in the comment 
letter is misleading in that much of the 15,000 acres of the Nipomo Dunes complex would not be 
used by snowy plovers for nesting. A realistic pie chart would only include the acreage of 
potential snowy plover habitat (i.e., a narrow strip along the beach plus some limited inland 
area). 

2. The report fails to compare successful methodology applied to ODSVRA v. other 
California sites. 

As discussed under Comment 1, although it would be useful, a complete data set is not available. 
Gathering and analyzing such data is outside of the scope of the 2002 ODSVRA report. 

3. The report fails to make concrete recommendations on how the southern beach area 
could be modified to entice plover nesting. 

The beach in this area is very narrow, and few plovers and terns stay around Oso Flaco. Most 
are found around posts 6-8. The loss of the foredunes would cause sand movement into Oso 
Flaco Lake. Oso Flaco Lake is a very rare and sensitive resource, in that it is a freshwater lake in 
very close (<0.5 mile) proximity to the ocean. Other special-status species, such as California , 
red-legged frogs (federally listed), would be harmed by the sand movement and subsequent harm 
to the lake. Even if the ammophila is ultimately removed, the park would presumably replace it 
with native vegetation to protect Oso Flaco. Furthermore, the closer nests are to the lake, it is 
more li~ely_they wfP b_e exposed to predators due to the more favorable predator habitat provided 
by the npanan vegetatiOn. 

4. The report fails to provide a balanced approach for protection and recreation. 

• 

Striking a balance is outside the scope of the 2002 ODSVRA report. Regarding the size of the 
buffer zones, the Subcommittee disagrees that the buffer zones were excessive. The buffers at 
the north end of the 7-8 ex closure had to be expanded to address repeated disturbance to plover 
nests at the edge of the exclosure. This disturbance is cited in the first paragraph on page 15 of 
the 2002 ODSVRA report. That same paragraph notes that a brood of tern chicks moved into the 
buffer established out from the north side of the Boneyard exclosure and east side of the 7-8 
exclosure. The observations from 2002 thus indicated that the birds used the entire 7-8 exclosure 
area and needed the buffers. The Subcommittee was not aware of any evidence suggesting that 
the results of 2003 will be different. The members noted that 1998 was a very strong El Nif'l.o • 
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and yet was quite good for plover and tern breeding. Because of the increase in plovers in 2002, 
the members agreed that 2003 is likely to be a good year as well. 

5. The report fails to provide a matrix of all beaches measuring success and approaches. 

Although useful, as discussed at Comment 1, the data is not available. Gathering the data that is 
available was beyond the scope of the report. 

6. The report failed to account for costs to perform these activities. 

The Subcommittee considers this analysis to be out of the scope of the annual breeding report . 
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SUMMARY 

Staff of Oceano Dunes State Vehicular Recreation Area (ODSVRA) and Point Reyes Bird Observatory 
(PRBO) monitored breeding California Least Terns (Sterna antillarum browm) and Snowy Plovers 
(Charadrius alexandrinus) at ODSVRA, San Luis Obispo County, California in 2002. All tern nests and 
almost all plover nests were Inside two large seasonally fenced exclosures in the southern portion of the 
vehicle riding area. There were at least 20 pairs of breeding Least Terns. Of22 tern nests a minimum of 
68% hatched. Four nests were known to fail; 1 was abandoned, 2 were depredated by coyote (Canis 

Jatrans), and 1 had non-viable eggs. A minimum of27 chicks hatched. Tern chicks were not banded; 
consequently an accurate estimate of fledging rate was not obtained. There were at least 32 breeding 
Snowy Plovers (18 males and 14 females). One breeding bird was a male banded as a chick and fledged 
from ODSVRA in 2001. Of35 plover nests, 71% hatched. Thirty-three nests were in a seasonal 
exclosure and 2 were at Oso Flaco. Of 10 nests that failed, 8 were abandoned, 1 was depredated by 
coyote, and 1 failed to unknown cause. Al162 chicks were banded. Thirty-five ofthe 62 chicks fledged 
for a chick fledging rate of 56%. In 2001, 3 of 69 banded chicks fledged for a rate of 4%. One chick 
fledged per breeding male is the estimated number needed for Snowy Plover population stability. 1 The 
35 young fledged in 2002 allows for population growth. 

The early and later periods of the Snowy Plover breeding season showed differences in clutch hatching 

• 

and chick fledging rates. The early period had fewer nests (15), a lower hatch rate (60%), and a high • 
fledge rate (77%). The later period had more nests (20), a higher hatch rate (80%), but a lower fledge 
rate (42%). Of25 hatching nests, broods from the first 10 all fledged at least 1 chick. Of the later 15 
hatching nests, 8 broods are not known to have fledged any young. 

New management actions were undertaken at ODSVRA in 2002 to protect Least Tern and Snowy 
Plover nests and chicks. The extent of protected habitat, including a surrounding buffer area, was 
increased at exclosures in the southern riding area from that available in 2001. Predator management 
included for the first time at ODSVRA included; limited and selective removal or relocation of 
mammalian and avian predators which posed a threat to reproductive success of terns and plovers. 

INTRODUCTION 

The ODSVRA, located in southern coastal San Luis Obispo County, California, is visited by over 1.2 
million people annually for a variety of recreational opportunities including driving vehicles on the 
beach and dunes.2 In 2001, an estimated 217,000 street-legal vehicles and 80,000 off-highway vehicles 
were driven on the shoreline and dunes in the designated riding area of the park.3 Within ODSVRA is 

1 USFWS. 2001. Western Snowy Plover ( Charadrius alexandrinus nivosus) Pacific Coast Population Draft Recovery Plan. 
Portland, OR. 
2 ODSVRA 200 l Habitat Monitoring Report. 
3 ODSVRA 20Q1 Monthly Carrying Capacity Summaries. 
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breeding habitat for two special-status ground-nesting birds, the state and federally endangered 
California Least Tern (Least Tern, tern) and the federally threatened Pacific Coast population of the 

Snowy Plover (plover). Monitoring of the Least Tern and Snowy Plover during the breeding season at 
ODSVRA began in 1991 and 1992, respectively. The Least Tern is present at ODSVRA only during the 
breeding season, migrating to wintering areas well south of California. The Snowy Plover population at 
the park is comprised partly of resident birds present year-round and partly of birds present only during 
the breeding or wintering season. 

This report summarizes results of the 2002 nesting season for Least Terns and Snowy Plovers at 
ODSVRA. In the 2001 season report, 2 of69 banded Snowy Plover chicks were confirmed as fledging.1 

An additional fledged young from 2001 was seen and confirmed at ODSVRA in August 2002. The 
known number of fledged plovers (3) in 2001 is herein corrected and used in this year's report. 
ODSVRA resource staff reviewed the data used in earlier park reports (1991-2000) on breeding Least 
Terns and Snowy Plovers and made several clarifications. Their updated nest numbers and hatch rates 
are used in this report. Maps in Figures 5 to 11 and Appendix C use digital orthophotos taken in June 
2002. 

SITE DESCRIPTION 

• ODSVRA is part of the, approximately 18-mile long, Guadalupe-Nipomo coastal dunes complex. The 
3,600-acre park, with a shoreline of approximately 6.5 miles, is bordered on the north by Pismo State 
Beach, on the east primarily by dunes, coastal scrub, and adjoining agricultural lands, on the south by 
Guadalupe-Nipomo Dunes National Wildlife Refuge, and on the west by the Pacific Ocean. Dunes 
inside the park that are open to vehicles extend inland in some areas for over 1 mile. Within the riding 
area along the coastal strand are numbered marker posts spaced approximately 0.5 miles apart. Street
legal vehicles are allowed throughout the riding area. Off-highway vehicles, as well as overnight 
camping, are allowed along the beach and dunes south of marker post 2 (approximately 1 mile south of 
Pier Avenue). In the southern portion ofODSVRA is the Oso Flaco Lake Natural Area with a shoreline 
of approximately 1.2 miles. Pedestrians are allowed at Oso Flaco but it is closed to vehicle and 
equestrain use. Relative to the riding area, the beach at Oso Flaco in front of the foredunes is narrow. 

• 

The following are descriptions of terms and sites as used in this report (Figure 5). 

ODSVRA: 

Dune Preserve: 

the entire park, including the riding area and Oso Flaco Lake Natural Area. 
Administered by the Oceano Dunes District, California Department of Parks and 
Recreation (CDPR). 

area adjacent to east boundary of ODSVRA approximately from marker post 1 to 
3 and administered by the San Luis Obispo District, CDPR. Site is monitored for 

1 
L.A. Henkel. 2001. Nesting of the Western Snowy Plover and California Least Tern at ~~-~fiOOl. '2r 
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breeding terns and plovers by ODSVRA resource staff. Pedestrian use is allowed, 
vehicle or equestrian use is not allowed. 

Riding area: area within ODSVRA open to recreational vehicle use when no seasonal 
restrictions are in place. Street-legal vehicles are allowed a distance of 
approximately 5.3 miles from the park's north boundary at Grand Avenue to the 
south boundary ofthe riding area (approximately 0.4 miles south of marker post 
8). Off-highway vehicles are allowed south of marker post 2, approximately 2 
miles south of Grand Avenue. 

Open riding area: area within ODSVRA open to recreational vehicle use during the nesting season. 

Seasonal exclosure: area within the riding area that is fenced and closed to entry during the breeding 
season to protect nesting habitat. In 2002 there were three seasonal exclosures. 

Arroyo-Grande Exc/osure: located along the upper beach between Arroyo Grande 
Creek and marker post 2. Habitat included areas ofbare sand, sparse to moderate 
vegetation, and sparse to heavy cover of driftwood. 

• 

7-8 Exclosure: located in the southwestern portion of the riding area. Habitat included 
extensive areas ofbare sand, limited areas of vegetated hummocks, limited areas of 
organic surface debris (shells, driftwood, dried algal wrack), and moderate to heavy • 
vegetation in the 7.5 revegetation site within the 7-8 Exclosure. The adjoining 

Buffer area: 

OsoFlaco: 

shoreline, although unfenced, is also part of the 7-8 Exclosure site and is closed to 
public entry during the nesting season. In June 2001, protected habitat within the 7-8 
Ex closure and shoreline was extended from the 7.5 revegetation area north to marker 
post 7 (Figure 5). This extended size of the exclosure was the configuration in 2002. 

Boneyard Exclosure: located in the southern portion of the riding area and southeast 
of the 7-8 Exclosure. Habitat is bare sand and active sand dunes. The 7-8 and 
j3oneyard Exclosures are connected. 

area adjacent to a portion of a seas6na1 exclosttrethatis closed to provide added 
protection for adults, eggs, and chicks within an exclosure. A fence delineates the 
outer perimeter of the buffer area. 

shoreline and dunes in ODSVRA located south of the riding area. The approximately 
1.2 mile long beach is narrow, and the dunes typically heavily vegetated, relative to 
the riding area. Area is part of the Oso Flaco Lake Natural Area, open to pedestrian 
use but closed to vehicles. 

3 
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MONITORING METHODS 

A minimum of two monitors worked in the field each day. Monitoring goals included locating all tern 
and plover nests in ODSVRA and Dune Preserve, protecting nests when necessary, ascertaining nest 
fate, and banding plover chicks to provide an accurate estimate of fledging rate. Snowy Plover clutch 
hatching dates were estimated from known egg laying dates or by floating eggs. A nest was considered 
to have hatched if at least one egg hatched. Each brood of chicks was given a unique color band 
combination. Plover chicks surviving to 28 days or older from the time of hatch were considered 
fledged. As in previous years, tern chicks were not banded; consequently accurate estimates of the chick 
fledging rate and reproductive success are not available. 

Monitors mapped the location of nests, seasonal exclosures, and buffer areas using Global Positioning 
System (GPS) technology. The presence of potential mammalian and avian predators was detected by 
direct observation of the predators and signs (e.g., tracks, scat, prey remains). The integrity of ex closure 
fencing was checked and maintenance needs noted. 

The open riding area was monitored by vehicle on a daily basis as any nest initiated in this area would 
be at risk and require immediate protection. The Dune Preserve and Oso Flaco were monitored on foot 
Seasonal exclosures were monitored by periodic entry on foot as well as extensive observations with 
binoculars and spotting scopes from outside the exclosures. Monitoring of the shoreline and west side of 
the 7-8 Exclosure by using a vehicle as a blind proved very effective. These surveys were conducted 
during low tide by driving very slowly on the smooth, hard-packed sand in the lower exposed intertidal 
zone. Observations were made from the parked vehicle with the area in front of the vehicle carefully 
scanned before proceeding to the next observation point. 

Monitoring was conducted in a manner to minimize disturbance or adverse effects on adult birds, nests, 
or chicks. Monitoring activities at ODSVRA were conducted under U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service permits 
lO(a)(l)(A) TE-815214-2 (ODSVRA) and lO(a)(l)(A) TE-807078-2 (PRBO) and a Memorandum of 
Understanding (MOU) from the California Department ofFish and Game. 

MANAGEMENT ACTIONS 

ODSVRA management actions undertaken in 2002 to protect breeding Least Terns and Snowy Plovers 
included the following: 

Monitoring 
Monitoring of tern and plover habitat was conducted daily to locate nests and broods and, when needed, 
to trigger protective measures for vulnerable nests or broods. Clutch success was documented for both 

4 
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species. Snowy Plover chicks were banded, allowing monitors to obtain an accurate estimate of the chick 
fledging rate. 

Individual Nest Exclosures 
The protocol for a nest found in the open riding area was for it to be protected with a 164 ft (SO meter) 
diameter circular ex closure, consisting of 2 x 4 inch mesh wire fencing with a height of S feet (bottom 8 
inches buried). If needed, similar but smaller individual exclosures were also available for use in other 
locations (Oso Flaco, 7-8 Exclosure shoreline) to protect nests. 

Seasonal Exclosures 
Three large areas were fenced within the riding area throughout the nesting season. One (Arroyo-Grande 
.Exclosure) was located in the northern portion of the park and two (7-8 and Boneyard Exclosures) were 
located in the southern portion of the riding area (FigureS). Wire fencing S feet high (bottom 8 inches 
buried) with 2 x 4 inch mesh was used to discourage entry by large mammalian predators. 

Buffer Area 
Fencing was placed out from the north side of the Boneyard Exclosure and the east side of the 7-8 
Exclosure to create a closed buffer area to reduce disturbance to terns and plovers resulting from 
recreational activities (Figure 9). The wire fence was S feet high with large mesh openings and the 
bottom was not buried. Its pmpose was to restrict pedestrian and vehicle intrusion into the buffer area. It 
did not function to discourage predator entry. 

Oso Flaeo 
Symbolic fencing, consisting of a singl~ strand of rope strung between metal posts and delineating areas 
of upper beach closed to public entry, was used from Oso Flaco Creek riorth to the southern boundary of 
the riding area. The shoreline remained open to pedestrian use. 

Predator Management 
Predator management provided for the limited and selective removal or relocation of mammalian and 
avian predators threatening reproductive success of Least Terns and Snowy Plovers. Maintenance of 
exclosure fencing was bngoing to discourage large mammalian predators (e.g., coyotes) from entering 
protected breeding habitat. Marine mammal carcasses (primarily California sea lions) were removed 
from the shoreline to reduce food sources attracting scavengers that might also prey on tern and plover 
eggs and chicks. Tern chick shelters were set out in the 7-8 and Boneyard Exclosures to serve as 
possible protective cover from certain predators. 

Habitat Enhancement 
Driftwood and beach-cast marine algae were distributed in selected areas in the 7-8 Exclosure and 
shoreline to provide disruptive cover for tern and plover adults and chicks. This was done on a very 
limited basis. 

5 
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Information/Education for Park Visitors 
Interpretive panels at access points, fliers given to vehicle drivers entering the park, and signs 
identifying closed areas served to increase public awareness of threats to nesting terns and plovers. 
These measures also informed the public of the park's requirement and management efforts to protect 
these special-status species. 

Enforcement of Resource Protection Regulations 
All closed areas were clearly signed in English and Spanish. State park rangers had the responsibility of 
enforcing park regulations enacted to protect terns and plovers. In addition, resource staff monitors 
contacted visitors violating park regulations and, when appropriate, contacted rangers. 

RESULTS 

California Least Tern 
During the 2002 breeding season, Least Terns were first noted at ODSVRA on 15 May when birds were 
observed engaging in courtship behavior. The last tern sighting ofthe season, an adult with two 
juveniles, was on 28 August. There were 22 nests initiated from the last week of May through June. 
Nests were distributed broadly within two seasonally protected sites, the 7-8 Exclosure (17 nests) and 
the Boneyard Exclosure (5 nests) (Figure 7). The number of eggs in completed clutches ranged from 1-3 
(mean= 2.0). There were at least 20 breeding pairs based on the number of concurrently active nests and 
broods. 

Clutc/1 Hatc/1i11g Rate 
Of the 22 nests, 68% (15 of22) hatched, 18% (4 of22) failed, and the fate of 14% (3 of22) was not 
determined (Table 1). Of the 4 nests known to fail, 2 were depredated by coyote, 1 was abandoned (and 
buried by sand), and 1 had non-viable eggs incubated for 45 days before being abandoned (Table 2). 

Table 1. Nesting suc,cess of California Least Terns at ODSVRA in 2002. 
;; 

' 
No. Nests o/e Nests No. Juveniles 

No. Eggs Known to Known to No. Chicks o/e Chicks Fledged 
Area No. Nests Laid Hatch 1 Hatch ChickS Fledging 2 Fledging 2 1 

per Nest 
7-8 17 34 11 65 19 nla nla nla Ex closure 

Boneyard 5 10 4 80 8 nla nla nla Exclosure 
Total 22 44 15 68 27 n/a n/a nla 

1It was not determined if three nests hatched or failed. 
2 Chicks were not banded; therefore, accurate estimates of fledging rates not available • 
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Chick Fledging Rate 
Because Least Tern chicks were not banded, it was not possible to document the fledging rate. At least 
27 chicks were known to have hatched. Within days of hatching, many chicks moved to areas with 
vegetated hmnmocks in the southeast or west side of the southern portion of the 7-8 Exclosure. Chicks 
were periodically seen here from distant observation points as were adults returning with fish to feed 
chicks. For the most part, however, these chicks were not in view. The 7-8 Ex closure shoreline west of 
this area was a roosting and loafing site for adult terns throughout the season and recently fledged young 
(and in one case a chick) joined the group. The maximum number of juvenile terns seen here at one time 
was 10 on 29 July. While it is suspected that many of the juveniles observed here may have fledged 
:from ODSVRA, without banding this could not be confinned. 

Table 2. Causes of California Least Tern nest loss at ODSVRA in 2002. 1 

Area Abandoned Coyote 
Non-viable 

E s 
r--7-~-EX--cl~o-mre---+-- 1 2 

--~--~--------+---~--~ Boneyard Exclosure 1 
Total 1 2 1 

1 1bree oftbe 22 nests unknown if hatched or failed. 

' 

• 

SnowyPlover • 
Thirty-five nests were located, with an average of 2.8 eggs per clutch. The first nest was initiated 
approximately 25 March and the last approximately 7 July. No nests were found in the open riding area, 
Arroyo-Grande Exclosure, or Dune Preserve. The majority of nests (28) were inside the 2 x 4 inch fence 
of the 7-8 Exclosure and distributed along its length. Five nests were located 20 to 45 feet outside of the 
2 x 4 inch fence of the 7-8 Exclosure: 4 were along the shoreline and 1 was to the east (Figure 8). These 
nests, within habitat closed to public entry, were provided with individual exclosures (tied into the 
existing fence) to protect them from predators and, in the case of the shoreline, pedestrian and vehicular 
trespass. Two nests at Oso Flaco were protected with single nest exclosures. 

1> 

Few of the adults had 11ands, which provide the most accurtfte·means of assessing the breeding 
population size. There were at least 32 breeding adults (18 males and 14 females) at ODSVRA in 2002 
based on the number of nests and broods present at the same time and the time required to initiate a new 
nest after loss of a nest or chicks. 

Clutch hatching and chick fledging rates are for all of ODSVRA. Infonnation specific to the riding area 
and Oso Flaco is presented in Table 3. 

Dutch Hatching Rate 
Of the 35 nests: 71% (25 of 35) hatched and 29% (1 0 of 35) failed (Table 3). This compares to a clutch 
hatching rate of 82% in 2001 (Table 6). Eight of the failed nests were abandoned, 1 was depredated by a 
coyote, and 1 failed for unknown reasons (eggs gone or possibly buried and not found) (Table 4). The 
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number of abandoned nests was high, representing 23% ofthe total number of nests produced. Eggs of 
some abandoned nests were found completely buried, while in others eggs were partially buried to fully 
exposed. Burial with sand during high winds may have caused some to all of the abandonment of nests 
that were found with buried eggs. However, the question remains whether there were contributing 
factors preventing the adults from remaining with the nest during periods of high wind to protect eggs 
from being buried. The possibility of adult mortality also warrants consideration in circumstances of 
high levels of nest abandonment. Adult mortality was not possible to detect because so few birds were 
banded. 

Clutch hatching success varied between an early and later period of the nesting season with the early 
season having a hatch rate of 60% (n = 1 S nests initiated from 25 March to 18 May) and the later season 
having a high hatch rate of80% (n = 20 nests initiated from 19 May to 7 July) (Figure 1). 

Table 3. Nesting success of Snowy Plovers at ODSVRA in 2002. 

No. Juveniles 
No. Eggs No. Nests %Nests No. Chicks %Chicks Fledged 

Area No. Nests Laid Hatching Hatching Chicks Flef!gln_g_ Fled_gil}g_ per Nest 
7-8 33 93 25 76 62 35 56 1.06 Exclosure 

OsoFlaco 2 6 0 0 - - - 0.00 
Total 35 99 25 71 62 35 56 1.00 

Table 4. Causes of Snowy Plover nest loss at ODSVRA in 2002. 

Unknown 
Area Abandoned Coyote Cause 

7-8 Exclosure 6 I 1 
OsoFlaco 2 

Total 8 1 1 

ClUck Fledgi11g Rate rr 

All62 chicks that hatched were banded. Thirty-five chicks are known to have fledged for a fledging rate 
of 56% (Table 3). This compares to a chick fledging rate in 2001 of 4% (3 of 69 banded chicks known to 
have fledged) (Table 6). Two chicks from different broods were found dead from unknown causes in the 
7-8 Exclosure. The proportion of chicks reaching fledge age differed between the early and later periods 
of the chick rearing portion of the breeding season (Figure 2). Fledging success early in the season was 
high at 77% (n = 26 chicks hatching from 1 May to 19 June). In contrast, the later period of the season 
had a much lower fledge rate of 42% (n = 36 chicks hatching from 20 June to 8 August). 

The causes of chick loss at ODSVRA in 2002 are not known. Possible causes of significant chick 
mortality include: predation, separation from adults, mortality of adults, and movement of broods into 
the open riding area with the inherent risks of separation or being crushed. Plover chicks are highly 
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mobile and brood movement over long distances is not unusual. Brood movement outside of the 
exclosures could also occur as an avoidance response to the presence of predators. One brood, hatched 
from a nest in southwestern 7-8 Exclosure, was raised in the southwestern portion and shoreline of this 
exclosure and the adjoining northern portion of Oso Flaco. The only other brood observed outside the 
7-8 Exclosure (including shoreline and fenced buffer area) was a chick approximately 300 feet east of 
the exclosure in the open riding area. This chick was directed back into the exclosure by monitors. 
Snowy Plover tracks were frequently noted east of the 7-8 Exclosure, both before and after this area was 
protected with a buffer fence. 

Potential predators of chicks and/or adults documented at the 7-8 and Boneyard Exclosures included 
coyote, Northern Harrier (Circus cyaneus), Loggerhead Shrike (Lanius ludovicianus), American Kestrel 
(Falco sparverius), Peregrine Falcon (F. peregrinus), Barn Owl (Tyto alba), Great Homed Owl (Bubo 
virginianus) and gulls (Larus spp.). In addition to sightings of Bam Owl and Great Homed Owl, owl 
tracks were seen in both exclosures. ODSVRA monitors observed an increase in the number of avian 
predators and their frequency of occtirrence in the later period of the breeding season. The number of 
days avian predators were seen at the 7-8 and Boneyard Exclosures in the three-month period July to 
September was five times that in the three-month period April to June. Hunting behavior (once to 
occasional) by peregrine, kestrel, harrier, and shrike was observed at the 7-8 Exclosure. The fresh 
remains of two Sanderlings (Calidris alba), fed on by an avian predator, were found in the 7-8 
Exclosure in early September. On 15 September another Sanderling was seen being eaten by a Peregrine 

• 

Falcon in this exclosure. On 10 September a ranger reported a large raptor feeding on a small shorebird • 
east of the 7-8 Exclosure. 

u .. 
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Figure 1. Number of Snowy Plover nests initiated and their subsequent fate 

(hatch, fail to hatch) per ten-day period at ODSVRA in 2002 • 
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One of the 35 nests not included as it was found abandoned and the initiation date is 
unknown. 
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• Figure2. Number of Snowy Plover chicks hatching and their subsequent fate per ten-day 
period at ODSVRA in 2002. 
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DISCUSSION 

Comparison ofODSVRA 2002 Breeding Season with Previous Years 

Area of comparison includes ODSVRA (riding area and Oso Flaco) and the Dune Preserve. Least Tern 
nests have only been found in the riding area. The majority of Snowy Plover nests have been found in 
ODSVRA, with occasional nests found in the Dune Preserve. Prior to 2000, coverage in the Dune 
Preserve and Oso Flaco was often less thorough than the riding area. 

LetzstTems 
Twenty-two nests were found in 2002. This was an increase from the 18 nests found in 2001 and higher 
than the average of 11.9 nests from 1991-2001 (Table 5). The clutch hatching rate of68% in 2002 was 
similar to the 72% in 2001. Nests were found in 9 of the 11 years from 1991-2001. The mean clutch 
hatching rate for this period was 39% (range = 0%-80%). Clutch hatching rates are minimum values for 
some years as fate (hatch or fail) was not detennined for all nests (Table 5). Fledging estimates are not 
available, as tern chicks were not banded. 

Table 5. Nesting success of California Least Terns at ODSVRA, 1991-2002. 
Numbers in parentheses are the number of nests whose fate (hatch or fail) was detennined. 

No. Nests %Nests 
Year No. Nests Known to Hatch Known to Hatch 

1991 6 (6) 2 33 

1992 4 (4) 1 25 

1993 0 - -
1994 2 (2) 0 0 

1995 1 (1) 0 0 

1996 0 - -
1997 21 (10) 3 14 

1998 ,,40 (32) 26 65 . 
1999 34 (30) 21 62 

2000 5 (5) 4 80 

2001 18 (18) 13 72 

2002 22 (19) 15 68 

Snowy Plovers 
The 35 nests found at ODSVRA in 2002 were similar to the 33 nests in 2001 and 35% higher than the 

• 

• 

average of26 nests (range 13-42) from 1998-2001 (Table 6). The clutch hatching rate in 2002 (71 %)was • 
lower than 2001 (82%) and similar to the minimum average rate (76%) from 1998-2001 (fate unknown 
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for9 of104 nests in 1998-2001) {Table 6). The high nest abandonment rate in 2002 (23%) raises some 
concern about possible adult mortality . 

In 2002 all62 plover chicks were banded. The number of chicks banded in the preceding 4 years was 
1998 (30 of65), 1999 (11 of23), 2000 (27 of33) ~d 2001 (69 of71-74). The fledge rate ofbanded 
chicks in 2002 was 56%. This compares to an average fledge rate for banded chicks of l '/% for 1998-
2001, with a high of27% in 1999 and a low of 4% in 2001 (Table 6). 

The early and later periods of the 2002 plover breeding season showed differences in reproductive 
success. The early period had fewer nests (15), a lower hatch rate (60%), and a high chick fledge rate 
(77%). The later period had more nests (20), a high hatch rate (80%) but a lower fledge rate (42%). Of 
25 hatching nests, broods from the first 10 all fledged one or more chicks. Of the later 15 hatching nests, 
8 broods are not known to have fledged any chicks. Although it is not known what caused the lower rate 
of chick survival during the later season, there was an increase in the occurrence of avian predators at 
the 7-8 and Boneyard Exclosures. This may not be unexpected, as post-breeding adults and young of 
these species are dispersing. If an influx of avian predators can be anticipated in the later part of the 
season, efforts to maximize reproductive success of terns and plovers early in the season would be 

beneficial. 

The Oso Flaco section within ODSVRA has had a relatively low level of nesting activity in recent years. 
In 2002 there were two nests and both failed. The average number of nests in the preceding 4 years 
(1998-2001) was 3.8 (range= 0-9) (Table 6). In 2001, 2 of 4 nests hatched, produced 6 chicks (all 
banded), and 1 chick fledged. In 2000, both nests hatched, produced 4 chicks (2 banded), and no chicks 
were known to fledge. There were no nests located in 1999. In 1998,4 of6 known fate nests hatched (an 
additional3 nests had unknown fate), produced 10 chicks (none banded), and the fledge rate was 
undetermined (Table 6). 

The 2002 season for plovers was the most successful since banding of chicks, which allows a fledge 
estimate, began in 1998. One chick fledged per ·breeding male is the estimated number needed for 
population stability. 1 The 35 chicks fledged in 2002 exceed the number of breeding males and provide 
for population growth.::The number of chicks known fledged in both 2000 (4) and 2001 (3) was below 
the level needed to maintain the population. 

Banded Snowy Plovers Breeding at ODSVRA in 2002 
Five color banded Snowy Plovers, 2 males and 3 females, nested at ODSVRA in 2002. A breeding male 
(BB:YB) is one of three known fledged young produced at ODSVRA in 2001. The other breeding birds 
were banded as chicks in coastal California at Monterey Bay, Monterey Co. (2), Vandenberg Air Force 
Base, Santa Barbara Co., and San Diego Co. 

• 
1 USFWS. 2001. Western Snowy Plover (Charadrius alexandrinus nivosus) Pacific Coast Population Draft Recovery Plan. 
Portland, OR. 
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Table 6. Nesting success of Snowy Plovers at ODSVRA, 1998-2002. 
Numbers in parentheses are the number of nests whose fate (hatch or fail) was detennined. 

• Number Percent 
Nests Nests 

Number Known Known 
·Year Area Nests rr. .L!. ..... ' .. 

n:~:. Area 331 (28) 23 70 

1998 OsoFlaco 9 (6) 4 44 

Total 42 (34) 27 64 

Ridin2: Area 13 (13) 9 69 

1999 OsoFlaco 0 - -
_:ron.l 13 (13) 9 69 

' 

Ridin2: Area 142 (13) 12 86 

2000 OsoFlaco 2 (2) 2 100 

Total 16 (15) 14 88 

Ridin2 Area 29 (29) 25 86 

2001 OsoFlaco 4 (4) 2· so 
Total 33 (33) 27 82 

Ridina Area 33 (33) 25 76 

2002 OsoFlaco 2 (2) 0 0 

Total 35 (35) 25 71 

1 Includes 2 nests at Dune Preserve (both hatch). 
2 Includes 1 nest at Dune Preserve (unlmown fate). 
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23 11 3 27 

29 25 4 16 
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6 6 1 17 
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Figure 3. Number of California Least Tern nests at ODSVRA, 1991-2002 • 
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Figure 4. Number of Snowy Plover nests at ODSVRA and Dune Preserve, 1993-2002. 
Prior to 2000, monitoring at Oso Flaco and Dune Preserve was intennittent. 
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New Management Actions Undertaken in 2002 

Buffer Area.Added at 7-8 and Boneyard Exdosures • 
A buffer area delineated by fencing was established out from the north side of the Boneyard 
Exclosure and east side of south 7-8 Exclosure (Figure 9). This was done in response to an 
agreement with the California Department ofFish and Game to provide a closed area extending 
1,000 feet from the tem colony. Subsequently a brood of tem chicks did move into the buffer that 
was fonnerly open riding area. A buffer area was later established along the east side of north 7-8 
Exclosure (Figure 9) due to repeated flushing of some plovers from nests by vehicle activity and a 
plover chick seen by monitors in the open riding area approximately 300 feet east of the exclosure. 
{Resource staff and a ranger directed vehicle traffic away from the chick, which was directed back 
into the exclosure.) 1 

Predator Management 
Compared to 2001, increased efforts were made, using hand labor and heavy equipment, to maintain 
the integrity of the 2 x 4 inch fencing around the Boneyard and 7-8 Exclosures to discourage entry 
by coyotes. This was not a simple undertaking as high winds and extensive sand movement would 
bury fencing or scour openings under fencing. When extreme difficulty was encountered in trying to 
maintain the Boneyard Exclosure fence, a 300-foot length of2 x 4 inch mesh, S foot high wire fence 
(buried 8 inches) was placed across the connecting corridor of the 7-8 and Boneyard Exclosures. 
With this addition, the capability of maintaining a functional fence barrier around the 7-8 Exclosure • 
was improved. Another measure tried, with some success, was attaching jute netting to the lower 
fence with 2-3 feet of the netting laying flat (and shallowly buried) along the outer perimeter of the 
fence. This was done in areas where scouring took place or coyotes continued to dig under the fence. 

In 2002, for the first time, there was limited removal or relocation of predators. Two coyotes that 
were persistently entering the 7-8 Exclosure were removed by USDA Wildlife Services personnel 
after the loss of3 nests to coyotes (Appendix E). Loggerhead Shrikes were live-trapped in the 
immediate vicinity of the 7-8 and Boneyard Exclosures and relocated away from the area by the 
Santa Cruz Predatory Bird Research Group (Appendix F). This action was taken after monitors in 

· 2000 and 2001 doqpmented shrikes depredating plover chicks by direct observations and finding the 
bands of8 chicks in shrike pellets. Both the 2000 and 2001 nesting seasons had very poor chick 
survival rates. 

OsoFlaco 
Individual exclosures were erected around 2 nests initiated in Oso Flaco. Symbolic fencing was 
erected from Oso Flaco Creek north to the south boundary of the riding to reduce human disturbance 
in the upper beach. The shoreline remained open. 

1 This was a banded chick but the band combination was not confirmed. Based on the partial combination seen and the size 
and location of the chick, it likely belonged to a brood that was later confumed to tle~eeegr;·iblt _z.. __ 
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Size of 7-8 and Boneyard Exclosures 
The 7-8 and Boneyard Exclosures are critical to terns and plovers breeding at ODSVRA and need to be 
of adequate size for nesting and chick rearing. For plovers this includes spacing out nests and broods. 
There must also be sufficient sources of invertebrate prey for plover chicks or adults will move chicks 
outside the exclosure. The 7-8 Exclosure shoreline, an important foraging area for plover chicks, would 
often have large numbers of roosting shorebirds, Brown Pelicans, and gulls. These birds may in part 
have been displaced from the heavily disturbed shoreline of the open riding area. Gulls are known 
predators of plover eggs and are suspected of opportunistically taking chicks. A protected shoreline 
large enough for plovers to feed away from the immediate presence of gull flocks is a requirement. In 
their present configuration, a buffer between the 7-8 and Boneyard Exclosures and the open riding area 
is needed to reduce disturbance to incubating birds and chicks in the exclosures and to reduce the risk of 
mobile chicks coming into direct conflict with vehicles. 

Factors Influencing Habitat Quality in 7-8 Exclosure 
The types and quality of habitat inside the exclosures are important components in tern and plover 
breeding success. Currently, exclosure fencing is removed at the end of each breeding season (with the 
exception of the 3.4 acre 7 .S revegetation site) and the sites reopened to recreational vehicle use. During 
the 2002 breeding season, habitat in the 7-8 Exclosure slowly became more diverse and favorable for 
terns and plovers. More areas developed features such as small-scale topographic relief, sparse 
vegetation, vegetated hummocks, and accumulated organic debris (shells, driftwood, marine algal 
wrack, etc.). This provided areas of disruptive cover for nests, which reduced exposure of incubating 
adults and eggs to some predators and moderated movement of windblown sand. Areas of vegetation, 
hummocks, and other cover also provided shelter for chicks from sun, wind, and predators. Along the 
shoreline, accumulated debris and decomposing marine algae provided cover and a source of 
invertebrate prey for adult plovers and chicks. When fencing is removed at the end of the breeding 
season and the site opened to recreational vehicles, surface relief in the 7-8 Exclosure can be flattened 
and vegetation and organic debris crushed into the sand. The results can be a compromised quality of 
habitat available at the start of the next breeding season. 

:r . 

Trend in Management During Breeding Season at ODSVRA Riding Area 
At ODSVRA the trend in protection for Least Terns and Snowy Plovers has been toward more proactive 
management to make available functional breeding habitat and promote reproductive success. These 
efforts are guided by information obtained by monitoring both species throughout the breeding season. 
There is recognition of the inherent vulnerability of nests initiated in the unprotected areas of the open 
riding area and the management difficulties to protect such nests and the mobile chicks. Also the high 
level of disturbance resulting from recreational activities in the open riding area can discourage birds 
from nesting. The seasonally fenced exclosures in the southern portion of the open riding area are 
intended to provide a protected area for nesting and raising chicks. In the past two years the majority of 
nesting of terns and plovers has occurred at these sites. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

Monitoring 
Monitoring is crucial for effective protection of nesting terns and plovers. As problems arise for adult 
birds, nests, or chicks, appropriate management actions can be recommended and evaluated. Monitoring 
efforts at ODSVRA should have adequate funding, resources, and flexibility to address anticipated 
problems (e.g., nesting failure, causes of chick loss, predator pressure) and unanticipated problems. 
Specific recommendations for monitoring are the following: 

Retain skiUed monitors 
Maintaining a core of trained monitors with site-specific field experience at ODSVRA is important 
for consistency of monitoring quality and availability of experienced personnel to train new 
monitors. This is especially the case at this site with its intermixed breeding populations of Least 
Terns and Snowy Plovers. 

More frequent monitoring of Least Tern nests 
Obtain permits from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service to allow more frequent checks of tern nests 
to increase accuracy in identifying clutch fate, the number of eggs hatched, and threats to and 
impacts on nests and young chicks. 

Banding Least Tern chicks 
Banding Least Tern chicks could be done simply and quickly to provide the necessary means to 
estimate fledging success. Without this information the seasonal productivity of Least Terns at 
ODSVRA remains unknown and management effectiveness cannot be assessed. Bands also provide . 
an opportunity to gain insight into predator impacts on chicks. The documentation of Loggerhead 
Shrikes depredating a significant number of plover chicks at ODSVRA in 2000 and 2001 came 
primarily from finding bands in shrike pellets. Over time banding would also provide information on 
natal site fidelity of terns fledged at ODSVRA. 

Option to band adl!lt Snowy Plovers 
During the 2002 breeding season at ODSVRA there were circumstances that raised concerns about 
possible mortality of adult plovers. These included the high abandonment rate of 23% of plover nests 
and nests with chicks (and subsequent brood observations) with only the female present. Typically it 
is the male that raises the chicks. If events persisted suggesting possible elevated adult mortality, 
banding some of the adults would be necessary to verify if this was occurring and to possibly 

_ identify the causes. 

• 

• 

Size of the 7-8 and Boneyard Exclosures and Fenced Buffer 
For the 2003 breeding season the size ofthe 7-8 and Boneyard Exclosures and the fenced buffer area • 
around them should be the same size and configuration established during the 2002 season (Figure 1 0). 
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• 
Additionally~ provide a fenced buffer for the north side of the 7-8 Exclosure. Fencing for the buffer 
areas should be in place at the beginning of the breeding season . 

Management for Habitat Quality in 7-8 Exclosure 
The 7-8 Exclosure should be managed to provide habitat favorable for tern and plover nests and chicks 
throughout the breeding season. This would not take the fonn of a pennanent closure but rather 
extending closure periods over all or portions of the site to maintain desired habitat features or allow 
these features to become reestablished. These periodic extended closures would occur during the off
peak season (October to February) when overall visitor use demands on the park are lower. For 2002-
2003 it is recommended that the 19-acre portion of the 7-8 Exclosure north of the 7.5 revegetation site 
remain closed through fall and winter. The desired outcome would be enhanced nesting and chick 
rearing habitat for the 2003 breeding season. 

Currently fencing is removed at the end of the breeding season (30 September) from the 7-8 Exclosure 
(with the exception of the 3.5-acre 7.5 revegetation area) to open the site to recreational vehicles. 
Fencing is replaced at the start of the next breeding season (1 March). Vehicles repeatedly driving over 
the site when it is open degrade habitat by flattening surface relief and hummocks and crushing 
vegetation and organic debris (e.g., shells~ driftwood, marine algal wrack) into the sand. 

• Enhance Habitat in Exclosures by Distributing Natural Materials 

• 

Natural materials such as driftwood, shells, small rocks, and kelp could be distributed within exclosures 
to enhance the habitat. To be reasonably effective, large amounts of material need to be scattered prior 
to the beginning of the nesting season. Planting out some vegetation in areas within the exclosures might 
also be done and evaluated for effectiveness. These measures should augment rather than substitute for 
the surface relief and cover that would develop over time by protecting sites. 

Predator Management 
A predator management plan should be developed to identify appropriate responses to mammalian and 
avian predators. Protocols should be established that clarify management actions to be implemented in a 
timely manner for individual predators posing serious threats to tern and plover reproductive success. 
Shrikes, raptors, corvids, and coyotes should be among the avian and mammalian predators covered in the 
management plan. 

Maintain the integrity of the 2 x 4 inch mesh wire fencing to reduce entry into the 7-8 and Boneyard 
Exclosures by large mammalian predators such as coyotes. This is especially important at the 7-8 
Exclosure, which over the past 2 years has had the majority of nesting terns and plovers . 

Provide a length of 2 x 4 inch mesh wire fence (buried 8 inches deep) inside the Boneyard Exclosure to 
deter coyotes and increase protection for nesting Least Terns, which have typically nested in the western 
portion of this exclosure (Figure 11). The addition of this fence is prompted by the extreme difficulty, 
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due to site conditions, of maintaining the integrity of the fence along the east side of the Boneyard 
Ex closure. 

Chick shelters (made of snow fencing) provided for terns in 2002 were not observed being used. The use 
of chick shelters, as well as the design, number, and placement, should be evaluated in consultation with 
researchers at other tern colonies. 

OsoFlaco 
Continue to use symbolic fencing along the northern half of Oso Flaco to reduce human disturbance at 
the upper beach. This symbolic fence should be placed as low on the shoreline of this narrow beach as is 
practical. There are no protected areas on the beach along the southern half of Oso Flaco. Consider 
protecting upper beach areas with symbolic fencing or, as is done at the adjoining Guadalupe-Nipomo 
Dunes National Wildlife Refuge, with spaced signs. Closely monitor any individual nest exclosures used 
along Oso Flaco. 

Reduce Trespass Along Shoreline of 7-8 Exclosure 
Work to reduce the level of trespass that occurs along the sensitive habitat of the 7-8 Exclosure 
shoreline. Trespass occurs during both day and night and includes pedestrians, joggers, and motor 

• 

vehicles. Such trespass poses a threat of crushing nests and chicks, separating chicks from adults, and • 
inadvertently pushing broods from the exclosure into the open riding area. 
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NOTES 

The following information on two Snowy Plovers, one struck and killed by a ranger's vehicle and one 
found dead, was provided by ODSVRA. 

On the evening of 10 September 2002 a ranger in a vehicle responding code 3 to assist another ranger 
struck and killed a Snowy Plover in flight on the beach south of marker post 2. The ranger retrieved the 
care~ examined the area, and did not find any other dead or injured birds. The following morning a 
resource monitor also searched the area and found no dead or injured birds. 

On 25 September 2002 a visitor found a dead Snowy Plover at the tide line on the beach between Grand 
and Pier Avenues. The preliminary necropsy report on the bird, a banded juvenile fledged from 
Monterey Bay, California, found evidence of"acute trauma." A resource monitor searched the area and 
no other dead or injured birds were found. 
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Figure 5. ODSVRA with 2002 seasonal exclosures. 
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Figure 6. Least Tern and Snowy Plover nests at ODSVRA in 2002 • 
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Figure 7. Least Tern nests at ODSVRA in 2002. 
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Figure 8. Snowy Plover nests at ODSVRA in 2002 • 
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Figure 9.. Fenced buffer zones added in 2002 to increase protection for Least 
Tern and Snowy Plover nests and chicks in 7-8 and Boneyard Exclosures. • 
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Figure 10. Recommended size of 7 ·8 and Boneyard Ex closures and fenced 
• buffer for 2003 breeding season • 
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Figure 11. Least Tern nests located In Boneyard Exclosure 1998-2002 with 
proposed added fencing inside exclosure for 2003 breeding season. 
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APPENDIX A. Snowy Plover nests at ODSVRA in 2002 • 

Nest Location 
1 Post 8 exclosure 
2 Oso Flaco 
3 Post 8 exclosure 
4 Post 8 exclosure 
5 Post 7 exclosure 
6 Post 8 exclosure 
7 Post 8 exclosure 
8 7.5 reveg 
9 Post 7 exclosure 
10 OsoFiaco 
11 Post 8 exclosure 
12 Post 7 exclosure 
13 Post 7 exclosure 
14 Post 7 exclosure 
15 Post 7 exclosure 
16 Post 8 exclosure 
17 Post 8 exclosure 
18 Post 8 exclosure 
19 Post 8 exclosure 
20 7.5reveg 
21 Post 7 exclosure 
22 Post 8 exclosure 
23 Post 8 exclosure 
24 Post 8 exclosure 
25 Post 8 exclosure 
26 Post 8 exclosure 
27 Post 7 exclosure 
28 Post 8 exclosure 
29 Post 8 exclosure 
30 Post 8 exclosure 
31 Post 7 exclosure 
32 Post 7 exclosure 
33 Post 7 exciQsure 
34 Post 7 exclosure 
35 Post 8 exclosure 

Band Color Codes 
A= aqua (light blue) 
B=blue 
G=green 
O=orange 
R=red 
W =white 
Y=yellow 

Date Found Fate/Date 
25-Mar abandoned 
26-Mar abandoned 
1-Apr hatch 515 
1-Apr hatch 514 
5-Apr hatch 517 
13-Apr abandoned 
13-Apr fail (unknown cause) 
25-Apr hatch 5/20 
27-Apr hatch 5123 
27-Apr abandoned 
3-May abandoned 
12-May hatch 6/11 
17-May hatch 6/4 
21-May hatch 6/22 
23-May abandoned 
30-May hatch 6/29 
30-May hatch 6/29 
30-May hatch 6/19 
1-Jun abandoned 
2-Jun hatch 6/18 
6-Jun hatch 7/13 
6-Jun hatch 6/22 
7-Jun hatch 6/29 
7-Jun hatch 7/3 
7-Jun hatch 7/2 
12-Jun Predated (coyote) 7/4 
16-Jun hatch 7/11 
23-Jun hatch 7/18 
24-Jun hatch 7/21 
25-Jun abandoned 
30-Jun hatch 7/27 
2-Jul hatch 8/2 
15-Jul hatch 7/30 
16-Jul hatch 8/8 
18-Jul hatch 7/30-31 

28 

No. Chicks Band Combo No. Fledge 
0 
0 
2 BB:AR 1 
3 BB:OW 2 
3 BB:YY 3 
0 
0 
3 BB:WW 3 
3 BB:OR 3 
0 
0 
3 BB:RY 3 
3 BB:AW 1 
3 BB:AB 3 
0 
2 BB:OG 2 
2 BB:WY 1 
3 BB:YW 2 
0 
3 BB:OB 2 
2 GG:YB 
2 BB:OY 
3 BB:AY 
3 BB:YR 1 
2 BB:GB 2 
0 
3 BB:AG 3 
2 GG:WR 
1 GG:WG 
0 
2 GG:YY 1 
3 GG:YR 
3 GG:OW 
1 GG:AY 
2 GG:WW 2 
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APPENDIX B. Least Tern nests at ODSVRA in 2002. 

Nest Location Date Found Fate/Date No. Chicks 
. 1 Boneyard 26-May Hatch, 6/17 2 
2 Boneyard 5-Jun Hatch 6/23 2 

3 Boneyard 5-Jun non-viable 0 
4 Post 8 Exclosure 3-Jun Hatch, 6/24 1 
5 Post 8 Exclosure 5-Jun Hatch, 6/20 2 
6 Post 8 Exclosure 5-Jun unknown 0 
7 Post 8 Exclosure 5-Jun abandoned 0 
8 Post 8 Exclosure 5-Jun Hatch, 6/25 2 
9 Post 8 Exclosure 7-Jun Hatch, 6/17 1 
10 Post 8 Exclosure 7-Jun Hatch, 6/20 1 
11 Post 8 Exclosure 7-Jun unknown 0 
12 Post 8 Exclosure 7-Jun . unknown 0 
13 Post 8 Exclosure 7-Jun Hatch, 6/25 2 
14 Boneyard 12-Jun Hatch, 6/30 2 
15 Post 8 Exclosure 13-Jun Hatch, 7/1 2 
16 Post 8 Exclosure 20-Jun Hatch, 7/11 2 
17 Post 8 Exclosure 20-Jun Hatch, 7/5 2 
18 Post 8 Exclosure 21-Jun Hatch, 7/18 2 
19 Post 8 Exclosure 25-Jun Hatch, 7/14 2 
20 Post 8 Exclosure 28-Jun Predated 0 
21 Post 8 Exclosure 30-Jun Predated 0 
22 Boneyard 30-Jun Hatch, 7/23 2 

' 

tr .. 

29 

Comments 

Incubated for 45 days. 

Coyote 
Coyote 
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APPENDIX C. Least Tern and Snowy Plover numbered nest locations • 
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APPENDIX D. Banded Snowy Plovers seen at ODSVRA 28 February to 10 October 2002 
List does not include Snowy Plovers banded as chicks at ODSVRA in 2002. 
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Band 
Date Combination Sex Origin Notes 

2001 Pajaro River Spit Also seen 8122, 8/25, 8/27, 8/30, 8/31, 9/4, 9/5, 9/14,9/16, 
8/17 Y:P/B 9/17. 

2002 Guadalupe Also seen 8/27, 8/28, 8/29, 8130, 9/2, 9/3, 9/7-9110, 9/17, 9/19, 
8/20 WN:AB Juv 9/24, 10123, 10/28. 

2002 Marina S.B. Also seen 8122, 8/23, 8/26, 8127, 8/29, 9/4, 916, 9/10, 9/15, 
8120 RA:YG Juv 9/17, 9/19, 10/7, 10/28. 
8120 WN:GB Juv 2002 Guadalupe Also seen 9/6, 10/28. 
8/22 W:G/Y Juv 2002Vandendberg 
8/22 RB:AB Juv 2002 Pajaro River Spit Also seen 8/29,9/1,9/5, 9/9,9/12,9/14,9/17,9/25,9/30. 
8/26 OG:GW Juv 2002 Zmudowski S.B. 

2002 South Spoils,Oregon 
8/28 YW:RR M (banded as adult) 
8129 OG:BG Juv 2002 Zmudowski S.B. 
9/3 OW:BG Juv 2002 Sunset S.B., Santa Cruz Also seen 9/9, 9/12. 
9/5 AR:YB Probably AR:YV-2002 Moss Landing S.B 

2002 Salinas River (bl[lnded as 
9/5 RY:YB M adult) 
9/5 WN:WR Juv 2002 Guadalupe 
9/5 G:P/B 2001 Salinas Wildlife Refuge 
9/9 AR:YV Juv 2002 Moss Landing Salt Ponds Also seen 9/10. 
9/11 OG:AR Juv 2002 S. Salinas Also seen 9/12. 
9/14 BO:RY Juv 2002 Sunset S.B., Santa Cruz Also seen 9/15, 9/16, 9/18. 
9/18 WN:WB Juv 2002 Guadalupe Also seen 9/19, 9/22, 9/25, 9/26, 10/23. 
9/23 WN:GR Juv 2002 Guadalupe 
9/23 WN:AW Juv 2002 Guadalupe 
9/24 AG:BV Juv 2002 Moss Landing Salt Ponds 
9/24 GL:R Juv 2002 Oregon Also seen 9/26, 10/2, 10/14. 
9129 OG:BW Juv 2002 Pajaro River Spit Also seen 9/30, 10/7, 10/23. 
9/29 · AO:YG F S. Salinas 
9/30 UG/L:Y Juv 2002 Oregon 
10/7 WN:RW Juv 2002 Guadalupe Also seen 10123. 

10/28 WN:OY Juv 2002 Guadalupe I 

Snowy Plovers fledged from ODSVRA In 2002 seen outside of San Luis Obispo County through 30 September 2002 

8110 BB:YY at Coal Oil Point, Santa Barbara Co. 
8116 BB:AW at Vandenberg Air Force Basa, Santa Barbara Co. 
8/16 BB:WW at Vandenberg Air Force Base, Santa Barbara Co. 
8/17 BB:RY at Coal Oil Point, Santa Barbara Co. 
9/1, 9/2 BB:YR at Ventura Riyer mouth, Ventura Co. 
9/2, 9/20, 9/28 BB:YW at Dillon Beach, Marin Co. 
9/15, 9116 BB:RY and BB:OG at Zuma Beach, Los Angeles Co. 
BB;OR in San Diego Co. 

Band Color Codes 
A= aqua (light blue) V = violet 
B = blue W = white 
G = green Y = yellow 
L = lime (light green) S = USFW aluminum band without tape 
0 = orange K = black 
P = pink N = brown 

•R=red 
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APPENDIX E. 

USDA 
~ 

United States 
Department of 
Agriculture 

Animal and 
Plant Health 
Inspection 
Service 

Wildlife 
Services 

P.O. Box 255348 • 
Sacramento, CA 95865-5348 

July 26, 2002 

Oceano Dunes State Vehicular Recreation Area (SVRA) 2002 Predator Management Report. 

During the 2002 California Least Tern (LETE) and Western Snowy Plover (SNPL) nesting season, 
USDA Wildlife Services was con~cted by Laura Gardner, Associate Resource Ecologist with the 
Oceano Dunes SVRA concerning issues with coyotes and coyote predation at the Oceano Dunes 
SVRA LETE and SNPL nesting areas. 

On several occasions, Wildlife Services was contacted concerning predation on LETE and SNPL 
nest sites. Technical assistance was provided in the fomt of non-lethal recommendations in an 
attempt to solve the problems. Recommendations included fencing techniques and other methods 
to discourage predation to LETE and SNPL nests. Despite theses non-lethal attempts, coyote 
predation continued to occur. 

On 7-15-02, Oceano Dunes SVRA and the USDA Wildlife Services entered into an agreement to 
remove the offending coyotes. A cooperative service field agreement and a categorical exclusion 
were completed by Joe Bennett (District Supervisor, USDA Wildlife Services, San Luis District). 
Captain Doug Huckins with the California Department ofFish and Game was consulted 
concerning the proposed project and during the completion of the categorical exclusion. 

On 7-15-02, control methods were implemented by Eric Covington (Wildlife Services Specialist 
(WSS), USDA Wildlife Services, San Luis District). After completing a site survey with State 
Park Ecologists, six # 3 padded leg-hold traps were set near the locations where the offending 
coyotes were enteri~ the nesting enclosure. Traps were checked every morning. 

'• 

On 7-16, all of the traps were checked with negative results. WSS Covington spent several hours 
surveying the area and located two locations where coyotes had entered the enclosure. Several 
traps were moved to the new locations. The next morning, 7-17, an adult female coyote was 
caught and dispatched. All traps were inspected on 7-18 with negative results. On 7-19 another 
adult coyote was caught and dispatched. WSS Covington felt the offending coyotes had been 
removed. All WS equipment was removed at that time. On 7-23, WSS Covington checked the 
perimeter of the nesting areas and again felt confident that the offending coyotes had been 
removed. Several inspections were also done by Oceano Dunes SVRA personnel. Both coyotes 
taken were adult females in very good condition. 
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• Future recommendations for 2002 and upcoming 2003 nesting season: 

• 

• 

USDA Wildlife Services recommends maintaining the fencing around the nesting sites. 

WS recommends the removal of any food sources left by humans or carrion washed on the beach 
near the nesting enclosures that might attract mammalian or avian predators. 

WS recommends spotlight surveys and track surveys to determine mammalian predators near the 
Oceano Dunes SVRA LETE and SNPL nesting sites. 

WS recommends removal of coyotes predating on LETE or SNPL at Oceano Dunes SVRA or 
coyotes that continually frequent areas of concern. 

Thank you, 

Joe R Bennett (District Supervisor) 
Eric L. Covington (Wildlife Specialist) 
San Luis District 
CA Wildlife Services Program 
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APPENDIX F. 

Interim Predator Management Project: 
Trapping and Relocation of Problem Loggerhead Shrikes 

Oceano Dunes State Vehicular Recreation Area 

Award Number C01V0083 

Submitted To: 

Laura Gardner, Ecologist 
California Department of Parks and Recreation 
Oceano Dunes State Vehicular Recreation Area 
576 Camino Mercado 
Arroyo Grande, CA 93420 
Lgard@parks.ca1gov 

~ 

Submitted By: 

Brian James Walton 
UC Santa Cruz Predatory Bird Research Group 
Long Marine Lab, UCSC 
100 Shaffer Road 
Santa Cruz, CA 95060 
walton@cats.ucsc.edu 
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Introduction 

Interim Predator Management Project: 
Trapping and Relocation of Problem Loggerhead Shrikes 

Oceano Dunes State Vehicular Recreation Area 

Oceano Dunes State Vehicle Recreation Area (ODSVRA) is located in southern San Luis Obispo 
County, California. The park encompasses approximately 3600 acres of coastal sand dunes and 
approximately six (6) linear miles of coastline. The ODSVRA contains nesting habitat for 
California least terns (Sterna antillarum brown!) and western snowy plovers { Charadrius 
alexandrinus nivosus). Contiguous nesting habitat continues to the south for approximately 
twelve miles in the Guadalupe-Nipomo Dunes complex (Henkle 2001 Report). The California 
least tern is listed as a state and federal endangered species. The Pacific Coast population of the 
western snowy plover is federally listed as threatened. 

Due to the activities of humans that alter the coastal environment, modem California coastal 
shorebird colonies are usually located in islands of partially native habitat surrounded by acres of 
fannland, housing tracts, recreational use areas, marinas, and other developments. This has 
resulted in concentrations of rare or declining bird species in these remnant refuges or "natural" 
areas. This also results in concentrations or localizations of predators since the prey they require 
is located mainly in these small islands ofhabitat. Predation can be a problem for certain species 
of declining birds, although all predation is not harmful and it is never the actual cause of the 
original population declines of California's shorebirds. Biologists have set up programs to control 
predators when they have been identified as a problem in specific areas or for specific species. It 
is essential that all parties understand that the presence of a predator does not mean that predation 
on all prey species will occur. Predators have evolved with the ability to locate good areas of prey 
species so there will always be a local presence of a wide range of predators in any area of prey 
concentration. Biologists have found that in any one area, most of the predatory bird population 
will not attack or cause problems for the rare or declining species. As a result, predator removal 
and translocation is designed to address specific predatory individuals that are actually utilizing 
the prey species in need of protection. 

During the 2001 nesting season, loggerhead shrikes (Lanius ludovicianus) were regularly seen 
bunting within the nesting colony exclosure fencing, and ODSVRA staff discovered at least seven 
USFWS snowy plover bands in loggerhead shrike castings. In February 2002, the California 
Department of Parks and Recreation contracted with the UC Santa Cruz Predatory Bird Research 
Group (SCPBRG) to monitor raptor activity proximate to nesting colony exclosures, evaluate the 
threat of avian predators to nesting birds and young, and determine which predators posed an 
unacceptable th.J.i.;:at to nesting colonies in consultation with ODSVRA ecologist Laura Gardner. 
Such avian predators were live-trapped, relocated, and monitored at the release site by SCPBRG · 
staff with the vast majority of the results due to the efforts and perseverance ofPaul Young. 

The UC Santa Cruz Predatory Bird Research Group is a member of the UC Santa Cruz Long 
Marine Laboratory research community and the Division of Natural Sciences. Since 1975 
SCPBRG has led population recovery efforts regionally for peregrine falcons, Harris' hawks, bald 
eagles, and elf owls, and assisted with captive breeding, planning and management of other 
species. Today, the UC Santa Cruz Predatory Bird Research Group offers innovative solutions for 
avian predator management problems with declining prey species, electrocutions and wire strikes, 
and other unique raptor or endangered species issues. SCPBRG is fully permitted to conduct 
such activities and reports such actions weekly and annually to state and federal authorities • 
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Monitoring and Trapping 

We surveyed the ODSVRA for avian predators and their nest sites, paying close attention to the 
areas proximate to highest concentration of nesting least terns and snowy plovers, and prioritizing 
individuals, particularly shrikes, to be trapped. The Park was continuously re-surveyed 
throughout the nesting season of March through mid-September. Our observations confinned that 
loggerhead shrikes presented a threat to plovers and terns, and we monitored each individual 
shrike to determine: a) whether it had a mate, b) if it was nesting, c) if there were eggs or young 
in the nest, d) age of young, e) size of territory, and, f) a strategy for trapping the individual~ We 
used a large, remote-controlled bow net that provided a high level of confidence for trapping the 
target individual on the first try and a low risk of injury to the target bird. Mice were placed in a 
small cage to protect them from injury and used as bait for the trap. Trapping activities did not 
commence for individuals with eggs or young until the young were confinned to be five to seven 
days of age-the time when they are known to be capable of thermoregulation and survival 
without parental brooding during transport. Fourteen (14) loggerhead shrikes were captured in the 
ODSVRA. 

Table 1: Loggerhead Shrikes captured at Oceano Dunes and released at Grizzly Island. 

USFWS Band Number Captured Released 
902-30039 3/27 3/28 
891-72641 4/02 4/03 
891-72642 4/02 4/03 
891-72643 4/04 4/05 
891-72644 4/08 4/09 
891-72645 4/16 4/18 
951-25201 4/23 4/25 
1681-17943* 5/07 5/08 
951-25202 5/08 5/10 
951-25203 5/15 5/17 
951-25220 7/16 7/17 
951-25221 7/18 7/23 
951-25222 7/25 7/31 
951-25223 8/14 8/20 
*Previously banded individual, Oso Flaco Lake August 1999, Paloma Nieto bander. 

Relocation 

Every effort was made to relocate captured shrikes 
as soon after traP.ping as possible. No adult shrikes 
died or were injured during capture and handling. 
Shrikes were placed in a padded animal carrier in 
the field, which was used for transport. As soon as 
possible, they were taken from the field to a cool, 
dark, quiet place until transport. Giant meal worms 
were provided to and consumed by the shrikes. A 
USFWS band was applied to each shrike prior to its 
release. 

Captured birds were transported approximately 275 
miles from the ODSVRA to Grizzly Island in the 
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Shrike being banded prior to release. 

Nestling Shrikes 

Sacramento River Delta. The release area is 
characterized by braided wetlands and vast 
expanses of agricultural land in grain and alfalfa 
production. It contains optimal shrike hedgerow 
and brush habitat and is within our pennitted 
area of release. SCPBRG personnel monitored 
released shrikes at the release site. Banded 
shrikes were regularly seen in the area through 
October 2002 with up to six individuals seen on 
return visits to monitor released birds. Over 18 
visits were made to the release site and at least 
one banded shrike was observed in 17 visits. 
No nesting was observed. We did not anticipate 
that the released birds would remain localized. 
Monitoring will be conducted in future years to 
detennine whether translocated shrikes return 
to Oceano or remain near Grizzly Island. 

Seventeen (17) nestling shrikes were collected alive with their nests following the capture of adult 
shrikes. The entire nest, including young shrikes, was placed inside a small animal carrier, which 
was kept in a warm, quiet location. The nestlings were fed meal worms after capture and during 
transport to our cooperators at Native Animal Rescue in Santa Cruz, California. Native Animal 
Rescue personnel hand-reared the nestlings until they gained flight ability. They were then 
returned to our Oceano Dunes Project personnel and briefly housed in a flight facility. They were 
fed live food to gain experience capturing prey in a large flight pen. They were provided a variety 
of prey species covertly, to avoid development ofbehavior relating food to human sources. 
Barbed wire was provided inside the flight pen for the shrikes to practice impaling and 
dismembering larger prey items. 

A soft release process known as "hacking" was used to gradually facilitate the transition to wild 
independence. For as long as the shrikes remained in the area after release, food was provided 
outside of the flight facility in a container similar to the food source in the flight facility. Six (6) 
shrikes died or escaped during hand-rearing at Native Animal Rescue. Eleven (11) were 
successfully released . 
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Table 2: Loggerhead shrikes taken as nest&ngs at Oceano Dnnes following the captnre of 
adnlts, and placed In rehabi&tatlon center for later release. 

USFWS Band Number Date Taken 
951-25204 4/02 

951-25205 4/02 

951-25206 4/02 

951-25207 4/02 

Escaped during rearing 4/02 

Died during rearing 4/02 

Died during rearing 4102 

951-25208 4/16 

951-25209 4/16 

951-25210 4/16 

951-25211 4/16 

Escaped during rearing 4/16 

Died during rearing 4/16 

951-25212 5115 
951-25213 5/15 

951-25214 5/15 
Died during rearing 5/15 

Other Snrvey Results (including some observations by tern/plover ecologists) 

American Kestrels: No American kestrel nests were found within the Park boundaries, which 
lacks suitable nest sites. Kestrels were seen hunting in the vicinity of Oso Flaco Creek and 
Arroyo Grande Creek, and there were likely nests inland from these locations. There were four 
sightings of kestrels at or near the large 7/8 exclosure in August and September. These birds were 
watched closely by SCPBRG personnel and were not observed to be hunting the plover and tern 
breeding exclosures. There are large numbers of non-breeding kestrels in any area of their range. 

Northern Harriers: No northern harrier nests were found within Park boundaries. Harriers were 
seen hunting the Oso Flaco and Arroyo Grande Creek area and the revegetative exclosures east of 
the main concentrations of nesting terns and plovers in the 7 and 8 exclosures. On three occasions 
during the plovd: and tern nesting season, harriers were seen to fly low over the 7/8 exclosure 
area. On scores of occasions harriers were seen flying high over the exclosures and harriers were 
seen hunting on a daily basis to the east through the many revegetative exclosures. Since harriers 
hunt on the wing and very low to the ground, observations indicated that harrier predation impact 
within the tern and plover nesting exclosure was negligible. No harrier predation upon tern or 
plover adults or their chicks was observed. Individual harrier hunting behavior is watched 
carefully for early signs indicating an individual could become a "problem" bird that requires 
translocation. This has been required in other areas of plover nesting in California. 
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Owls: On three occasions SCPBRG personnel surveyed the Park for owls at night. Great homed 
owls were located in the Oso Flaco Creek and Arroyo Grande Creek area. No great horned or 
barn owl nests were found within the park. No owls were flushed from any of the many 
revegetative exclosures within the Park during daylight hours. Several barn owls were seen flying 
east of the Oso Flaco Area over farmland at dusk. On 17 July, a dead barn owl was found on the 
beach west of the 7 exclosure. On 8 August, a barn owl was found by plover ecologists in the 
morning, perched on a mound ofkelp on the shoreline north of Post 8. Ecologists were able to 
approach the animal to within a few feet, whereupon it flushed into the revegetative exclosure and 
then flushed again into the pipeline revegetative exclosure. Flat, sandy beaches are not normally 
roosting sites for bam owls and the reasons for this behavior remain unknown. 

Great horned owl predation upon adult snowy plovers and adult least terns is always a matter of 
concern. Predation by great horned owls is usually indicated by the disappearance of adult terns 
and plovers and the presence of owl tracks within the nesting area. Large avian tracks were 
observed by plover ecologists within the nesting exclosures on three occasions. On S May and 2 
June, shorebird remains, mostly feathers, were found by plover/tern ecologists in the 7/8 and 7 
exclosures, respectively. In addition to feathers, a shorebird beak and a few drops ofblood were 
discovered. In the vicinity of tl)ese remains, large avian footprints were seen in the sand. 
Although SCPBRG personnel were not able to inspect these tracks, circumstantial evidence 
suggests shorebird predation by an avian predator, possibly a great horned owl. It is very likely 
that owls of various species were present on the site and not involved in any predation on 
shorebirds as it is an unusual prey for them. We have found that individuals of several species of 
owls prey on plovers in some situations elsewhere, but in 2002 it was not observed at Oceano. 

Peregrine Falcons: There is an active peregrine falcon nest approximately three miles north of 
the Park. This pair fledged three young this season. In addition there are two active eyries on 
Vandenberg Air Force Base, one near Avila Beach and one near Edna. All of these pairs 
successfully fledged young in 2002. It is also known that there are a few non-breeding adult and 
immature peregrines in the area. Peregrine adults, immatures and juveniles were seen fairly 
regularly within the Park. 

In the early part of the season peregrines preyed heavily upon the thousands of shorebirds staged 
on the shoreline prior to northern migration. After these shorebirds had largely departed, 
peregrines turned their attention to other species including red-winged and Brewer's blackbirds in 
the foredunes area. Peregrine adults and juveniles were seen hunting in the vicinity of the plover 
and tern nesting areas and on several occasions were seen perched on the ground within the large 
7/8 exclosure and on exclosure perimeter fences. The peregrine activity was closely monitored 
and indicated that prey species other than terns and plovers were being targeted. No terns or 
plovers were ob{ierved to be attacked by the falcons. 

Other Raptors: White-tailed kites and Cooper's hawks were seen occasionally. An osprey set up 
a temporary territory in the Oso Flaco area. Large numbers of sighting occur and many different 
groups had observations of predators in the Oceano study area during the study. The great 
majority of these sightings were of predators using the area but not preying on or a threat to 
plovers or terns. In any area, a few individuals of almost any species could feasibly select 
shorebirds for prey and our efforts were designed to remove and translocate those individuals . 
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Discussion and Recommendations 

No shrikes fledged within the Park during the plover/tern nesting season and there was no known 
avian predation upon plovers/terns. Plover fledging success was encouraging compared to past 
seasons. Preemptive 1rapping of resident, local predators was essential to success, rather than 
waiting for predation events by raptors occupying immediately adjacent habitat to occur. We 
began 1rapping in mid-March 2002. Based on experiences in 2002, we recommend that future 
monitoring and 1rapping efforts be initiated earlier to allow a longer period to identify and remove 
predators of concern before plover and tern chicks hatch. The available infonnation for shrike 
nesting in previous seasons suggested that nesting would begin later than it did in 2002. Some 
shrikes had laid eggs by mid-March, postponing trapping of adults and collection of young until 
the shrike chicks were one week of age. An earlier start in future seasons will reduce shrike 
nesting altogether. 

Until mid-July kestrel and hanier sightings were not at a level to cause concern. Peregrine falcon 
sightings were more numerous throughoutthe season. Peregrines did not target adult terns or 
plovers, and no attacks were witnessed. As the plover/tern nesting season progressed, 
observations of northern haniers and American kestrels increased within the Park. Although they 
were a concern, observations of their behavior did not indicate they were taking plover/tern 
chicks. The increase probably resulted from adults that had completed their nesting cycle outside 
the Park, and young of the year. We recommend that future efforts include coordination with 
other groups and earlier avian predator monitoring and 1rapping in areas SUtTOunding the 
ODSVRA. We can then anticipate and reduce tern and plover mortality by the adjacent 
predators, which move into the ODSVRA later in the season. In addition, during the s8me period 
new shrikes began appearing in territories that had earlier been cleared of adult shrikes. These 
new unpaired adult shrikes were 1rapped and removed (map numbers 11-14) so 1rapping needs to 
continue until July or perhaps August in some years. 

There wilt be continuing threats to plovers and terns from raptors and shrikes following the 
measures that were taken this season. New birds will find these prey resources and readily fill 
these territories. Based on our experiences at other colonies, each year the threat of predation will 
be from slightly different combinations of raptor and non-raptor species that occur in the region. 
A plan for future activities needs to include options for dealing with a variety of species that 
could occur in different numbers, in different areas, and at different times of the breeding cycle 
each season. 

It has been our experience that limited coyote management can be helpful in combination with 
raptor translocation. However if red fox or other species are impacted by changes in coyote 
population, the qn.pacts can be greater than the current problems with coyotes. A very careful and 
selective prograni needs to occur. In addition, it may be desirable to iricrease the analysis by 
biologists through banding of tern chicks to assess fledging rates and the efficacy of predator 
management efforts. However the tern or plover banding effort if not done appropriately by 
highly skilled and sensitive biologists can also have negative impacts that make its value to 
assessments not a worthwhile risk. 
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Executive Director or the Commission. 

4. Assignment. The permit may be assigned to any qualified person, provided assignee files with 
the Commission an affidavit accepting all terms and conditions of the permit. 

5. Terms and Conditions Run with the Land. These terms and conditions shall be perpetual, and 
it is the intention of the Commission and the permittee to bind all future owners and possessors 
of the subject property to the terms and conditions. 

III. SPECIAL CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL 

1. Scope of Permit. This permit amendment replaces Special Conditions 3B, 3D, and 6 of CDP 4-
82-300. This permit amendment also authorizes the institution of interim vehicle (street-legal, 
off-highway vehicle, and camping) limits at the ODSVRA, and the establishment of an 
ODSVRA Technical Review Team, for an initial one-year period from the date of approval of the 
revised conditions and findings. 

2. Renewal of Permit. Annually, the Commission shall review the overall effectiveness of the 
Technical Review Team in managing vehicle impacts at the ODSVRA. If the Commission is 
satisfied with the review, this amendment will remain in effect for an additional year. A longer 
permit term may be requested in the future. Otherwise, an alternative approach to resource 
management, or set of management measures, may be instituted through this review process. 

3. Interim Vehicle Limits. 

a. Interim Day-Use Vehicle Limits. Except as qualified by 3d, interim limits on motor vehicle 
use on the beaches and dunes of Oceano Dunes SVRA shall be no more than 2,580 street
legal vehicles per day. This limit does not include off-highway vehicles, or street-legal 
vehicles attributable to allowed overnight camper use within the ODSVRA. 

b. Interim Camping Limits. Except as qualified by 3d, interim limits on overnight motor 
vehicle use on the beaches and dunes of Oceano Dunes SVRA shall be no more than I ,000 
camping unit~ (i.e. 1,000 street-legal vehicles) per night. This limit does not include off
highway vehicles or street-legal vehicles attributable to allowed day-use within the 
ODSVRA. 

c. Interim Off-Highway Vehicle Limits. Except as qualified by 3d, interim limits on off
highway vehicle use on the beaches and dunes of Oceano Dunes SVRA shall be no more than 
1,720 off-highway vehicles at any given time. This limit does not include the street-legal 
vehicles used to tow or trailer the OHVs into the ODSVRA. 

d. Holiday Periods. Interim street-legal and off-highway vehicle limits may be exceeded only 
during the four major holiday periods of Memorial Day (Saturday through Monday), July 4th 
(one day and any adjacent weekend days), Labor Day (Saturday through Monday), and 
Thanksgiving {Thursday through Sunday). 

California Coastal Commission 
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4. Technical Review Team. The Technical Review Team (TRT), advisory to the Superintendent 
of the Oceano Dunes State Vehicular Recreation Area, shall be established within three months, 
and shall meet within six months, from approval of the revised conditions and findings of this 
coastal development permit amendment (4-82-300-AS). A Charter for the TRT, establishing 
members*, roles and procedures for the Team, shall be submitted to the Executive Director for 
review within one year of approval of the revised conditions and findings of this coastal 
development permit amendment. 

a. The Charter shall establish a specific structure and process in order for the TRT to do at least 
the following: 

i. Assist in building community support through problem solving, consensus building, new 
constituency development, and increasing understanding about the ODSVRA; and 

ii. Develop recommendations to the Superintendent of the ODSVRA regarding additional 
monitoring studies, adjustments to day and overnight use limits, and management 
strategies. 

b. The Charter shall also include at least the following: 

L A provision to create a scientific subcommittee to identify, develop and evaluate the 
scientific information needed by decision-makers to ensure that the ODSVRA's natural 
resources are adequately managed and protected. The subcommittee shall be composed 

• 

of resource experts representing the five government agencies (CCC, SLO County, • 
USFWS, DFG, DPR) and at least two independent scientists with expertise in Western 
snowy plover, California least tern, steelhead trout or other species of concern, as well as 
ecological processes to analyze technical data and provide scientific recommendations to 
theTRT: and 

ii. A provision to submit a list of proposed members of the scientific subcommittee to the 
Executive Director for review and approvaL 

c. The Charter shall establish a specific structure and process in order for the scientific 
subcommittee to do at least the following: 

i. Recommend to the TRT the scientific studies and investigations that may be necessary to 
develo~information needed by resource managers; 

iL Advise the TRT regarding the protection of the SVRA's natural resources by helping 
identify and review needed research measures and restoration efforts to rebuild or protect 
the ODSVRA natural resources; 

iii. Evaluate monitoring results and reevaluate monitoring protocols contained in Oceano 
Dunes SVRA annual reports for the Habitat Monitoring System, reports on the breeding, 
nesting and fledgling success of the western snowy plover and California least tern 
populations in the SVRA, and other reports related to the environmental impacts of 
recreational activities; 

CCC Exhibit _$ __ 
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iv. Provide comments on the adequacy of various scientific research studies and make 
management recommendations to the TRT: and 

v. Submit the full recommendations of the scientific subcommittee to the Commission and 
make them available to the public, as part of the annual review process required in 
Special Condition 2. 

* Members of the TRT shall include, but are not limited to, those listed in the Department of 
Park & Recreation's amendment submittal (noted on page 10-11 of this staff report) and a 
representative ofthe residential community adjacent to the ODSVRA. 

5. Annual Reports. The TRT and the ODSVRA Superintendent shall prepare annual reports (for 
the period of October to September) summarizing annual recreational use and habitat trends at 
the Park; and highlighting the TR T's major accomplishments (including progress made towards 
meeting the objectives of the TRT), projects, correspondence, and recommendations as well as a 
summary of subcommittees, working groups, and task force activities. The first annual report 
shall include (1) a draft or final Charter for the TRT, and (2) a description of the process by 
which the TRT will rank research and management questions and priorities. The second annual 
report shall include (I) the final Charter for the TRT (if not submitted with the first annual 
report), (2) the TRT's ranking of research and management questions and priorities, and (3) a 
scope of work for those projects identified as the highest priority. Subsequent reports will 
include a status report on the progress of those projects as well as updates to research and 
management priorities and the corresponding scopes of work for addressing those new priorities. 
One component of the Commission's annual review will be to evaluate the progress of the TRT's 
work as measured against the submitted work plans. 

In identifying and selecting the priority research and management questions and projects, the 
TRT shall consider information developed by the USFWS and shall include the following: 

a. Appropriate management techniques for the western snowy plover, California least tern, and 
steelhead trout including an evaluation of: 

L How the ~eographic location of nests, proximity of nests to foraging areas, and nest 
closure techniques affect the hatching and fledgling success of the species, 

ii. What studies may be necessary to determine appropriate management techniques, or what 
known management techniques could be put in place, for protecting each species of 
concern, and 

iii. The potential environmental, recreational and economic costs ~d benefits of alternative 
beach/dune habitat protection strategies. 

b. Appropriate management techniques for protecting water quality and dune habitats from 
potential pollutants that might result from motor vehicle fluids or other contaminants that 
might enter the ODSVRA and ocean through polluted runoff or direct discharges; and 

California Coastal Commission 
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c. The success of past revegetation efforts within the ODSVRA and the potential need for 
continuing or expanding those efforts, including expansion of vegetation ex closures. 

d. Conduct a comprehensive, long-term monitoring and comparative analysis of the resources 
impacts associated with varying levels of use, including the highest (peak-use) attendance 
periods. 

If alternative research and management questions and projects are identified as a higher priority 
than those listed in a through d above, the annual reports shall discuss the basis for such a 
determination. Annual reports shall be submitted to San Luis Obispo County and the California 
Coastal Commission for informational purposes no later than January 1st of the following year. 
The first annual report (or portion thereof) shall be completed and submitted to the Commission 
no later than 1 anuary 1, 2002. 

IV. FINDINGS AND DECLARATIONS 

A. Project Description and Background 

1. Project Location 

Oceano Dunes State Vehicular Recreation Area (ODSVRA), formerly Pismo Dunes SVRA 

• 

(PDSVRA) is located on the central California coast along the southern coastal region of San Luis • 
Obispo County. Primary access to this area is via Highway 101 and California State Highway 1. 
The ODSVRA is bordered on the north by the non-vehicular section of Pismo State Beach, on the 
west by the Pacific Ocean, on the south by Oso Flaco Lake and along its eastern and southeastern 
boundaries by the City of Grover Beach and Oceano. 

ODSVRA encompasses 3,590 acres and includes approximately six miles of sandy beach; about 
1,500 acres are available for OHV use. It varies in width from a few hundred yards along its 
northerly two miles to up to three miles wide along its southerly portion (see Exhibit 2). ODSVRA 
itself is divided into different regions based upon allowable activities and include areas set aside 
strictly for resource protection, street legal vehicle use, and a combination of street legaVoff-highway 
vehicle use (see E~hibit 3). The separation and delineation of these specific areas was developed 
through the past cooperative efforts of the Coastal Commission and County of San Luis Obispo 
Board of Supervisors, the California Department of Fish & Game (DFG) and the California 
Department of Parks & Rec:t:eation (DPR). 

Land use patterns of the lands adjoining the study area are characterized (from north to south) as 
ranging from urban commercial and industrial, and eventually shifting to rural agricultural and 
industrial. Specifically, along ODSVRA's narrow northern end, urban retail establishments, 
commercial campgrounds and urban residential land uses characterize the eastern border. 
·Progressing south, land use is characterized by a small rural airport, a State Park dune preserve, 
agricultural fields, an oil refinery and its associated oil fields, and open ranch lands. 

• CCC Exhibit 3 
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DRAFT MEETING SUMMARY 

Regular Meeting 
Oceano Dunes State Vehicular Recreation Area 

Technical Review Team 
January 13,2003 10:00 am-1:00pm 

Location: San Luis Obispo City/County Library 1st Floor Conference Room 
SE Corner Palm & Osos Streets San Luis Obispo, CA 

Meeting Objectives: 
)> Ratify Scientific Subcommittee Recommendations on 2002 PRBO Report on Snowy Plover and Least Tern 

Nesting 
)> Receive updates regarding data collection, monitoring procedures, habitat trends and recreational use trends 

as available. 

1. Introductions and Preliminaries 

John Jostes, Program Facilitator, opened the meeting and provided an opportunity for introductions of 
those members present. Steve Monowitz, Coastal Commission Staff and member ofthe TRT was 
patched into the meeting via speakerphone. He indicated that he was only able to participate for the 
initial 45 minutes of the meeting. Paula Hartman indicated that Rick LeFlore was not able to attend the 
meeting due to unanticipated circumstances in Sacramento. Rick appointed ODSVRA Chief Ranger 
Andrew Zilke to serve as his alternate. 

John then provided a brief overview of the agenda and asked those present if there were any 
adjustments to the Agenda. No changes were proposed. 

2. Administrative and "Housekeeping" Matters 

A. Adoption of Meeting Summaries from December 10,2002 TRT Meeting 

The meeting summary from December 10, 2002 were reviewed. Jim Suty asked that several changes 
be made to the meeting notes to better reflect his understanding of the discussion. He requested that 
language be added to the discussion of Adoption of the Problem Statement to better reflect his 
frustration with the negotiation process and trust issues. His motion to amend the language failed by a 
vote of2 to 5. He also requested that language be added to the notes regarding Attachment 5 to the 
Facilitator's Annual Report Cover Letter. This motion passed unanimously (7 to 0). He asked for 
additional language to be added to that portion of the notes to highlight the need to produce results, not 
just studies. This motion failed by a vote of 3 to 4. Finally, Jim Suty requested that language be added 
to the conclusioJ of item 3.D., Annual Report Contents to highlight Snowy Plover fledgling success 
and a successful predator management program. This addition passed unanimously by a vote of 7 to 0. 
With those revisions, and the understanding that issues related to studies versus management actions be 
specifically integrated into revised language of the Cover Letter.itself, the meeting summary was 
adopted by consensus as an accurate characterization of the discussion topics and progress of the TRT 
on that meeting date. 

3. Critical Path Items (2 Hours) 

A. Ratification of Cover Letter comprising TRT 2nd Annual Report Action Item 

The TRT reviewed the revised Cover Letter provided by the facilitator and after considerable 
discussion, made the following revisions and refinements: 

NOTE: Because of the ambitious goals of this meeting and the Teehnical Review Team's quorum 
requirements, participating members (Principals and/or Alternates) are requested to ·~we,W.l effoJ:t t2 • J 

arrive early, start promptly, and remain for the duration of the full ~ II:Xhlblt _I __ _ 
(page_!_of ~pages) 
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• Add a summary statement to the concluding discussion of Activities and Accomplishments- 2002 
to reflect the successes of 1) the nesting season with regard to fledged Snowy Plover chicks, and 2) • 
the implementation of the predator management program, with appropriate references to the 2002 
PRBO Nesting Season Report (1112002). 

• Add a footnote to the discussion of Increased Fines on page 2 to reflect the fact that citations were 
issued throughout the year. 

• Remove the introductory qualification under Other Issues on page 3 and indicate that the TRT has 
concerns about budget and travel restrictions precluding meeting attendance by Mr. Steve 
Monowitz of the Coastal Commission staff. 

• Add language to the "Looking Ahead" discussion on page 4 to clarify the TRT's role in developing 
a Scope of Work and consulting with State Parks staff in the same regard. 

There was also a request for information on total Park Use numbers in addition to vehicle use numbers. 
Superintendent Steve Yamaichi indicated he would provide those numbers to the TRT. With those 
revisions, the revised Cover Letter was adopted by consensus as an accurate characterization of the 
discussion topics and progress of the TRT during 2002. 

B. Review of Preliminary Comment on Scientific: Subcommittee's Recommendations regarding 2002 
PRBO Report on Snowy Plover and Least Tern Nesting Season Action Item 

John Jostes provided the TRT with an overview of comments received since the December 10, 2002 
meeting, noting that he had received two comments -one from Bob Stafford and the other from Jim 
Suty. Because Bob's comments were generally supportive of the Scientific Subcommittee's 
recommendations, they did not warrant additional clarification or response. Jim Suty's comments were 
addressed by the scientific Subcommittee in their fmal Recommendations, dated January 9, 2003, 
wherein they provided a point-by-point response. Jim Suty noted that there was a need to identify the • 
costs of the studies that were recommended by the Scientific Subcommittee in order to be able to make 
choices between management actions and studies. After further discussion, the TRT agreed to pass on 
the Subcommittee's recommendation to the Superintendent and to the Coastal Commission, along with 
the two letter's of comment. Similar to its action prior to the 2002 nesting season, the TRT did not, as 
a body, provide formal commentary on the recommendations themselves. 

4. Status Reports, Information Items and Updates 

A. Reports from Scientific Subcommittee regarding 2002 Nesting Season . Information Item 

Paula Hartman provided an update on the January 9, 2003 conference call of the Scientific 
Subcommittee r~garding the 2002 nesting season. Jim Suty inquired as to whether it might be possible 
to coordinate with the Guadalupe-Nipomo Dunes National Wildlife Refuge to explore the benefits of 
developing additional plover/tern habitat south of Marker Post Mile 8. He indicated that if it were 
possible to increase nesting and fledging activity on the beach area between Marker Post mile 8 and the 
Oso Flaco Boardwalk, that the opportunity might exist to focus habitat enhancement activities in that 
area and remove some of the ex closures from the area between Marker Post 6 and 7, where camping 
activity had previously been allowed. Upon further discussion, the TRT expressed an interest in 
pursuing the issue of habitat enhancement with the Scientific Subcommittee, but not with the 
suggestion that newly created areas could be "swapped" for existing areas within the OHV Park. 

The TRT requested that Paula Hartman convene a Scientific Subcommittee conference call to explore 
the feasibility of installing predator fencing and developing additional habitat for the area north of the 
Boardwalk to the southernmost exclosure. In addition, Paula indicated she would contact Gary Page to 
determine whether he could schedule a site visit to assess habitat potential. Steve Henry requested a • 
determination of how much area could be fenced. Gordon Hensley indicated he was open to the 
approach but not ready to commit to a trade of areas, due to the differing levels of information relative 
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to the two areas, and the potential to extend camping into areas that are known to function as nesting 
areas . 

B. Announcements and other matters of Interest (Time Permitting) 

It was announced that the probable date and time of the Coastal Commission hearing on the annual 
permit was likely to take place on Thursday, February 6th, in all likelihood in the afternoon. The 
meeting is scheduled to take place in San Diego at the Hyatt Regency Islandia & Marina, 1441 Quivira 
Road San Diego, CA 92109. 

No additional announcements or information sharing were provided by members of the TRT or State 
Parks staff and consultants. 

Prior to concluding the meeting, John Jostes requested that TRT members share with the group as a 
whole, their perceptions of what might be key goals for the TRT to seek during the 2003 calendar year. 
The following perspectives were offered by TRT members: 

• Don't remove any additional areas from the existing camping areas; 

• Clearly delineate entry and exit areas; 

• Look at the recovery objectives for the entire recovery area; 

• Find a way to more rapidly address Endangered Species act issues, including recovery, recovery 
criteria, and the issuance of an Incidental Take Permit; 

• Need to focus on evaluating data and formulating specific management and monitoring 
recommendations; 

• Accomplish one or more of the specific recommendations of the Scientific Subcommittee this 
calendar year; and, 

• Shift focus from process to substance. 

5. Next Steps, Action Items and Adjourn 

The TRT meeting was adjourned at 1:00pm. No additional meeting dates were set 

TRT Members Present: 
Steve Monowitz, California Coastal Commission (via Conference calllO:OO- 10:45 am) 
Nancy Rollman, San Luis Obispo County 
Bob Stafford, California Department Fish and Game 
Ranger Andrew Zilke,> Alternate for Rick LeFlore, Calif. Department of Parks & Recreation, OHV Division 
Steve Henry, U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service 
Jim Suty, OHV Community 
Gordon Hensley, Environmental Community 
Peter Keith, Business Community (Principal) 
Christine Porter, Residential Community (Principal) 

TRT Support/Observers: 
Steve Yamaichi, ODSVRA Superintendent 
John Jostes, Interactive Planning & Management, Facilitator 
Paula Hartman, Thomas Reid Associates, DPR Support 

January 13, 2003 
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January 29, 2003 Supplement to the Recommendations ofthe ODSVRA Scientific 
Subcommittee re: Western Snowy Plover and California Least Tern Monitoring and 
Management: 

At its January 13,2003, meeting, the TRT members asked that the Scientific Subcommittee 
consider the concept of creating a large seasonal exclosure in the area north of the Oso Flaco 
boardwalk and south of the riding area exclosure. The Sc. Sub. met on January 27, 2003, via 
conference call to discuss this concept. Doug George ofPRBO also participated. 

The group discussed comparisons between the habitat in this southern area of the park and the 
Refuge. Although somewhat narrow, similar to the area around Oso Flaco, the refuge is a larger 
total area that has fewer people than around Oso Flaco. The birds may be able to spread out 
more there. It was noted that more plovers nested in the southern half of the refuge ( 65%) than 
in the north (35%). 

Oso Flaco Lake and associated riparian habitat, plus the adjacent farmland habitats, likely draw a 
larger number and diversity of both avian and mammalian predators than the adjacent dune and 
shoreline habitats. This predator presence may play a role in limiting nesting in this area. For 
example, raccoons are abundant in the Oso Flaco area and are a potential threat to nesting terns 
and plovers, although it does not appear that raccoons were implicated in the 2002 nest failures. 
If raccoons are taking nests and chicks, the group noted that predator fencing would not likely be 
effective against raccoons. The group discussed the concept of trapping raccoons but concluded 
it is not appropriate, especially in light of the lack of information about whether raccoons are 
even affecting plover and tern nesting. 

The group also expressed some concern as to whether forcing people to use the area south of the 
boardwalk would move more people onto the refuge. The Subcommittee does not know enough 
about use patterns or public reaction to more restrictions on beach use to determine what the 
effect would be, if any. 

The big question is: why do the birds not settle in this southern area? The area needs to be 
tracked closely over several years to see what is happening. 

Ultimately, the group concluded that adequate information is not available to explain why this 
southern area is not well used by the birds. That lack of information thus makes management 
changes such as building a large enclosure premature. The following is a summary of the 
group's conclusio?s: . 

1. Extending the 7-8 exclosure north toward Marker Post 6, which is recommended by the 
Subcommittee for 2003, is likely to expand plover nesting much more than any 
management changes implemented in the southern area of the park north and south of 
Oso Flaco Creek (referred to here as the southern area). 

2. Over the last five years, the use of the southern area for nesting has been very slight. The 
reason is not well understood. 

3. Based on available information, the group could not identify any evidence indicating that 
human activity is limiting nesting in the southern area. 

4. Extending closures in the southern area of the park north and south of Oso Flaco Creek 

• 

• 

would likely be oflimited or no value to nesting plovers at this time. • 
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Supplement to the Snorry Plover I Least Tern Monitoring and Management Recommendations 
ODSVRA Scientific Subcommittee 

5. A better understanding of what is happening in the southern area could ultimately lead to 
management action that improves the breeding in this area. This could be accomplished 
by: 

a. More intensive monitoring to better understand what the birds are doing in the 
southern area. 

b. More intensive monitoring to gain information on the predator base, including but 
not limited to spotlighting (via Wildlife Services), reviewing tracks, and checking 
potential perch, nest, and den sites. 

c. Maintaining the same level of visitor control as was implemented in 2002. Since 
symbolic fencing in that area was just initiated in 2002, more time is needed to 
see if it is effective . 

January 29, 2003 2 
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Mr. Michael Reilly, Chair 
California Coastal Commission 
45 Fremont Street 
San Francisco, California 94105-2219 

Dear Chair Reilly: 

February 3, 2003 

Gray Davis, Goven 
'----· . --·---·· . 

Ruth G. Coleman, Acting Direc 

FEB 0 6 2003 

This Jetter is regarding the annual review of Coastal Development Permit Amendment 
4-83-200~A5 for the Oceano Dunes State Vehicular Recreation Area (ODSVRA). 

. . 
The California Departm~nt of Parks and Recreation {DPR) concurs with the staff 

recommendation. DPR has fulfilled its commitment to the terms and conditions of the subject 
permit and has taken management protection measures beyond those required. 

Briefly, DPR has accomplished the following tasks during the second permit review 
period: · 

• In consultation with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS~ and the California 
Department of Fish and Game {DFG), DPR acted upon the 2002 California 
least tern (CL T) and western snowy plover (WSP) recommendations and ' 
priorities of the mandated ODSVRA independent scientific sub-committee 
(SSC) and technical review team (TRT), both groups of which include direct 
Coastal Commission staff participation. 

• Carried out an effective Interim Predator Management Plan, directly contributing 
to a WSP fledge rate of 56% at ODSVRA, one of the highest in the state. 

• Increased illegal camping penalties from $64 to $270 and vigorously enforced 
them during periods of high overnight use (see attachment). 

• Implemented a series of WSP related protection measures covering nearly 
twenty-five percent of the California coastline under DPR jurisdiction (see 
att~chment). 

• Completed the first administrative draft Habitat Conservation Plan for ODSVRA 
and San Luis Obispo Coast state park units (see attachment), and is diligently 
working toward its completion. 

• Along with the TRT, submitted a comprehensive second annual report (included 
with Coastal Commission staff report) that includes: 

o Summarization of recreational use, habitat trends and TRT 
accomplishments at ODSVRA. 

o A final charter for the TRT. 
o A ranking of research and management questions and priorities as 

advised by the TRT and SSC . 
o Review and comment by the TRT and sse on the ODSVRA Habitat 

Monitoring System and Interim Predator Management Plan. 

... ---.. . -·s-.. -. w.-... .. 
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Mr. Michael Reilly, Chair 
Page Two 

As noted above, thirty-five of the 62 WSP chicks at ODSVRA fledged. That is a chick 
fledging rate of 56%- a significant gain over the previous year's 4% fledge rate. The Point 
Reyes Bird Observatory, in its 2002 report on nesting of WSP and CL T at ODSVRA, 
observed that the 2002 rate allows for population growth for WSP. For 2003~ DPR will 
continue its commitment toward recovery of this species. 

An important component of work called for under the existing ODSVRA Coastal 
Development Permit is implementation of prioritized research and management studies as 
developed by the sse and further commented upon by the TRT. "Night riding" and "Wintering 
Snowy Plovers and Other Shorebirds" were the top two priority topics identified by both 
groups. Key questions have been identified by these groups for inclusion within scopes of 
work for the studies. DPR supports the initiation of these studies and will begin working with 
the SSC and TRT in 2003 toward their development. 

l'n conclusion, we believe much has been accomplished in the ·past year toward 
protection of coastal resources at ODSVRA, while providing for a wide variety of forms of 
public access and recreation at this highly. sought after state park unit. We look forward to 
continued good work in the coming year with the Coastal Commission and its staff. 

Please feel free to call me at (9.16) 324-5801 if you have any questions. 

Cc: Ruth Coleman, DPR 

Sincerely, 

~ ~... l \ \ \ . ,~..,.... ' ! . "•· """"' ..... ........._ 

<-oav\d L Widell, Deputy Director 
c'a1lfomia State Parks 
Off-Highway Motor Vehicle Recreation Division 

Michael Sweeney, Resources Agency 
Mike Spear, Resources Agency 
Peter Douglas, CCC 
Charles Lester, CCC 
Steve Monowitz, CCC 
Steve Yamaichi, ODSVRA 
Rick Leflore, OHMVRD 

• 

• 
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San Luis Obispo Coast HCP Processing Schedule 
Task and Date 

2002 '. 

April I: Submit Administrative Draft HCP to 
Parks 
May 6: Submit Revised Administrative Draft HCP 
to Wildlife Agencies 
November 20: Receive initial set of comments 
fromUSFWS 
De~ember 16: Receive initial set of comments 
fromCDFG 
2003 
January 14: Coordinate with USFWS prior to 
submitting next draft to Wildlife Agencies 
February 15: Submit second administrative draft to 
Wildlife Agencies and Coastal Commission 
April 1: Receive Comments from Wildlife 
Agencies and Coastal Commission on Second 
ADHCP 
Apri12-April30: Prepare Draft HCP for public 
input process 
May 1-0ctober 31: Public Input and EIS Scoping 
Process (will work on EIS during this period) 
December 1: Submit Final HCP and 
Implementation Agreement for Wildlife Agency 
Processing along with the Draft EIS 
December 1, 2002-May 31,2003: Pennit 
Processing by Wildlife Agencies, including: 
USFWS Must Notice Availability ofEIS in Federal 
Register, 90-day Review Period, Respond to 
Comments, Prepare a Record of Decision, Conduct 
internal Section 7 and prepare a Biological Opinion 
and a Findings document. 
2004 
June 1 (earliest)= Penn it Issued' . 

Updated January 20, 2003 

.. 

Status 

~ 

~ 
.. 

~ 

~ 
.. 

.. 
~ .. 

.. .. 

.. 
'• 

.. 
·~· ,, 

•• ... 

Six-month estimate is best-case scenario. 

.. 
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CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION 

News Release • 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
October 8, 2002 

Contact: Steve Capps 
(916) 651-8750 

State Parks' _f:'lover ~ecovery Effort 
In Place Alo.ng California Co.as·t 

SACRAMENTO - In a coordinated effort with the federal government, California State 
Parks, which has jurisdiction over nearly a quarter of the California coastline, has implemented 
a series of measures along the coast to protect the western snowy plover. · · 

.... .. . .. 
The tiny shorebird is listed by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service as a threatened species 

under the federal Endangered Species Act, which requires that California State Parks take 
measures to protect its populations. Those measures include fencing off some areas, predator 
control, stepped up· enforcement of existing. leash laws for dogs, and prohibition of dogs in • 
some nesting and wintering ~~eas for the bird. · · 

.,e federal Endangered Species Act transcends California State Parks but we are 
certainly supportive of it and obligated to deliver its mandates," said Ruth Coleman, Acting 
Director of California State Parks. 

"Although the message was very clear from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service that all 
levels of government had to do more on public beaches to protect plovers, I am pleased that it 
has given us options that keep our beaches open to the vast majority of our visitors.'' said 
Coleman. 

•tnstitutinJ actions that aff~Ct a relatively few visitors and· areas, despite the legitimate 
frustrations they cause, is far better than wholesale beach closures which the Endangered 
Species Act has the power to impose, when plovers are being harmed or harassed by dogs or 
people, • she said. 

The plover protection measures instituted on some areas of State Park property along 
the coast include: 

• Fencing off some areas of beaches to protect nesting plovers and their offspring. 
• Restrictions on some human activities around nesting areas. This includes kite flying, 

which can scare the tiny birds. 
(more) 

• Predator control. • 
For energy efficient recreation • nex dt 

California State Parks on the Internet: <http://www.aiKM:.;;:tQQYtc-~~art c . 
ODSVRA permit review co ence 
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• Improvements in plover habitat, such as removal of exotic plant species. 
• Close monitoring of plover nesting areas, chick survival and overall population trends. 
• Special training of State Parks field personnel in protecting plovers and their nests. 
• Public education campaigns to help park visitors und?~tand the plight of the bird and 

how to avoid disturbing them, particularly during nesting season. 

Some areas also include restrictions on beach use by dogs. Studies show plovers 
perceive dogs as threats and may abandon their nests when a dog, even one securely on a 
Jeash, comes into sight. · 

Existing state law prohibits dogs from state beaches unless exceptions ·are established in 
specific areas by State Parks. In some cases these exceptions have been cancelled as part of 
the plover recovery effort. 

•. 

This summer, a total of about 30 miles of state beach property were closed to dogs due 
to stepped up plover protection measures. However, about 130 miles of state beaches along 
the California coastline remain open to leashed dogs. The remaining beaches have historically 
been closed to dogs. 

Campgrounds, parking lots and picnic areas are not generally affected by the new 
restrictions ·on dogs • 

The western snowy plover was listed as a threatened species'by the federal government 
in 1993 because of dwindling populations linked to increased development and the resulting 
loss of habitat, and increasing human intrusion on plover nesting areas. 

last year, with the plover population continuing to decline, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service drafted a plover recovery plan for the West Coast. Of the 62 critical nesting areas 
identified by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service in California, 44 were within the boundaries of 
California State Parks. 

The plan outlined a number of measures State Parks could implement to protect plovers. 
The protection measures are affecting coastal areas throughout the State Park System,.but are 
being implementel:l on an case-by-case basis by State Parks in an effort to minimize the impact 
on its visitors. 

For instance, in the San Diego Coast District, which includes about 17 miles of shoreline, 
fJVe miles of beach at Border Field State Park and Silver Strand State Beach have been fenced 
and closed to visitors during the nesting season. The nesting areas are monitored weekly, and 
also are patrolled on weekends and holidays. Nest predation is controlled through an 
agreement with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 

While there has been no apparent recent plover nesting at Torrey Pines State Reserve 
and State Beach north of San Diego, a portion of sandy habitat in Los Penasquitos Marsh 

(more) 
Natural Preserve will be fenced during the upcoming nesting season to see if plovers will return 
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if disruptive human activities are excluded • 

Some of the most important recovery areas are in the San Luis Obh~po Coast District of 
State Parks, which includes about 14 miles of shoreline. A two-mile section of Morro Strand. 
State Beach has been closed to dogs as a result of the new ployer plan. · 

·. 
About 8 miles of state beaches remain open to dogs in .the area, including Pismo State 

Beach, the north end of Morro Strand State Beach and Cayucos State Beach. There also are 
about two miles of non-state beaches open to leashed dogs between the south end of Morro · · 
Strand State Beach near the community of Cayucos and Cayucos State Beach. 

In the far northern part of the state, within State Parks' North Coast Redwoods District, 
dogs and vehicles are now prohibited at the five-mile Little River State Beach. Regular 
monitoring is underway to determine nesting success within recovery areas. Signs also have 
been posted to help control illegal camping that could harm plove.r nests. 

·our state beaches are great. places for recreation but they also are a critical link in Ule 
natural coastal ecosystem," concluded Acti.flQ Director Coleman. ·we ~re going to have to find 
better ways to share this resource among competing interests and needs." 

### 

. . . . 

• 

. . 

• 

• 
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CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION 

News Release 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
July 1., 2002 

Contact: Joe Rosato 
{916) 324-1576 

· · California State Parks 
Jrosa@p~rks.ca.gov 

Oceano Dunes Visitors Facing Stiffer Pen~lties 
For Staying Past Regular Day Use Hours 

OCEANO - California State Park officials announced today that day use visitors who 
remain in Oceano Dunes State Vehicular Recreation Area with their motor vehicles and who 
camp illegally past the 11 p.m. day use closure are subject to citation and a $270 fine. 

. ,, 

• 
Park officials expect capaci~ crowds at the popular OceanQ Dunes State Vehicular 

Recreation Area for the long July 4 holiday. Beginning Wednesday, 'Ju.ly 3'\the camping area 
is fully reserved through the entire weekend. Visitors may enter the park without camping 

• 

reservations for day use only, but they must exit the park by 11 p.m. each day. 

"We absolutely will not tolerate violators who think they can take advantage of the 
situation and stay without making reservations," said California State Parks Deputy Director 
David L. Widell of the Off·Highway Motor Vehicle Recreation Division. 

California State Park officials are hopeful that increasing the penalty from $64 to $270 for 
violation of posted use periods and illegal camping will help improve the quality of the 
recreational experience for the thousands of park visitors who pay to camp, and reduce the 
impact on park faeilities and sensitive coastal resources. 

Park visitors are reminded that all fireworks, including "safe and sane fireworks," are 
prohibited on the beach and in the park. The City of Pismo Beach sponsors a professional 
fireworks display on July 4th that is visible from most points along Oceano Dunes. The beach 
area usually reaches capacity by 6 p.m. Plan to arrive early to avoid being turned away at the 
gate. 

. State Parks has an ongoing education program in effect year-round at Oceano Dunes. 
Each visitor is given a brochure reminding them that their future access to the park depends on 
their responsible behavior and strict adherence to laws and park policies. In addition, a large 
trash bag is given to each visitor to encourage everyone to participate in the "Pack it in, Pack it 
out" program. Rangers rigorously enforce the 15 MPH vehicle speed limit on the beach, as well 

For energy efficient recreation • ~~lex •• 
California State Parks on the Internet: <http://www.oarks.ca.aov> ·our ,., 
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as kite flying and dogs. on leash laws to ensure those visitor activities do not disturb sensitive · • 
species that inhabit the area. Kite flying is permitted only on the beach north of the Pier Avenue 
beach ramp. 

Oceano Dunes is one of California's most popular State Parks, attracting more than 1.2 
million visitors annually-more than the famed Hearst Castle®- who come to the park to fish, 
surf, beachcomb, ride horses, view wildlife, and enjoy off-highway vehicle recreation. Oceano 
Dunes represents the last 5-% miles of beach along California's 1,100 miles of coastline where 
motorized recreation is still allowed. · · · 

Further information may be obtained by contacting Oceano Dunes SVRA at (805) 473-
7230. 

### 

I• 

• 

• 
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California Coastal Commission 
725 Front Street 
Suite300 
Santa Cruz, CA. 
95060-4508 

Jim Suty, President 
3019 Archwood Circle 
San Jose, CA 95148 · 
408-274-5865 
E-mail: jim@oceanodunes.org 
www.oceanodunes.org 

29 January 2003 

Subject: Permit No. 4-82-300 (Oceano Dunes SVRA)- Agree with Staff Recommendation to 
take no action- BUT, also recommend CCC declare this decades old permit satisfied! 

Dear California Coastal Commission, 

The staffs report erro11eously states that tlze TRT voted accepta11ce of both tlze Point Reyes 
Bird Observatory Report and tlte Scientific Subcommittee report. Instead, staff was told DJ' the 
TRT facilitator,· " ••• TRT e1tdorsed •••• reports ••• by infereltce ••• ". Tlte reports were merely 
.discussed. Based 011 dramatic success ill jledgliltgs ill 2002, after predator removal, the 
Frien.ds of Ocea~~o Du11es urges 110 furtlrer expansio11 of exdosures wlticlt would elbninate 
Jmudreds of public campsites, but conti11ue e11couraging nesting in existing expansion areas • 

.As President 9fThe Friends of Oceano Dunes, with over 26,000 supporters, I plead with you to 
close the 21-year-old permit as completed. This 1982 permit, for fencing (long since installed) 
2I1d two entry kiosks (long since installed), is being used as a weapon to endlessly add more 
amendments, somehow justifying micromanagement of all aspects of a California State Park. 

Attac:b.ed is a letter from 40 bipartisan California State Legislators sent to you in May of 
2002 discouraging the ongoing micromanagement by the CCC with constant threats of closing a 
I:egislated State Vr~hicle Park they support. That legislative support exists beyond those 
Signatures. ~~ . 

Likewise I am attaching a representative sample, of a petition signed by over 26,000 California 
citizens urging the CCC to discontinue threatening closure and slowly shrinking the area 
available to beach campers, and the diversity of recreation users. (Staff has received a copy of 
all26.000) . 

. Further justification for declaring your efforts a success at the ODSVRA is the 2002 1700%, 
improvement of Plover fledglings through the implementation of a preaator management 
program and by the removal of those predators. The detail metrics, when compared to all other 

Friends of Oceano Dunes is a 501(c)(3) California Not-for-Profit Public Benefit Corporation, comprised of over 
26,000 members. We represent businesses, environmentalists equestrians campers. fishermen, families and off-road 
enlh~siasts who e~joy the benefits of Public Access through Responsible Recreation at the Oceano Dunes State 
Velucular Recreation Area (ODSVRA). We want to maintain Access For All! 
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California Plover and Tem beach habitats, is a resounding testimony that humans and vehicles 
are not the enemy of those protected species ... uncontrolled predation is! 

I encourage you to close this multi-decade permit and instead request that agencies responsible 
for protecting endangered species show you detailed statistics for all similar habitats for 
.comparison. Return jurisdiction to local, state, and federal agencies that have the charters for 
endangered species on the peoples' land. Periodic statistical review of ALL California Plover 
2nd Tem habitats would be far more productive versus concentrating on the few at ODSVM. 

Respectfully, 

T1m Suty, President 
Friends of Oceano Dunes 
3019 Archwood Circle 
San Jose, CA 95148 

Enclosures: 
#1 Letter from 40 bi-partisan legislators 
#2 Example of26,000 petition signatures 

• 

• 

• Friends of Oceano Dunes is a SO 1 ( c )(3) California Not-for-Profit Public Benefit Corporation, comprised of over 
26,000 members. We represent businesses, environmentalists. equestrians. campers. fiShermen. families and otT-road 
enthusiasts who enjoy the benefits of Public Access through Responsible Recreation at the Oceano Dunes State 
Vehicular Recreation Area (ODSVRA). We want to maintain Access For Alii Exhibit 6: SLO LCPA 1-01, Part C 
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CALIFORNIA LEGISLATURE 

April30. 2002 

California Coastal Commission 
45 Fremont Street, Suite 2000 

·San Francisco, CA 94105-2219 

Dear Coastal Commission: 

lo"TATE CAPITOL 
SACRAMF.NTO. CALIFORNIA 

9~KI-I 

RE: OCEANO DUNES SVRA 

We respectively request that the Coastal Commission reject the staff recommendation to 
reconstitute the makeup and objectives of the Technical Review Team (TRT) and, instead, 
allow the stakeholder group to complete its important data-gathering and review functions 
lhat were outlined just last year . 

We also request that no additional closures to the Off-Highway Motor Vehicle Recreation site 
(OHMVR) at Oceano Dunes State Vehicular Recreation Area be imposed by the Coastal 
Commission. 

Even from a distance, it is clear that the Department of Parks and Recreation is correct that 
2ny action regarding new closures is capricious at best and, at worst, politically motivated. It 
is wrong to expect the off-highway vehicle community, after giving up 85% of the land where 
lhey have been allowed to ride over the past 20 years, to be asked, without any scientific 
justification, to give up more property. The situation is exacerbated by the fact that we are 
waiting for an independent scientific study to be submitted on Oceano Dunes. 

Let,s be clear, ~h~ approach taken by those who are fundamentaiiy opposed to ~ff road 
activity under any condition should not be awarded the victory of incrementaily 
removing more off road recreational area. 

Oceano Dunes has been a popular site for working class families to camp and to drive their 
automobiles since the tum of the century. The incremental enclosures being proposed are 
premature and would have significant negative consequences to the area. More than 1.2 
million people each year go to Oceano Dunes to not only ride off-highway vehicles, but also 
to ride borses, fish, walk the beaches and camp. It is one of the last economical vacations 
available at the ocean in California. Not surprisingly, approximately one-half of the visitors 
1D Oceano Dunes are working class families from the Central Valley . 
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The OHV community has been lauded in the past for their efforts to be environmentally 
aware. Ironically, the total focus of the opposition seems to be claiming the 1,500 remaining 
acres. rather than focusing on the environmental concerns within the 13,500 acres they have 
~cady taken over during the past two decades. • · 

Sincerely, 

Senator Dick Ackerman 

'f~ 

As~emblyman Dick Dickerson Assemblyman Russ Bogh 

• 

• 

• 
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Ass~mblyman ~ave Keiley 

\? ~ "c--l 
Assemblyman Bil 

• 

Jay La Suer 

• 

As 

Dennis 

::1(M.c,n S ~o:;,:) 
Assemblywoman Barbara Matthews 
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'TO: George W. Bush, President of the United States .r 

Dick Cheney, Vice President of the United States 
Rep. Lois Capps, 22nd District 

Gal~ No~on, Secretary of the !nterior ''Ac' ce F r All'' • Cahfom1a Governor Gray Davts SS 0 
California Coastal Commission 
Assemblyman Abel Maldonado 

We. 'the undersigned, enjoy using the Oceano Dunes State Vehicular Recreation Area on the Central 
Coast of California for the purpose of driving and camping on the beach, riding motorized vehicles, 
riding horses, fishing, and otherwise using this park for its intended and designated purpose. We 
object to any fonn of closure that will prevent us from using this park in its current state, which was 
created by the State of California specifically for off-road recreation in 1982. 

Signahae:. ________________________________ ~Phone: ________________ _ 

Print Name: email:------------
Addr •• City, St. Zip:·-----------------------

Signalure:. _________________________ ~Phone: ________ _ 

Print Name: email:---------

Addr, Ci1l, St, -··-------------------~-

~--~--------------------Phone:. ______________ _ 

Print Name: email:--------
Addr., City, Sl, Zip:._~_.r:....''"---------------------

~gn~-----------------------------Phone:. ________ _ 
Print Name: email: --------------Addr •• City, Sl, Zip:·---------------------

Signature:. ____________ _;_ ___ Phone:. _______ ~ 

Print Name: email: -----------------Addr-. City, Sl, Zip: ______________________ _ 

Sponsored by Friends of Oceano Dunes 
P.O. Box 398 Oceano. CA 93455 

www.oc~anodunes.org 

•• 

• 
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SIERRA CLUB -..... SANTA LuciA CHAPTER 

Honorable Chair Mike Reilly~ All Commissioners 
California Coastal Commission 
725 Front Street, Suite 300 
Santa Cruz, CA 95060 
Sent via fucsimile and email 

~\ .·· ,. .... : 
-· . . . . 

• ... -~~-~ •• ••• .. < -···-· "., • .::.:.:-i 

Re: Oceano Dunes State Vehicular Recreation Area 
Permit No. 4-82·200-A5 (Parks & Recreation, San Luis Obispo Co.) 
Current Agenda Date: February 6, 2003 

Dear Honorable Commission Chair Reilly and All Commissioners: 

I am the Chair of the Santa Lucia Chapter of the Sierra Club. The environmental impacts caused by 
utilimited number of vehicles on the unique and fragile Oceano Dunes ecosystem is of great concern to 
our Siena Club members. On February 6, 2003 the Connnission is scheduled to review and determine 
whether or not to renew the CDP for Oceano Dunes State Vehicular Recreation Area (ODSVRA). 
Representatives of the Sierra Club will be present speaking in opposition to the Staff'Recommendation . 

We will be asking the Commission to use the full extent of your legal authority under the Coastal Act, 
CEQA and the Endangered Species Act to institute temporary emergency measures in addition to the 
pemlit conditions reconunended by StafL 

According to the National Parks Service, the Oceano Dunes are more important, environmentally, than 
Yosemite Valley. Yet tens of thousands of vehicles blanket the beach and dunes on peak weekends. 
Despite this being one of the most damaging uses of coastal resources in an of California, vehicle limits 
baven,t changed since 1975. It's time for the Coastal Commission to put a stop to the dramatic adverse 
impact these vehicles have on this environmentally sc:nsi.tive habitat area (ESHA). The Oceano Dunes1 

beach and wetland environments coexist as one oftbc most delicate and valuable ecosystems-habitat to 
Yare and endangeredJ'Jants, fish and animals. 

~ 

For years. the Oceano Dunes has been managed exclusively as a playground for off road vehicles. 
However. the Oceano Dunes is home to multiple threatened species. including the threatened Wcstcm 
Snowy Plover, the California Least Tern (a fully protected bird under California State Law), Steelbcad 
Trout. and Red Legged Frogs. 

State Parks management violates the Coastal Act policies protecting ESHA. In addition, State Parks 
has no incidental take permit nor Habitat Conservation Plan, yet its management of vehicles at the Oceano 
Dunes SVRA is causing take of endangered and threatened species in violation ofboth State and Federal 
Endangered Species Acts, and in violation of CA FISh and Game Code section 3511 (which gives 
California Least Terns Fully Protected Bird status) • 

The California State Parks Department currently allows off-road vehicles and intense camping to 
destroy this public area-and along with it, irreplaceable historic nesting and foraging beach habitat that 
the threatt.."'led Western Snovvy Plover and endangered California Least Tem need to survive. 
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On the brink of extinction, the Western Snowy Plovet:_popu1ati.on pJ.ummeted to less than 1,000 
individual birds. Plover chicks are precocial, foraging for fooa within minutes ofbirtb, and the flightless • 
chicks often leave fenced areas at the ODSVRA to feed right where the vehicles drive. To make matters 
woxse:. nesting season coincides with 3 out of 4 major holidays, proliferating the plovers' demise. 

"The lOOl Nesting Report states that vehicle use in the o~n ridiDg area may limit available 
nesting habitat for Snowy Plover. Degradation and displacement of nesting habitat by human use 
is one of the primary canses for declines Ia the Pacific Coast Snowy Plover populatioD.&." (Letter 
from TRT representative and CCC staff member Steve Monowitz to State Parks SUperintendent Steve 
Yamaichj on March 22. 2002- see attached as Exhibit "1" hereto.) 

Please l'e'liew this letter in its entirety. It will remind you that the only reasons given for not expanding 
the soutb.exn exclosure last year was Park's position that exclosures should be expaaded only if 
predator management improves Oedgling rates in 2002. State Parks claims to now have the 
predators under controL Therefore, they have no excuse for not e:densi\"ely expanding the 
southern exdosure TBIS NESTING SEASON! 

State Para successful Prmator Management Program demands that tbe large southern exclosure 
be ~ded to anow the Western Snowy Plover to merease its use of the Jaistorieal nesting habitat 
THIS YEAR to milepost 4. 

State Parks resistance to implemcntiag meaningful management measures at the ODSVRA has resulted 
in deaths and harassment of Snowy Plovers and loa of nesting habitat. It bas also resulted in increased 
restrictions to pedestrian and equestr.ian public access a:t other state l?eacbcs. The fact that State Parks 
recently closed Morro Strand St.lte 'Beach to dogs on leashes in an eftbrt to protect the nesting Western • 
Snowy Plover population there from disturbance flies in the face of its management of plover habitat at 
the Oceano Dunes. You can't walk your dog at Morro Strand State Beacb, but you can put yoar 
dog iD yoar car and drive it, or: walk It, on important Western Saowy Plover habitat at the Oceano 
Dunes. 

State Parks would like you to believe the &lse premise that its predator management program alone was 
responsible fOr a lower fimging death ton this last year. They gloss over the sueeess of the expansion 
of the southern exclosure, and the enforcement of camping Umits for the first time last year. The 
PRBO Report in 2001 recommended the expamrion of this soutbem exclosure to at least Mile Post 6. 
You will recall that that the Scientific Subcommittee resisted this expansion until the predator 
management PfOgraDft could guarantee that the increased nests anticipated by cxpancting the southern 
cxclosure would not Iesult in more plover deaths by predators. 

As verified in the exhibits to the staff report, plovers and least terns are "disturbed by vehicle activity 
during the nesting season" - a violation of the Endangered Species Act. (Please see 14(!CC Exhibit 2, 
page 16). That is an understatement. Western Snowy Plovers aren't just being "disturbed", vehicles are 
kil1iDg them outright. On September 10, 2002. after dark, "a ranger struck and killed a Snowy Plover in 

· fiight on the beach south of marker post 2 •••• 0n 25 September 2002 a visitor found a dead Snowy Plover 
at the tide line on the beach between Grand and Pier Avenues. The preHmmary necropsy report on the 
bird ... found evidence of'acute 1rauma'." ("CCC" Exhibit 2, page 23.) These are examples of the deaths 
witnessed or discovered under conditions in which the sand or water usually leaves no trace of these very 
small dead birds. 

• 
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No amount ofTR.T Illeetings. studies, coxnmittees or promises by State Parks is going to prevent the 

death of plovers, and the missed opportunity to expand the plover population at the ODSVRA again 
this nesting ~eason. Extinction is forever. We do not have the luxury oftime to ponder their fate for 
another year. 

• 

You need to do the obvious thing, remove the vehicles and camping :from the beach and foredunes as a 
. temporary emergency measure du.riDg the plover nesting season nns YEAR. This position is fully 

supported b-; a letter from your CCC staff member Steve Monowitz to State Parks Superintendent Steve 
y amaichi on March 22, 2002: "Expansion of the exclosure area, in conjunction with strong prcdatpr 
management, is the best way; to maximize protection ofploven and their habitat at Oceano." Mr. 
Monowitz concludes this letter by stating: 

"Finally, we are extremely concerned that the subcommittee's response to 
Recommendation 8 implies that exelosnres should be expanded only if predator management 
.improves fledgling rates in 2002. This does not address the fact that a healthy and 
productive Plover population at ODSVRA may not only require predator management, but 
also nece:ssitates effective management of recreational uses. The 2001 Nesting Report states 
that vehicle use in the open riding area may limit a-vailable nesting habitat for Snowy Plover. 
Degradation and displacement of nesting habitat by human use is ooe of the primary causes 
for declines in the Pacific Coast Snowy Plover populations." 

4£It is clear that the effective protection of the westena snowy plover at the ODSVRA is 
dependent not only on managing predators, but oa mioimizing the loss of habitat 
attributable to recreation uses. Expanding the exclosare fenemg appears to be the most 

_appropriate way to achiev~ this objective. The Commission staff therefore strongly 
recommends that the Superintendent of the ODSVRA expand the exclosure area, at a 
minimum as reeommended by Recommendation 8 of the 2001 nesting report." (Please see a 
copy of this letter, attached hereto as" Exhibit Ij. 

Y oo need to make the poliey decision to be precautionary, and thereby protect the historical 
nestiaa habitats from !!!.sources of disturbance as a temporary emergency measure during the 
aestin& se-ason this year. This policy perspective wm optimize resource protection at the park;. 

Your stafi'has done an excellent job of detailing the problems at the ODSVRA, including the horrific 
death ton of plover chicks during the 2001 nesting season. Howe~, staffrecoiJlll'leDds that you do 
mthina other than reconstitute the TRT, and provide direction fur the TRT l!md scientific studies. This 
would not only violat,1this commiS$lon's duties under the Coastal Act and CEQ A, it would constitute 
anotber death sentence for plovers 2P1d their chicles this year. 

In order to comply with the mandates of the Coastal Act and CEQ A, you need to require additional 
feasible alternative measures to mitigate the intense recreational use at the park. These management 
measures are available. but have not been incorporated. 'I'b.erefure, in order for this permit to comply with 
CEQA and the Coastal Act, we respectfully request the fullowing additional conditions be added to 
Coastal Development Pennit 4-82-200-AS as temporazy emergency~ umilon HCP is completed 
and an Incidental Take Permit is in place: 

• Exnand the Soutl;l;ml Exclosure t2 :Mile Post 4. 

• • Relocate Beach Carm2ing to the area ~tween lhe Grover Beach lj;lmp and the Qceailo Ramp. 
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• Reduce number of Cf!mpmg units. 

• Restrict Use Limits on Holiday Weekends. At a minimum require the dally vehicle limits to be 
enforced on all days. including holidays and weekends. (No "bump days".) 

• AJlow vehicles only between the hours of7 AM and 7 PM. 

• Reduce speed to 5 nmh. 

fgoos 

• Require State Parks to submit a plan that eJimimrtes the vehicle crossing of Arroyo Grande Creek by 
July 2003. 

• Recmirc tbe OHV Division of State Parks to pav the TR.T members for their time and travel expenses. 
The CCC representatives have been unable to attend the TRT meetings due to budget constraints. OHV 
Division has the funds to ensure that participation on the TRT is not detrimental to the operating costs of 
the individuals and agencies represe~ted on the TRT. 

The staff report contains the necessacy findings and all of the reasons why you need to make the 
foteg<>ing additional conditions of approval for renewal of the CDP. In tact, in the previousJy referenced 
letter by Coastal Commission staff member Steve Monowitz to State Parks Superintendent Steve 
Yamajchi on March 22, 2002, Mr. Monowitz agreed with the State Parks' commissioned Point Reyes 
Observatory Report that the southern e;closure needs to be extended AT LEAST to mile post 6. In this 
letter, Mr. Monowitz also stated: 

.. 

• 

'"{F]rom a policy perspective of optimizing resouree proteetioa at the park we do not believe tbat • 
tbis reason outweighs the importance of providing adequate space for breeding and foraging •••• [T]he 
presence of predators in a particular enVironment does not mean tbat protecting the historical nesting 
habitats from sources of disturbances other than predators should not be pursued. Rather, the extremely 
low flegling rate at the ODSVRA in 2001 gives rise to the need to maximize habitat protectjoa by 
protectiug the chicks from predaton and all other soUI'Cq ofdlsturbalu:e." (Please see Exhibit 1 to 
the staff report.) 

Expanding the southern· exclosure to milepost 4 would still allow vehicles to access the back dune 
areas. This condition cannot be seen as an 1.1Dl'CaSOnable infiingcment on vehicle access in light of the 
met that it will still aOow this source of disturbance on 2 miles of the historic nesting and foraging area 
which the plovers ., as well as access to over a thousand acres of inland dune riding area. 

As noted in the comment submitted by Dean Francois, on the East Coast, despite the fewer months of 
inclement weather. compromises have been made to protect nesting birds which ban OHV's on beaches 
until endangered birds have completed their nesting cycle. 

The Paries Department's mission is to "protect California's natural and cultural resources" for 
all Californians. Instead, they promote the use of off-road vehicles in a manner that is not only 
ecologically destructive, but also breaks federal and state Jaws! 

We bave provided commissioners and staff with the updated version of the video produced by the Santa 
Lucia Chspter of the Sierra Club "Easing the Throttle", to remind you why this noncoastal dependent 
vehicular 1ecreational activity bas been called one of the longest running and most environmentally • 
destructive coastal tragedies. 
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At your l•earing on May 8, 2002, I presented you with over 1500 postcard~ sent from all O\ ~'ll . 

• 
United States by concerned citizens to the Coastal Commission, C/0 the Santa Lucia Chaptet. 'S'I~ 
office, asking you to please stop the continued destruction of the Oceano Thmes and the death of the, eN. 

• 

• 

Westem. Snowy Plover and other threatened or 'at risk' species. __ 
~\ 

You must prevent another year of Parks and the 1RT inflicting death by committee. Close the beach asi ~ 
foredunes to vehicles and camping during plover nesting season this year as a temporary emergency · 
measurewhne Parks obtains its HCP and incidental take permits. . 

At your Februmy meeting in San Diego, when you consider the renewal of the State Parks Department 
Coastal Development Permit for the ODSVRA. please hold firm to the spirit and letter of the Coastal Act 
and exercise your full authority to protect the Western Snowy Plover and other threatened species, 
environmentally sensitive habitat, and water quality of San Luis Obispo County, by preserving the 
Oceano Dunes fur everyo.ne-not just off-road vehicle fimstics. 

Thank you for an that you do to protect our magnificent Califumia coast. 

Sincerely, 

~ c 
-------------------Tarrcn Collins 

Chair, Santa Lucia ChaJ?ter of the Sierra Club 

Cc: Peter Douglas, Executive Director, California Coastal Commission 
Dr. Charles Lester, California Coastal Commission 
Steve Monowitz, California Coastal Commission 

Printed on Recycled Paper 
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CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION 
CEfmW. C:OMT~ OFFICI! 
7251'R0f!T $1"RSiT, SUITE 3CII 
~CRJJZ.CAliSOIII 

(Df)4' ..... 

MEMORANDUM Me.reh 22~ 2002 

TO: Steve Y amaicbi, Park Superintenc.tc:nt 
Oceano Dunes State Vehicular Recreation Area 

' FROM: Steve Monowitz, Coastal Planner. TRT Man.ber 
Cent:al Coast District 

RE: Rccommencb.tions of the Technical Re\'iew Team (TR..T) for~ Protection ofWestem. 
Snowy Plovers during the 2002 Breeding Season 

On March 12. 2002., the Oceano Dunes Teclmical R.~Mew Team took its first substantive action 
regarding resource Jnanagc:mcnt usues at the Oceano Dunes State Vehicular Recreation Area 
(ODSVRA). That action was to trammlit the TRT Scientific su.bcomJnittee•s recommendations 
an the teport titled "'Nesting of the Weatem SDDWy Plover aml CaU:fbmia Least Tetn at Oc::=no 
Dw8$ SVRA in 2001," prepaxul. by t.am1 H=bl of the Point 1tc;ycs Bird. Observatory (P.RBO) 
tbr the california Departm.mt of Panes and R.ecreatiou. 

.At. uot.ed in the tR.T's Transmittal Memo. thl:re is 'l11lallimous ageement .qmong TRT and 
Subcommittee members that the ODSVRA should implement many of the monitoring and 

--· management measures recommended by the report. · I am encouraged by your stated intcmt to 
artr'J out these recomtne"Odadcns,. md hope that you will keep the TRT and Scientific 
Subcommittee infbrmcd of your ~&res$. particularly with rcp.a1 to predator manaprnc:nt 
~. Recommended predator m.aupm.ent lJ1aS\It8S 1hat I hope will be completecl 
immediately an: the removal of ex.trancoua fccciug tha.t PJXrVide pordu:s for avia:a. pred.atou and 
the preparation of a written predator management plan developed in coordiilation with the 
Scientific Su'bcammittee. 

•. 

The ~on to develop a Habitat Conservaticm Plan is also of panmou.ot importaucc, 
md I therefore ~te you n:cent efthrls to improve eoordinatio:a. of llUCh plannius cffatts · 
with the Commiision ltlff'.. As I expressed at the last TRT zaeetina. I thiDk: it woalcl be beneticial 
far the SciC!Dtific SUbcommittee to review th.e specific 'Q'pcs of mcaitoril2,g data that will be 
~11ected this usting sason to ma:ximize opporbmitics mr this data to infoml long tetm. 
;fmmagt:mellt dec;isicm.a. 

Many of the other rccoJ:iunendaticms adopted by 1hc tR.T md the Seientific Subcommittee, 
although equally important, represtm.t coutinuati.on.. and jn some ca&c: refinement, of the -== 
monitoring md management practices that WCJ:e \1.SCd during the 2001 nesting season. whieh 
despite having high neJtins succeu, ha4 a ciisturbiJ1:ly low fl.tgling tate.. We are ~fore 
concerned about the Scientific Subcommittee• a tejdon ofRccom:mmd.ation 8, which calla tor a 
one mile extension of the cxclosure uscci to protect plover ucsts in 2001. That reccmme:adatiou 
states: 

• 



~voiJ~IlV~~ Ul:ol r&A 

• 

• 

• 
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Steve YamaleN 
QOSVRA Superil\tendent 
March 22. 2003 
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Extend the Sotdhtmt Set:uonal Clos'IITII North to Po.tt 6. 
IncretUing tlu!. size. of the large seasorull ext:lOSUI"fl would provide addi114nal 
neating habitat for SNPL and proviils an additional buffer between nesting areas 
JISed in 2001 and vehicle tra.ffic. The setzlona1 exclosurg shmJJ be extetrtled. . 
ffrom Post Mile 7 to] at leaat to P.ost 6. and an extension beyond P0jl 6 wou.ltl 
2-robablv be bem;jiciaJ. (Emphf13is added.) · 

The Subcommittee's rejection of this recommendation is smmnarized in their RecolDntendat:ions 
Report ofMa.l':h 6, 2002 as follow5: 

The Subcommittee members agreed thaJ they t:ZTS tu:Jt in /tnJOr of encouraging 
breeding in other t176QS Ulltil they lazow whtu the long-term IIUIIIflgement plan. will 
be. Although a bigger area mo.y lead to more snowy plo1lf!I'S. ~ion should 
not occur until researchers determine the outcome of predator controL 
~anding the aretJ now 1111Du/d clumge too m.tmY varlabla !II on.ce. lf crurent 
predo.tion levels an causing ODSYRA. tc be a popula.Jion sink. then cptmding tJ,. 
nestiltg a1'tJtl may simply C1'8I1JtJ a bigger poptllD.tion sinlr:.1 Although the DCIO&UI't!$ 
appear to be. allawing ~ ttJ lurtch. with &lfrilces bidng lCI.'I'ge{y rapouible for 
fa.ilurs to fouJge, nobOdy kntJw[s] wh41. will 1urppen once #~ prtldtztion; u 
7elfl.tJVed :from the etpPlfi~ Slight/Jt alder t:1r.it:1a tend to ,., a:rolmll m0111. If for 
aam.ple. chides sui"Vive a.fttW days lonp- cmly to nm. Dill ofiAe e:xcl~ a7Ui 
th~n become subject to take, bigget' ~~Mvrtts may :rimply metm more fa.iltmt fo,. 
even more btrtls. Other predtrltJn, IUch a ~u. could rilso m.t:111e in and tints 
ri!IJuirtl a new ~Wpo'lt4e jn:»t& »>tzlfOP'S. 1f zhe }11'el:1atm- r.:r..mtml mi/IIZ8IU'e8 
itttplement«l in 2002 work. tlwl thtt sdentljic 311bc:mnmitt« will t:OIUtrkl' 
r'eCD11U11611dblg e::t:ptJnSion of the tf.'Q:lo~ /DI" 2003. Rqt.u-dlll# of tlul size of the 
e:eclosures, contlitioru Ctm ~ tmd adtzpti:.ve .~lllll will be tmportllllt. 
The memben dist:t.ased that 1M Sc. .sub. will rzlso neflfl to COMider how ODSf!IU 
j'i.u intD SNPL and LETE reLJDYery in tlt:e rqian. 

As members of ihc TRT, the Commission staffhas conocms with tlu:s abO'Ife ar18lysis. While we 
rc:Ccgnizc 1hat thea: mAY be a valid scientific. methodological reliOJl to study the relationihip 
betwee:a. prodators and fledglina rates (see attached memo ~m 1. Dixc.m~ tl:om a. poti.cy 
perspective of optimizing reaource p!Otel;tion at the pm:k we clo not bdiove that this RI8SOl1 

ou.t'Neigbs the iJnpOit:allQe of providing adcqua= space b" breeding and foraging. Pratect:int 
nesting areas from predators often is a n=essary and common maJlBgcment tool that has. far 

1 SQbscquem to the Jaxmary {subc:omnritr=] ~ (subc:l:lmmi1tcc maaibcr} Roba:tPamm pterided IDe foDow.fa& 
liUZDI:DUll of'llis uWysia of'lbis ~Uora: 
'While i.a~ available: J.Writat md/or l:!v.fra-m:as is ~~) cbbhle., I qfM tbat k 1JOt he bl.creased ads 
BIISOU. ~t as BeSt miti:adcm OU13idiS of'lbe se:a.so:oaOy dosocl areu ~. '.I'.bil will allow usossment of' 
~lasutc 5\lC:CtlSS and devcJopmcm of & Joag.ti:U!:lpla, without~ Jabif.at aveiJablc 1:bu may 'be shortly. 
Q~Javu.ilable. . 

CCC Exhibit ~ 
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AGE 04 

example, impxoved fledgling xates at nesting 9reaS in Monterey Ba.y.1 But the presence af 
predators in a pmtic:ular cnvimmnent does not mean that protecting historical nesting habitats 
fonn scuxces of disturbance other than pndators should %lOt be pursued. ~- the extn:mely 
_low fledgling ~c at the ODSVRA in 2001 gives rise: to the need to muimize habitat protedion 
by protecting chi~ fro01 predators tmt1 r:/1 other sOID'cu of dbttobtuu:e. As c:tiscussc;1 'below, it 
would seem dW expansion of the e&oloStm: a.rc:a,. in crmjuncti011 with .strt»tg prwtlator 
nzanagemt~nt, is the best way to maximize protection of plovers and their habitat 8t Oceano. 

Fmt, m expansion of the ~ exclosure area may allow plover nests to be Dla1'e widely . 
dispersed. Over the past two years. mowy plover nests have been COD.CCill:mted in the southem 
portion ofthe exclosure. fi.u:thest ~J:WSY for the shOJdiue area available 1brrec:teatioDal uses. This 
nmy be due to the plover•s well-known sensitivity to humm disturbaru:c. Mmc important, this 
may be resultinJ in an unnaturally high nest d=sity of nests, that subsequ.Gtly attracts preda.tara 
and diminishes opporbmities tor fledgling success. The ~ for additioml nesting area is 
supported by the fact that the 2001 mid-season ~tension of the aouthcm exclosurc containcrd 
iOul' nests by the end pfthe nesti:nJ season. · 

· S~ a larpr cxclasu:ce a.:a would also help protect plovers from pred8tors by tniaiani:dng 
the use of single nest exclosures. As SIZed em Page S of the 2001 nestiq report, single nest 
cx.closu.rc:s "11ave many drawbaek.t, including pater 2isk of ahmd~ greater risk of adtait 
loss to predators, Ind. areater risk or a.vi3D depredation"'. 

i'hb:ds ~ tile exclosvxe area wcmld provide inraasc:d but'feDI for .nesd.ng an:u fiom 
distatbam:e by rec:reati.oual uses. Tho subMmm;tt= 1'B,PQl1. atatc:a tbat plovas that venture 
outside exclosutes are subject 1D take. presumably tbmugb. conf1icts with recreaticmal uses 
(plovers arc aot protected .ftom p:edatoa within the exclosares). It seems to fbllo11¥' that a larp:r 
exc1osure would help prevent such impacts. 

Pourth, it is not clear that tho theory that the Ocoana Dma State Vehicle lcc:reatian Area 
(ODSVR.A) UI8.Y bo a population sink 1br Snowy Plavera js ucdU1 in the C01IICXt a£ Oceano . 
DlmeS, particulady as a basil· to rejc:c;t .R.eoo~=datian 8. This tnetapopulaticm COD.CqSt is 
'base4 on an idea,. that some habitat patches may be better 8\lited. 1br a partic:War ·spccicslba1;t. other 
patches. and tb.u! that habitat can be partitioned into "source" CL4 ~ eategoriaa.3 :there aro 
many assumptions and caveats iDhereD.t in this theory, which at._ \11 pause in applying it to a 

· cxmteX.t such as Oceano DQDel. To thiuk ofhabitatu.a simple dichotomy~ or aou:riOCS 
a'Dd sinks. and thea. ccmclude that the aiDk )labitat should be mjrrimitocl ot pcriulpa climiutad to 
CODJltr:"f"O a specica ia DOt juatifitcl. PU:st. 1hc eoncept of~ aul sinks is baed on flfJiliUbrlMm 
population assumptions. Bquilibrium it most cer:tainiy not the gac for Smwy Plover 
populations. Seconds we arc ~= that tbare is little scic::nlific evidem:e that Oceano ia a 
papulati.on sink for reasons other tharJ. the human distarbancc:s usociateci with the Padt. '11u: 

· Pazk is a component of a larger dune ecosystc::m Uuat pmvides productm: ~habitat; we are 

._;, 

• 

• 

-· 
:z See .PRB9, Nes,ilfg ofllla Sno"1 Plowtr 111 Montenry Bt~.y 111111 em tlul s.-:J,a o{l4wdlfll'l£ $Mitl ~ Co~o~~rty, 
Califot"'''lc in 1000 (Icuuy 2001). 

~ Pvllwrll, R..H. 1988~ Soul"Ce.f <Uttisilflrs om/ /)OI'flltZdon. H(lUltllion. A)l.. Nat. 132:652-o~~c Exhibit s-" • 
(paae~of £.. pagea) 
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Steve Yarnalcttl 
ODSVRA Superintendent 
Ma.rch 22:~ 2002 
Paga4 · 

not a.Warc of any evidence that there me unique Nlbtral aspcd& of the area that would cause it to 
be a pPpDlation sink if the human. di.sl:utbances were net present. 

Finally, we are extremely concerned that the subconu:ni~'s response to R.ecommr:ndation 8 
implies that exclosures should be expanded only if predator management improves fledgling 
rates in 2002. '!'his 4ocs not address the filet ~t a healthy and productive Plover population at 
ODSVRA may not only require ptedatcr management. but also necessitates eifedive 
management of recreational uses. Th.e 2001 Nestin& Rc.port states that vdlkle use in the opeD.· 
riding area may limit available nesting habitat for Snowy Plover. negrads:tion and displacement 
of lJ.esting· habitat by human use is one of the primary ~ea ~ i::leclines itJ. the Pacific Coast 
Snowy Plover populations. 

It is cleu that the effective protectiOn. of the westem s;nawy plover at the ODSVRA is dependent 
not only on managing predatoxs, but on minimizing the loss or habitat attributable to recreation 
uses. Expanding the CXA:losure fencinu appears to be. the most appropriate way to achieve this 
objective. Tho Commission staff therefOre stroogly reca~ that the Supes:hltendent of 1ht: 
ODSVRA expand the e:xclosure aJ:"t:a, at ~ minimum. as recommended by :Recommendation 8 of • 

·the 2001 nesting report. 

{, 

•• 

CCC·EXhlbit ~ 
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FROM: 

TO: 

John Dixon 

Steve Monowitz 
Charles Lester 

MEMORANDUM 

SUBJECT: Scientific Subcommittee recommericfations re Oceano Dunes 

DATE! March 18.2002 

When we diGcussed thb matter an Friday. March 15, you expressed concern regarding the 
recommendation of the Scientific Subcommittee that U1e exclosure area net be expanded until 
after data ara collected regarding the behavior and fledging success of snowy plover chicks 
during a period cf effedfve predatcr controf. The purpose cf this note is 1D provide you With 
some background infOIJ 11atfon .resantfng that dedsfon. · 

. 
The argument far expending the fenced area is basically a c::ommcn-sense one.. ·1 think the Ides 
is that in a natural situation the entire upper beach end foredune area would be available to the 
plovers without disturbance and· any management adicn that tends to recreate the natural · • 
situation ts good. Fenc:es protect the important habitat and n!Quce disturbance so they must be 

'-..-· geed and bigger Is better. 

''.~ ......... · 

lbe foUo)VIng reasons for .nat expanding the fencas this year .were put fcrth by various members 
of the subc.ornmittee: 

• expanding the ·~losure adds a variable so predator cont:r'DI cannot be :assessed 
• if fhe exctosure acts as a sink. e)q)andlng it would be detrimenbitl 
• an expanded excfosure might provide habitat that woUld later be removed 
• before increasing the exc:fosure ara, It Is Important ta know whether they actually increase 

fledging success as currently designed 
h • . 

Gaty Page, a SndWY P!over expert from the Point Reyes Bird ~. and Steve Henry. a 
biologist with the USFWS with extensive ~ence 'tNith Snowy Plover management. both felt 
strongf)' that the exclosures oyght not be expanded t.intfl mote information is available.. 

I do not "find the above first three buDeted Items convincing. However, I am sympathetic with the 
forth concern. This Is 1'11U111y ~~ I would 1;:a!l a "factor x- concern. This ·rs the wcn:y. tflat there 
ma~ be some unex~d lnterac:;t}on be~ plover behavior. fencing, atld the dlslurbarice · 
regime in the araa that would result in c;h.lcJc mort;dlty. This Is. basically scientific ccnservafism .. 
that one should have evidence ot the ~na.~ a.f management adion$ before 
rec:ommending that they be expanded. I do not kn~ • -r~ :x.,• might be. but l agreed that 
delaying the e~nsion of the e~asures far one year to aUaw an •~~ent of the;tr 
el'recti'lleness was reasonable. Recent hf.etory Is replete wtth exampl~s qf ma~.ment of 
nature gon.e awry In ways that no one antldpatecf. . • CCC Exhibit s

(page~ol £ pagaa) 
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Steve Monowitz 

From: Erik [funfarer@hotmail.com] 

Sent: Sunday, February 02, 2003 10:56 PM 

To: smonowitz@coastal.ca.gov 

Subject: permit no. 4-82-300 

Erik Funfar 
39 Rafael Way 
San Luis Obispo Ca, 93405 

pennit no. 4-82-300 

I first off want to say that I support 100% of the effort to help protect the environment. I enjoy the dunes and 
believe it should be preserved as much as possible. But, I also believe there has to be a balanced approach to 
endangered species protection. The effort that has been take so far to save the Plover habit is remarkable. The 
Plover fledgling success rate at the ODSVRA increased 1700% from 2001 to 2002 season. Obviously the 
predator management program is working and that we don't need any more fences. I support the fact 
that the CCC has taken no action on the permit and want to emphasize NO more beach closure. 

ErikFunfar 

2/3/2003 
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California Coastal Commission 
725 Front Street 
Suite 300 
Santa Cruz, CA. 
95060-4508 

\ 
I 

\./ 

/ 221anuaftECEIVE. 
FEB 0 3 2003 

CALIFORNIA 
COASTAL COMMISSION 

. CENTRAL COAST AREA 
Subject: Pennit No. 4-82-300 (Oceano Dunes SVRA)- Disagree with Staff 
Recommendation - Pennit should be deemed satisfied and closed 

Dear California Coastal Commission, 

lfyou were constructing an addition to your home, a pennit would be required by your 
local Planning Department. Once the pennit was granted, a time to complete is 
established jointly. An inspector would come periodically to "buy off" incremental 
elements of the project, and after the last inspection the project would be totally bought 
off. How unfair would you think you were being treated, if the Planning Department 
constantly added unrelated new requirements and associated costs to your project for 21 
years not allowing the project to complete .... all because your neighbors didn't like you 
there and put pressure on the politicians to not let you complete and move-in. Would you 
be upset? Would you think your treatment unfair? Yes, me too! 

Isn't this what you and your predecessors have done to the ODSVRA? A pennit for a • 
fence arid two tiny kiosks, 21 years ago, has been ratcheted;.up with ever expanding new 
amendments to punish recreationists who choose to· camp and drive on the beaclL 
Ignoring the legislation to create the park for vehicle access, instead, those elititists, who 
prefer uninhabited public property for their personal hiking enjoyment, have tried every 
means to elicit your wrath against park users. Although miles of beach, and dunes, are 
available for hearty hikers throughout the adjacent area, as well as for miles north and 
south, the adversaries want the entire park. They claim their concern is about endangered 
species, but they deliberately choose not to apply the same CCC level of statistical 
controls, metrics, and oversight to other California beach parks. 2002 results of Plover 
success in the ODSVRA far surpassed all other California beaches, which don't have 
vehicles. F~ennore many of those parks fail to count fledglings, the key to measuring 
Plover succe~s. Isn't it suspicious that ymr are nevertold.about regional metrics? Ask. 

21 years of micromanaging the ODSVRA while ignoring other California beaches is dead 
wrong. If California has 1100 Plovers, why are we only micro managing the 3% at the 
ODSVRA and virtually none at the remaining 97% of the sites? In these troubled 
financial times, a reassessment of priorities seems justified. Return the management of 
the park and its resources to the agencies with those charters. 

Speaking for the 600,00 annual Central Valley visitors to the ODSVRA, farm workers, 
laborers, immigrants, families and other folks who can't afford big hotel bills to weekend 
on the beach, its time for COMMON SENSE and BALANCE to prevail. Please end this • 
pennit juggernaut. · 

Gene Shroeder 
5813 E. Harvard 
Fresno. CA 93727 Exhibit 6: SLO LCPA 1-01, Part C 
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California Coastal Watch 
Box808 

Hermosa Beach, CA 90254 
310-318-3326 

DeanTFrancois@Hotmail.com 

California Coastal Conunission 
Central Coast District Office 
725 Front Street, Suite 300 
Santa Cruz, CA 95060-4508 
FAX (831) 427-4877 

RE: 2/6/03 item #14- Oceano Dunes SVRA 

Dear Commissioners: 

Please receive, file and distribute for this agenda item. 

RECEIVED 
JAN 3 1 2003 

CALIFORNiA 
COAST!\L COMMISSION 
CEf~TRAL COAST AREA 

I am concerned that the requiren;l.ents to conduct an environmental review are not being complied 
with for granting of these pennits. The shore birds and animals are in disparate jeopardy for 
survival on these dunes . 

I travel frequently to East Coast tourist spots such as Martha's Vineyard in Massachusetts. Here, 
Off Road Vehicles ORV'a are also destroying natural habitat. But at least on the Vineyard, 
compromises have been made and the ORV's are banned along the coast until the endangered 
Terns have completed the nesting cycle. This means users wait well after the long 4th of July 
weekend, sometimes lasting through most of July before they can use the beach. The users still 
get their use, and this is in a state that has a very short season left for people to enjoy nice 
weather. It makes no sense to allow this destruction to occur unlimited on the Oceano dunes in 
the most conservation minded state of all. California, where we Cl\ioy mild weather year-round. 
At least we should stop their uses during the nesting periods of the plovm and other endangered 
species in Oceano. 

The Coastal Conunission should require independent study to be conducted that includes banning 
ORV's at leas.f. temporarily so that it can be completed accurately. Trust agencies that have 
conflicts of Werest should not be involved in these studies or 110 called ''technical reviews". The 
only hope of requiring that agencies comply with the California Environmental Quality Act, the 
California Coastal Act and the other regulations pertaining to endangered species is for action by 
th.e Conunission NOW. California State Pada has not conducted the required reviews and since 
tl1ey have taken over the responsibility for managing these dunes, more species have been placed 
on the endangered species list. This makes it more important now than ever. 

Please take the appropriate action on this item, and do not simply rubber stamp this review 
process by adopting the staff recommendation. 

Sincerely, 

'Deaw Fre«'\.CC"W 
Dean Francois 
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Steve Monowitz 

From: Bob Porter (bobmp@email.com] • Sent: Friday, January 31, 2003 9:06AM 

To: smonowitz@coastal.ca.gov 

Subject: Permit No. 4-82-300..., Oceano .Dunes State Vehicular Recreation Area, Oceano 
. -· 

Dear Mr. Steve Monowitz 

I am writing you regarding "14. CONDITION COMPLIANCE on Pennit No. 4-82-300 (Oceano Dunes 
SVRA, San Luis Obispo Co.) Annual review ofpennit granted to Department of Parks & Recreation for 
35~000 linear feet of fencing to keep off-highway recreational vehicles out of sensitive vegetated dunes 
& wetland environments, and kiosks for access control at Grand & Pier A venues, at Oceano Dunes State · 
Vehicular Recreation Area, Oceano, San Luis Obispo County." (SM-SC) 

I would like to point out some infonnation regarding Pennit No. 4-82-300 such as the following: 

• This is a 21-year old pennit that should be closed. The fencing is done. The kiosks are done. 
• The Plover fledgling success rate at the ODSVRA increased 1700% from 2001 to 2002 season. 
• The predator management program is working! We don't need any more fences! 
• The ODSVRAhas one of the highest Plover fledgling success rates in all of California (56%)- it's • 

the predators killing the plover, not people or vehicles! . 
• I would like to recommend a BALANCED approach to endangered species protection - where 

public access is considered when protecting endangered species. They have closed 14 miles of 
beach to the public why focus on the last 3 miles left for camping? 

Thank you for your help in this matter. 

Sincerly 

Bob M. Porter 

12219 Parasol DrivJ! 

Havasu Lake, Ca. 92363 

Sign-up for your own FREE Personalized E-mail at Mail.com 

Meet Singles 

1/31/2003 
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Steve Monowitz 

• From: 
Sent 
To: 

Vera Fischer [chadnvera@hotmail.com] 
Friday, January 31, 2003 10:03 AM 
smonowitz@coastaLca.gov ---- . 

Subject Condition Compliance on Permit No. 4-82-300 (Oceano Dunes SVRA) 

Dear Mr. Steve Monowitz, 
I am writing to you regarding the CCC Meeting in San Diego on February 4-7, 
2003 which will review the annual permit (Permit No. 4-82-300) granted to 
Dept of Parks & Recreation for 35,000 linear feet of fencing to keep 
off-highway recreational vehicles out of sensitive vegetated dunes & wetland 
environments, and kiosks for access control at Grand & Pier Avenues, at 
Oceano Dunes State Vehicular Recreation Area, Oceano, San Luis Obispo 
County. 

My husband and I believe that this 21-year old permit should be closed. 
Here are some reasons why: The fencing is done and so are the kiosks. The 
Plover fledgling success rate at the ODSVRA increased 1700% from 2001 to 
2002 season. The predator management program is working and so therefore, 
we don't need any more fences. The ODSVRA has one of the highest Plover 
fledgling success rates in all of California (56%)- it's the predators 
killing the plover, not people or vehicles! 

We recommend a BALANCED approach to endangered species protection - where 
public access is considered when protecting endangered species. They have 
closed 14 miles of beach to the public - why focus on the last 3 miles left 
for camping? 

• My husband and I absolutely lo~e spending free weekends at Oceano Dunes with 
our friends and family. Please don't take away such a wonderful place for 
families to enjoy themselves! 

• 

Thank you for listening. 

Best Regards, 
Vera Fischer 
382 Kuehnis Drive 
campbell, CA 95008 

STOP MORE SPAM with the new MSN 8 and get 2 months FREE* 
http://join.msn.com/?page=features/junkmail 
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Lee and Carmen Greenawalt 
499 Nevis St. Morro Bay, 93442 

(805) 772 9549 lgreenawalt@MSN.com 

Coaslal Commission, Steve Jvfonowitz, 
:".!.:; front Street #'300, Santa Cmz, Ca., 9S060 

Dear Mr. Mrmowitz, 

RE: NIPOMO DUNES 

~ find it strange that the CCC has the NTPOMO 0{ JNFS on its nPendn for 
~ v 

Februru:y \Vheu they meet in San Diego. ~·1ost local citizens can not travel 
to a meeting so far away. 

The CCC will be meeting locally (San Luis Obispo) in .M.arch. 111at would be 
the best time to deal \\1it.lt this local issue: Permit Number: 4-82-3000 AS 
-Vehicles on the Beach and tencing for same-Th 14 

This is an annual review which was on the agenda in Santa Rosa last May 
when bus loads (financed by oiUOHV corporations) of people from 
Bakersfield attended wt-Jlc SLO working citizens could not attend . 

I urge that this item be postponed one month so SLO citizens can 
participate. 

Sincerely. 

~"7~~~, 

Rece,veo 
JAN 3 0 2003 

COAsfALIFORNIA 
CENTR~l gg~SMTISSION 

AREA 

• 

• 

• 
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• 
FROM : DOUG BUCKMASTER PHONE NO. : 805 927 4206 Feb. 04 2003 11:05AM Pl 

• _ltlf:8~~~. ~--·---·-··-
Post Office Box 14422 ·San Luis Obispo. CA 93406 • (80S} 782-4012 

. February 4,· 2003 . 

Honorable Chair Mik& Reilly and All Comrntssior:-ets · 
·. . california Coastal Commission ·. 

725 Fiont Street, Suite 300 . 
Santa Cruz, ·cA 95060 

· Sent' via facsimile and email 

:. . . . Dear Commissioners: 

Re: Morro Sandspit Closure to Horses; · 
Oceano Dunes Open to Desecration. 
T.here.ls Som~ing WrOng Here 

.. 
·' 

'sL~··eoast Alliance, a COnsOrtium .Of.· 32 environmental gfqups with over 22,000 . .· 

• 
::_supp<)rters (voters}; ~plal:lds the decision by State Parks to keep'horses off the Morro 

· Bay S~dspit in deference to·the endangered $00wy plo~rs •. 111e SC?A mission includes 
. the protection cA the coa~ and· the creatu~ that Jive on or near it. mcfud1ng the sea 

• 

. . 
Conversely, we cann9t understand the hypocrisy of taking this action against a very few 
responsible equestrians while permitting .and even .encouraging. ~e. aesecration of the 
Oceano Dunes Recreation Area by tens of thousands of ridiCUlous off-road vehicles. These 
dunes are the· hom~ of several endangered or threatened species, including the plovers, 
the Caflfomia least~. and s•lhead trout 

The policies of·State Parks ~Oceano ~June$ are unconscionable. The California Coastal 
Commission needs to address this problem reali®cally as welt' 1\lway pa«time for State 
Parks to take positive steps to keep vehicles away at least seasonally from sensitive 
habitats which ha(bOr endangered speci~. . · · . 

~ ; 

Sincerely, 

·~~. 
Doug BUCkmaster 
Secretary-Treasurer 
SLO Coast Alliance 

--------------- MEMBER O.RGANilATIONs.;...· --------:-------
Silnta Lude~ Chapter. Sierra Club • Friends of the RanchLand ·San Luis Bay Chapter, Surfriders Foundation • Cambria Forum •.Life on Planet Earth 

ECOSLO ·Santa M<~rgarita Area Resident$ Together ; Ventana Wilderness Assodation•-Cidzans for a Vehicle Free Nipomo.Dunes ~ CALPIRG 
Plcmning and Conserv<~tion League· Ca(lstwalk • SLO CountyChumash Council· Environmental Ati~fteiPlafQ~A 1 :.01', Part C·· 

Save Our Shores· People for the Nipomo Dunes • 6lnyons and Streams ~VfliAI paoratfl4':eview correspondence 
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Steve Monowitz 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dear Mr. Monowitz, 

Bums, Jolene [JBums@gsvwine.com] 
Tuesday, February 04, 2003 9:23 AM 
'smonowltz@coastal.ca.gov' 
Oceano Dunes- Permit No. 4-82-300 from Jolene Bums, 29850 Road 1 68, Visalia, CA 
93292, (559)799.7673 

Thank you for taking your time to give this unfortunate matter attention. My 
family and I have camped on the dunes for many years and want to keep·our 
family tradition for our children and generations·to come. The Oceano Dunes 
are a very significant part of our lives. We love these dunes and hope to 
enjoy the wonderful atmosphere throughout our lives. · 

This is. a 21-year old permit that should be closed. The fencing is done. The 
kiosks are done. The Plover fledgling success rate at the ODSVRA increased 
1700t from 2001 to 2002 season. The predator management program is working! 
We don•t need any more fences! The ODSVRA has one of the highest Plover 
fledgling success rates in all of California (56t)- it's the predators 
killing the plover, not people or vehicles! We recommend a BALANCED approach 
to endangered species protection - where public access is considered when 
protecting endangered species. They have closed 14 miles of beach to the 
public, why focus on the last 3 miles left for camping? The Sierra Club has 
not done their homework and they are only for their own monetary interests. 
Please don•t let them destroy our relationship with the Oceano Dunes when 
they have done nothing but badmouth without any concrete evidence. Please 
don't reward the Sierra Clubs poor ethics and dishonesty. 

God Bless, 
Jolene Burns 
29850 Road 168 
Visalia, CA 93292 
(559) 799.7673 

• 

• 

• 
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-- -------------------------------------------------------------

· Peter !P. Vessau 

FEB 0 6 2003 

Mr. Steve Monowl·tz CALiFOf~i~lA 
Co ~t'·'TA' , ... 0. ·d•''i"'~•r-r,r Calif. Coastal Commission Ji..:r 1. L '·) '"!iVIi;.:~, • .Ju.>: 

45 Fremont St. Suite 2000 CENTRAL COAST AP.EA 
San Francisco, CA. 94106-2219 

Subject: Oceano Dunes State Vehicular Park 

Dear Sir. 

111 Grand View Dr. 
Grover Beach, CA 93438 
(805) 473-2425 
3 February 2003 

I am writing to strongly urge you to reduce, and gradually, eliminate the use of 
our beautiful beach for any vehicular purposes whatsoever. 

It is nothing less than criminal to allow scores of vehicles in an area intended for 
the recreation of people and,at most animals. There are groups who call themselves 
"Friends of the Oceano Dunes" who would have you extend the area allocated to 
their use, as well as increase the number of vehicles allowed per day. It breaks my 
heart when I see long lines of huge RVs, SUVs and other beach-destroying vehicles 
waiting to enter the beach. Apart from disturbing the Indigenous animal life, these 
vehicles cause air pollution in what should be a pristine place for families, excess traffic 
with lts attendant noise and congestion, and constitute a constant danger to those of 
us foolhardy enough to risk walking on that part of the beach. 

The real friends of the beach and dunes are people like me who would preserve 
the area for all sensible uses for our kids and grandklds, while protecting the 
environment and ecology for the foreseeable future. 

Please work to gradually reduce vehicular attendance, while relocating vehicular 
use 1nland as far from the water as possible. 

Sincerely Yours, 

copy: Governor Grey Davis 
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RECEiVED JJG!i:llWJtJD) ~ 
fEB 0 5 ?.003 • 

FEB 0 3 2003 
Dear California Costal Commissions, . .£:-Uf8l~1\J~SS\ON · CAliFORNIA • 

CO~.S IP~ C"f\Sl f.\H£A COASTAl COMMISSION 
On September 4, 2002, I went to ~1fir~invPismo Beach rdfA~y!liGO C:::C>AST DISTRICT 

sister's birthday. That day I went ATVing (four wheeled motor-cycles). · 
When I got there I came across a chick called Western Snowy Plover 
( Chmadrius alexandrinus nivosus or see the 1st image). My uncle and I almost 
ran it over. The chick was searching for its mother but I didn't see other 
chicks around. The chick was about 100 feet from its nesting ground. 

Pismo Beach only has 350 Western Snowy Plover left and the 
population is decreasing. In 2000 there were more than 1,000 up and down 
the coast of Baja California. Now theirs 600 left in Baja California. In Pismo 
Beach there are only 250 says www.inbiology.usgs.gov. 

The birds started migrated down from Washington to Pismo beach 
area. Pismo beach has great sandy hills that make it to be a popular area for 
ATV drivers. There have also been many accidents that had endings with the 
death of the birds and their chicks. The oil and gas fuel from the ATV' s have 
been polluting the water and the air and making it dangerous for the birds to 
live. 

I'm asking you to please have the rangers close the whole nesting site 
and make room for the birds to roam around (see the image second image). 
I'm also asking you please try to make the nesting ground bigger for the 
safety of the riders and the birds. Can you please limit the number of the 
ATV' s that enter into the Pismo beach area? If people try to go in the nesting 
area they should be fined with a penalty up to 300 dollars. I would like to 
help and save the birds life by passing out flyers before people enter in to the 
dunes and worn them about the birds. 

Thanks for your time, 

• 
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593 Rosemary Lane 
Arroyo Grande, CA 
January 30, 2003 

REC IV ED 
93420 FEB 0 5 2003 

CJ\UFORNill. 
. COASTAL COMMISSION 

California coastal conunissiorCENTRAL COAST ARI=A 
45 Fremont St. Suite 2000 ~ 
San Francisco, CA 94106-2219 

Dear Commission Members: 

Fr:B 0 4 2003 .... 

The Pismo Dunes Recreation Area serves not only the local 
populace, but also upwards of 10,000 daily visitors from the 
Central Valley during the busy sununer; people who come to the 
beach to wade, to walk, to swim, to surf, and to enjoy our 
fortunate weather. 

There is a large and vocal minority of users who have usurped 
not only the dunes, but the beach as well, with their large 
vehicles and trailers full of ATVs with which they tear up the 
dunes, invoking their constitutional right to do so. 

I have seen large pickup trucks, going twice the speed limit, 
nearly hit children running back and forth in the surf. I have 
seen trucks pulling ATVs which have actually run over the blankets 
and coolers vacated by surfers and waders. I have seen these 
vehicles running in the· incoming surf, skidding out of control for 
hundreds of yards down the beach. I have seen them racing with 
each other on days when there are hundreds of people using the 
beach. 

And that's BEFORE they unload the ATVs which then noisily 
roar around the dunes, wasting gas, polluting and destroying 
habitats. 

These people complain that this is the only way 1'poor 
families" can enjoy the beach. I calculate that the cost of one 
large 4-wheel-drive truck or RV, a trailer and six ATVs, lodging, 
fuel and food, puts them 'way above the upoor" category. 

"' " .. 
Meanwhile, it costs nothing to walk the beach, watch and 

listen to the birds, maybe swim or surf a little bit, and enjoy 
the solitude and ever-changing moods of the ocean community. With 
the help of the Coastal Commission, perhaps those of us who are 
not dependent on the internal combustion engine for all our 
pleasures, an again enjoy a peaceful Recreational Area. 
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